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ABSTRACT

In field excavation, cutting tools operate on rock surfaces damaged from previous
tool pass, yet, average intact rock properties are often used in field project estimations. This
can result in overestimation of excavation time and cost. The ability to accurately correlate
the damaged rock properties to the excavation parameters means more reliable estimates
of project completion time and costs, and hence improved the application of mechanical
excavation technology to a wider range of civil and mining industries.
The purpose of this research was to better understand the relationship between rock
cutting parameters and the excavated rock surface hardness during mechanical excavation.
To do this, Roubidoux sandstone was subjected to linear cutting experiments using a radial
drag pick at different cut spacing to depth of cut (s/d) ratios and the resultant forces and
chips were analyzed. The rebound hardness of the excavated rock surface was subsequently
measured using a rock-type Schmidt hammer.
Results and subsequent analysis indicated that the wide variability of Roubidoux
sandstone coupled with the complex process of rock cutting prevented a clear
determination of the relationship between the cutting forces and the excavated rock surface
hardness.
2D stereonet models of the resultant force orientation data and estimates of the tool
path deviation indicated that the cutting tool experienced significant deflection during
cutting.
Finally, It was found that cutting geometry and excavated rock surface hardness
contributed significantly to variations in the specific cutting energy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mankind has been digging the earth for hundreds of thousands of years for several
reasons; shelter, medicine, and water are among the common reasons. Earlier excavations
were generally small and required simple tools. Today, an increase in population coupled
with an increase in demand for quality of life has increased the demand for rapid and largescale excavation. To keep up with the growing demand, excavation techniques and
equipment are constantly evolving. A widely accepted and commonly used technique is
the mechanical excavation using different kind of tools and equipment e.g. tunnel boring
machine, roadheaders, continuous miners etc. In 2012 alone, over 70% of the rock
excavations were carried out using roadheaders only (Bilgin et al., 2014). An efficient and
effective excavation process relies on a better knowledge of excavation parameters as well
as the properties of the rock to be excavated. The ability to accurately determine these
parameters means more reliable estimates of project completion time and cost. When
estimation goes wrong, downtime and project delays are unavoidable, which can have
financial consequences on the whole project. Traditionally, laboratory techniques are used
to determine these parameters, which are then used for project evaluation and feasibility
analysis. However, some of these laboratory techniques can be expensive and sometimes
unavailable when needed. Linear cutting technique is a laboratory method that employs
expensive equipment which require well-trained personnel to execute. The linear cutting
machine used in this research is one of only two in the United States. It is therefore
important to investigate other techniques that can provide or complement linear cutting
data in a cheap and timely manner.
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1.1. INTELLECTUAL MERIT AND SIGNIFICANCE
Mechanical rock excavation is a widely used technology in the excavation industry.
The success of mechanical rock cutting process is highly influenced by the machine design,
machine power, rock mass properties, and rock mass conditions (Karakas et al., 2005).
Estimation of these parameters prior to excavation project is very vital but can be tedious,
costly, and time-consuming to do. Over the past decades, traditional laboratory
experimentations have dominantly been used to estimate these parameters. These
experimentations have seen relative success in some situation but in certain situations or
projects, large differences between laboratory and field results have been recorded
(Rostami and Ozdemir, 1993; Gertsch, 2000). Some of the reasons for these discrepancies
lay in the scaling of the laboratory results to that of the field setting as well as the variation
in testing and sample conditions. In most cases, intact rocks are tested under controlled
conditions and applied in project evaluation. These intact rock laboratory parameters are
used to estimate field excavations in which cutting tools operate on rock surface damaged
from previous cutting (Ozdemir et al., 1978), yet, the average intact rock property values
are applied in project estimation. In general, cutting causes chipping and promotes
microcracks in the visually intact rock. The microcracking depends on the spacing between
the cutting tools, the type of tool and the depth of cut, and can influence the cutting force
of a cutting pick on a cutting drum. If cutting force models do not consider the effects of
the excavated rock properties, the force predicted by these models could significantly
overestimate the actual cutting force experienced by each cutting pick. Incorrect force
prediction means incorrect cutting drum reactive torque and power estimations, which may
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result in selecting an overkill machine for a given project. Overkill in engineering sense
results in cost-ineffectiveness.
In addition to linear cutting tests, laboratory methods are commonly, which include
both direct and indirect methods. The most commonly used direct methods are Uniaxial
Compressive Strength (UCS) and Brazilian Tensile Strength (BTS) tests. These direct
methods may require special samples and preparation to meet certain requirements (ASTM
D7012, 2011). Consequently, other empirical/indirect tests such as shore hardness test,
Schmidt hammer test, cone indenter point load test, sonic P-wave velocity test, etc., have
been used to estimate excavation parameters (Tumac 2013; Yarali and Soyer, 2011; Engin
et al., 2012).
In this research, the rock Schmidt hammer rebound index test was incorporated into
a linear rock cutting program to measure the damaged surface properties of a given
sandstone after it was excavated with a radial drag pick at different spacing to depth of cut
(s/d) ratios; 4, 8 and 16, hereafter referred to as low, medium and high s/d ratios
respectively. This program has two main aims: (1) characterize and quantify the amount of
excavation damage under different cutting spacing to depth of cut ratios (s/p), and (2)
develop readily accessible empirical correlations that will relate cutting parameters to the
damaged rock properties. Such correlations will be vital in feasibility analysis of ongoing
projects as well as in the selection of equipment. The hypothesis was that as near-surface
properties (e.g., resistivity, permeability, surface roughness and hardness) correlate with
UCS (Cargill and Shakoor, 1990; Minaein and Ahangan, 2013; Tandon an Gupta, 2015;
Wang et al., 2016; Bilgin et al., 2016; Vasanelli et al., 2016), and UCS correlates
reasonably with cutting parameters (e.g., penetration rates, specific energy, cutter forces)
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(Dogruoz et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016; Copur et al., 2003a, 2011a, 2012), it could be
possible to develop useful correlations based on the damaged rock properties. Such
information could improve the machine design, machine selection, cutting parameter
selections, and could improve rock excavation effectiveness and efficiency in general.

1.2. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The main aim of this project is to advance the frontier on rock excavation for
engineering purposes by identifying and developing correlations between cutting
parameters and damaged rock surface properties of Roubidoux Sandstone after it has been
excavated with radial drag pick.
To achieve the overall aim, the following objectives are formulated:
 Identify and quantify the relationship between cutting forces and excavated
surface hardness and assess the variability with spacing to depth of cut ratio.
 Demonstrate the applicability of the Schmidt hammer rebound test in
determining the effects of excavation on the near-surface hardness.
 Develop a model that relates fragment parameters (coarseness index,
absolute size constant, specific energy, fragment production rate, and
fragments shape parameters), cutting force, cutting energy, and rock surface
hardness.

1.3. DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION
To report the objectives of this research, the dissertation is structured as follows:
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 Section 1 is an introduction to the proposed study and its significance, and
also states the objectives of the proposed research work as well as the means
to achieve these objectives.
 Section 2 reviews relevant literature of the topics covered in this research
study. It includes rock fragmentation mechanism, force on drag picks –
theoretical and empirical approaches, Schmidt hammer operational
principles and mechanism as well as other related literature.
 Section 3 introduces the experimental equipment and techniques used in this
research study. This includes descriptions of the Linear Rock Cutting
Machine (LRCM), the radial drag pick, and the rock Schmidt hammer used.
The steps involved in the sample preparation, testing and data collection are
also discussed under this chapter.
 Section 4 presents the results of the experimental program.
 Section 5 covers the analysis of the LRCM test results. It includes a
discussion on the cutting pick force analysis and modeling, cutting pass
evolution and characterization, cutting interaction, and cutting pick
orientation characterization during the cutting process.
 Section 6 characterizes the excavated face and attempts to quantify the
amount of excavation damage caused after loading with a radial drag pick
using Schmidt hammer rebound index data. In addition, it discusses the
influence of spacing to depth of cut ratio on the amount of damage induced.
It also evaluates the cutting interaction correlations in the vertical and
horizontal directions.
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 Section 7 contains the development of formulas that relate the cutting force
and the surface hardness for the different depths of cut as well as a
discussion on the relationships.
 Section 8 presents the analysis of rock fragments shape, size and
distribution. The fragment production parameters such as coarseness index,
absolute size constant, specific energy, and fragments production rate under
various cutting conditions are discussed. In addition, fragment shape
parameters such as aspect ratio, roundness, and sphericity are also
presented. Correlations between rock fragment parameters, cutting force,
and surface hardness are also presented.
 Section 9 summarizes the major conclusion in this study. The limitation of
the study, along with the potential future applications, and recommendation
are also present.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section presents a literature survey on relevant concepts of rock cutting science
with the aim of understanding rock fragmentation under cutting tools and also to create a
baseline for the conclusions of this research study. The literature survey covers rock
fragmentation mechanism, theoretical and empirical studies, field and experimental studies
on rock cutting, surface hardness studies, and other relevant related literature including
concrete testing studies.
For the past century, various excavation techniques have been proposed in the
mining and civil engineering industries to create openings into the earth. These include
drilling and-blasting, mechanical excavation, laser assisted excavation (Rad and McGarry,
1970, Ndeda et al., 2015), water-jet assisted excavation (Summers, 1985; Fenn, 1989,
Lever, 2004), and thermal fragmentation (Haase and Pickering, 1987; Rauenzahn and
Tester, 1989; Accesswire, 2014). Whiles some of these techniques are still at experimental
level, others have gained recognition and have been widely applied in the excavation
industry. Among the well-recognized, most economic and widely practiced excavation
methods are the drilling and blasting, and mechanical excavation. According to Bilgin et
al. (2014), high productivity, better reliability, easy automation as well as environmental
friendliness make mechanical excavation generally advantageous over traditional drilling
and blasting, and is more widely applied. Today, mechanical excavation is carried out using
machinery such as mobile miner, surface miner, longwall miner, continuous miner, tunnel
boring machine, just to mention a few. In 2012, longwall mining method alone accounted
for about 50% of all coal production in the world (Bilgin et al., 2014). These excavators
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are usually equipped with array of cutting tools that transfers the machine energy onto the
rock surface to effect breakage. The commonly used cutting tools are drag picks and roller
cutters. Roller cutters are generally used in medium to high strength rocks while drag tools
are commonly applied in soft to medium strength rocks. The two sets of tools effect
breakage in a similar fashion but different fundamental principles. Whereas the roller cutter
effects breakage in an indentation manner, drag tools scratch the surface of the rock to
effect breakage.
Since the introduction of mechanical excavation techniques, extensive research
aimed at perfecting the technology has been conducted. These research contributions have
led to improved excavation predictions, excavation tools and excavation practices.
However, a major drawback of much of these research is that they hardly consider the
damaged rock surface properties during and after excavation, and how a change in the
engineering characteristics of the rock surface may play a role in excavation outcome. This
is important since cutting picks nearly always operate on pre-damaged rock surfaces from
previous passes. Notwithstanding, a considerable number of researchers have addressed
issues related to excavation in general and these are reviewed in the next sections with the
aim of recognizing the numerous efforts of other researchers and also to create a baseline
for the current research work.

ROCK FRAGMENTATION MECHANISM
Mechanical rock fragmentation begins when a cutting tool of any geometry and
size is forced into the rock to cause it to disintegrate. Different cutting tools emphasize
different breakage mechanism but in principle, a cutting tool induces stress directly beneath
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it which causes cracks to develop. These cracks propagate until they intersect a free face
and a chip is formed (Lindqvist, 1982; Cook et al., 1984). The basic difference between
the drag and roller cutters is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Drag picks cut the rock through a
dragging process in which the tool is pushed or pulled parallel to the rock surface to effect
breakage whereas roller tools effect breakage entirely by indentation. Indentation is part of
drag process but to minor extent. Indentation involves pressing the tool perpendicular to
the rock surface until it fails (Hood and Alehossein, 2000).
As indicated earlier, drag tools are limited in their operation to weak and medium
strength rocks, and are generally efficient when new. However, in hard and/or abrasive
rocks, the tool wears rapidly and its efficiency drops drastically (Roxborough and Sen,
1986). Rock failure processes under drag tools have been described by various researchers
(Evans, 1971; Nishimatsu, 1972; Friedman and Ford, 1983; Inyang, 1990). According to
them, rock failure under drag pick occurs in stages which include formation of crush zone
at the tip of the tool, crack formation and propagation, and formation of chips (Figure 2.2).
After the formation of a chip, the cutting force drops dramatically and begins to build up
as the cutter makes contact again with further advance until the next cycle of chip
formation. Roxborough and Phillips (1981) indicated that the formation and production of
chips is a function of the cutting tool geometry and is also highly controlled by the presence
of joints and bedding planes. Thuro (1997) reported that bedding and foliation increase
chip production rate.
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Figure 2.1. Cutting action of drag (left) and indenter (right) tools (after Hood
and Alehossein 2000).

Chip

Figure 2.2. Illustration of drag tool cutting mechanism.
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LITERATURE ON ROCK FRAGMENT ANALYSIS
The effectiveness of rock breaking is usually determined by many criteria; among
them, the rock fragment characteristics. This is because for any given spacing to depth of
cut combination, certain chip characteristics can practical be obtained (Gertsch, 2000).
Visual examination of rock fragments indicate that chip dimension varies with cutting
conditions (Liu et al., 2015). Yao et al (2010) conducted an experimental investigation on
edge chipping of rocks under drag tools with conical and pyramidal tip and indicated that
chip width, length and height were a function of the depth of cut with length to height, and
width to height ratios of approximately 4 and 1.5, respectively. Rock fragment
characteristics, which include the size/size distribution and the shape can, therefore,
provide useful information on the cutting efficiency (Jeong and Jeon.2017). Rock
fragments characteristic is also important in the mineral resource industry for determining
optimum fragment size for efficient processing. In addition, it is important when used as
aggregate for engineering constructions (Meddah et al. 2010).
Several parameters have been used in literature to describe the rock fragment
size/size distribution in rock excavation. The commonly used parameters include
coarseness index (Rouborough and Rispin, 1973, Altidag, 2003, Tuncdemir et al. 2008,
Abu Bakar and Gertsch, 2012), absolute size constant (Abu Buakar, 2012, Jeong and Jeon,
2018), mean particle diameter and coefficient of uniformity (Altindag, 2003, Jeong and
Jeon, 2018). Coarseness index (CI) is a dimensionless value and defined as the sum of the
cumulative weight percentages of the rock fragments retained on each sieve. CI is sieve
size dependent and can be used to compare relative characteristics of rock fragments
analyzed by the same sieve sets.
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Roxborugh (1973) conducted rock cutting experiment and indicated that CI was
inversely related to specific energy. He indicated higher CI corresponded to lower values
of SE for all cutting conditions in both disc cutters and chisel picks. Kahraman (2004)
investigated the relationship between the CI of rock chips produced by top hammers and
down the hole drills and the penetration rate of these machine, the results indicated that
penetration rate and CI both decreased with drilling depth using top hammer drills.
Tuncdemir et al. (2008) performed an LCM test using a conical pick with 17 types of rock
and analyzed the correlation between cutting conditions, specific energy and the CI.
Specific energy decreased as the CI increased, and the CI reached its maximum value at
the optimum cut spacing. In addition, the CI increased with penetration depth.
Absolute size constant is often obtained from Rosin-Rammler distribution. Rosin
Rammler distribution was first introduced in mineral process for analyzing the products of
tumbling mils. It is a graph of log [log(100/R)] versus logx, where R is cumulative mass
percent retained on sieve size x. The results of this graph are a straight line whose slope (b)
and intercept at the horizontal line at R = 36.79% (x') describe the size distribution. These
provide a quantitative description of the rock fragments and allow engineering comparison
(Gupta and Yan, 2006). x' is sometimes mistaken as the mean particle size, length (Altidag,
2003, 2004) but it actually represents the most common particle size in the distribution and
tis the peak of the Rosin – Rammler distribution curve (Rosin and Rammle, 1933, Taggart,
1945). Abu Bakar and Gertsch (2012) conducted linear cutting test in saturated and dried
sandstone using radial drag pick. They found that as both x' and CI increased, SE decreases
for both dry and saturated samples. Jeong and Jeon (2018) performed series of linear
cutting experiments and studied the characteristics of the rock fragments in relations to the
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cutting force and SE. They used CI, mean particle diameter, coefficient of uniformity and
curvature to describe the rock chips and added that as CI has an inverse relationship with
SE while mean particle had a direct relationship with cutting forces. They also observed a
linear relationship between the mean fragment size and the cutter force.
According to Barret (1980), the shape of rock fragments can be expressed in terms
of form (overall shape), roundness (large-scale smoothness), and surface texture (smallscale smoothness). No consensus has been reached yet regarding the definitions of most of
these terminologies. Nonetheless, they have gained popularity and provide a quantitative
measure for engineering purposes. These parameters are often further described by several
parameters such as sphericity, aspect ratio, angularity, circularity, Feret’s diameter and
perimeter. Yilmaz et al. (2013) investigated size/size distribution and shape characteristics
of granite chips obtained from circular sawing experiment and revealed that the size/size
distribution of rock chips was influence by the degree of wear of the cutting tool. They also
observed a correlation between chip size parameters (Feret’s average, perimeter, convex
perimeter) and shape parameters (sphericity, roundness, roughness, Feret’s diameter and
perimeter) with the ratio of normal and cutting force, and SE.

CUTTING FORCES ON DRAG PICKS
The cutting force on a drag tool can be resolved into three orthogonal forces:
normal, cutting/drag and side forces. The normal force is perpendicular to the cutting
direction and to the nominal rock surface, and keeps the drag tool at the required depth
during the cutting process. The cutting force, on the other hand, acts opposite to the cutting
direction. The cutting force component is the major source of rock failure in drag picks.
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Roxborough and Rispin (1973) conducted a linear cutting experiment on lower chalk of
the upper cretaceous of southern England using a wedge-type pick, disc, button and roller
cutters. They reported that the cutting force for the wedged-type pick was consistently
higher than normal forces. Abu Bakar (2012) performed rock cutting experiments on dry
and saturated Roubidoux sandstone (UCS of 51MPa and 43MPa respectively, and an
average BTS of 1MPa) using radial drag pick and disc cutters. For the drag pick, he
reported results similar to Roxbourough and Rispin (1973) for both dry and saturated
samples (Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 ). However, other researchers have reported different
findings (Shao 2016; Copur et al., 2017). Copur et al. (2017) collected rocks from several
mines and quarries in Turkey and investigated the effects of cutting patterns and
experimental conditions using conical drag tool. They considered single and double spiral
patterns and found that the average cutting force was lower than the average normal force
for all patterns and conditions (Figure 2.5). Similarly, Shao (2016) performed both
numerical and experimental rock cutting investigation using point attack picks equipped
with thermally stable diamond composite (TSDC) tips and tungsten carbide tips to excavate
a moderate strength Helidon sandstone with a UCS of 57MPa and a BTS of 5.8MPa. The
results of his investigation indicated that the normal force magnitude was consistently
higher than the cutting force magnitude. This discrepancy in results could be related to the
different pick geometries and the different type of material excavated. Different cutting
pick geometries emphasized different cutting mechanisms and different rock types (brittle
and ductile) further complicate the cutting mechanism. The most efficient shape is the
radial pick / simple wedge. However, more complex shaped picks are preferred in practice
to the wedge- shaped pick because of their good penetration capability for a given normal
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force (Roxborough and Sen, 1986). The different tool shapes and sizes used by
Roxborough and Rispin (1973), Abu Bakar (2012), Shao (2016) and Copur et al. (2017)
could have resulted in the varying results. Also, the efficiency of drag picks generally
diminishes over time but these researchers rarely provided a detailed report on the degree
of wear, and/or the general state of their cutting tools, which could also affect the cutting
and normal forces reported.
Nonetheless, it is generally accepted that in drag tool operation, the cutting force
causes most of the rock breakage. The other type of force acting on the drag cutting tool is
the side force. It is perpendicular to the plane containing the cutting and normal forces and
is comparatively smaller in magnitude. The side force is often neglected during analysis
due to its magnitude. In rock excavation however, all forces no matter how small, play an
important role. In order to account for every force, the resultant magnitude force, which is
a combination of the cutting, normal and side forces was used in this research. Figure 2.6
is a schematic of the radial drag pick showing the forces acting on it while cutting.
In mechanical excavation, the selection of appropriate machine and operational
parameters depends on the accurate estimation of the cutting drum reactive torque and
forces, which are directly related to the forces acting on the individual picks on the cutting
head (Goktan and Gunes, 2005). In addition, optimizing pick design also requires a clear
understanding of the forces acting on each pick. It is therefore important that the forces
acting on the pick are well understood and accurately estimated for the optimal selection
of excavation machines and/or cutting head motors for a given rock formation type. Linear
cutting test has been described as the best method for the estimation of cutting forces and
has results in several publications (Copur et al., 2001; Balci et al., 2004). That
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notwithstanding, linear cutting test is tedious, costly and rarely available to provide cutting
forces as input for cutterhead design and machine selections. It is therefore important that
where such machines are available, useful correlations be developed. Yilmaz et al. (2007)
developed some correlations through multiple regressions for predicting cutting force on
drag bit and emphasized the need for good predictive models. In some cases where
empirical models cannot be obtained, theoretical models are used to estimate the forces
(Nishimatsu, 1971; Peng et al., 1989; Bao and Zhang, 2011).
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Figure 2.3. Force trace history of normal, and drag forces for dry
Roubidoux sandstone samples. Note, Average cutting force magnitude is
higher than average normal force magnitude (After Abu Bakar. 2012).
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2017).
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Figure 2.6. Drag pick showing the acting forces during cutting.

2.3.1. Theoretical Studies. Rock cutting is a complex three-dimensional process
in which several factors interplay for a given outcome. The role of every single factor is
difficult to incorporate in models; as such, several simplifying assumptions are usually
made in theoretical studies in order to investigate and understand the rock cutting process.
Several theoretical explanations for rock breakage mechanisms have been studied since the
1950s. These theories are based variously on tensile fracturing, elasticity theory, shear
failure, and/or plasticity theory (Chetham, 1958; Maurer, 1967; Livdqvist, 1983;
Mishnaesky, 1995; Huang et al., 1998). Potts and Shuttleworth (1958) were among the
early scientists to develop a theoretical model to study coal cutting process. They adopted
and modified a model developed by Merchant (1954). Merchant (1954) introduced a
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theoretical model to explain the fundamentals of metal cutting by analyzing the mechanism
of chip formation. Potts and Shuttleworth (1958) modified his theory for rock cutting and
assumed that the mode of failure was shear failure. Whittaker et al. (1992) formulated an
equation to calculate the force required for a major chip formation under a chisel shape tool
as follows:
Fc =

2Ss dW cos(δ−α)
sin θs cos(θs +δ−α)

(2.1)

where,
Fc = cutting force
Ss = shear strength of the rock
d = depth of cut
W = width of the wedge
α = rake angle
𝜃𝑠 = shear angle between the plane and cutting direction
𝛿 = friction angle between tool and rock.
Although this model has been reported to be limited in application because it is 2D and
rock cutting is a 3D process, and that rock failure under wedge indenter could include other
failure process in addition to shear failure (Evans, 1965; Roxborough and Rispin, 1973),
Hood and Roxborough (1992) conducted experiments in coal and chalk and reported that
their results were consistent with the results from this model.
Another pioneering work was that of Evans (1962, 1965). In 1962, Evans developed
a model for estimating the forces on a drag pick during coal cutting. In 1965, Evans
modified this theory to account for the effects of cutter blunting. The model was based on
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the following assumption: (1) the failure in rock is predominantly tensile, (2) the wedgecoal interface is frictionless, (3) failure originates from the tip of the wedge in a horizontal
direction and (4) chip is formed and rotates about a pivot point and the force causing this
chip formation is acting through this same point. Based on these assumption Evans
calculated the force required for chipping under drag pick as:
Fc =

2σt dW sin[(90o −α)⁄2]
1−sin[(90o −α)⁄2]

(2.2)

where,
𝜎𝑡 = tensile strength of rock (MPa)
d = depth of cut (mm)
W = width of the chisel shaped tool (mm)
α = rake angle of the wedge
Roxborough (1973) conducted rock cutting experiments in sandstone, limestone,
and chalk and reported that the experimental results were in close agreement with the
theoretical results from Evans (1965) model. Similar results were reported by Roxborugh
and Rispin, (1973), and Roxborough and Sen (1986). Evans (1971) once again extended
his theory to include the effect of cut spacing between picks on cutting head based on the
concept of side-splay and proposed the following model:
td(cosec 2 α + 1⁄4)
p=
cotα + 1⁄4 k
where,
p = cutting force
d = depth of cut

(2.3)
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𝜔

k=𝑑

𝜔 = breadth of cut = length of chisel edge
t = tensile strength of rock
α = rake angle of the wedge
In 1984, Evans also postulated a model for calculating the cutting force on a point
pick based on tensile failure. The model assumed that as a point pick penetrates a material,
it produces radial compressive stress without friction. It also assumed that when the hoop
stress of the material reaches its tensile strength, the material breaks in a very distinct
symmetric V-shape pattern. The normal pressure within the indentation is distributed
uniformly along the circumference (Figure 2.7).
On a potential chip, several forces act on the half-segment of this chip, these
include:
(1) The resultant tensile (T) acting normal to OC. T is calculated using
T = 𝜎𝑡 /𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 Ø
If the radius of the indentation a is much less than the depth of penetration (d)
𝜎𝑡 = tensile strength of rock.
(2) The radial bursting force (R), which is an integration of the elements along the
arc CD as shown in equation 2.4
(3) The tensile force component acting normal to the vertical radius AB. According
to Hurt and Evans (1980), this force component can be neglected.
R=∫

Ø⁄
2

−Ø⁄
2

where,

qa cos βdβ = 2qa sin(Ø⁄2)

(2.4)
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q = radial compressive stress
Another force, Q, levering itself on the shoulder of rock is produced by the halfsegment. The equation describing the equilibrium of moments for the half-segment about
O is presented below:

R

d

Ø

sin ( ) = σt
cos Ø
2

d

1

d

(2.5)

cos Ø 2 cos Ø

Giving,
q=

𝜎𝑡 𝑑

1

(2.6)

4 4 cos Ø𝑠𝑖𝑛2 Ø
2

The energy at failure which is proportional to 𝜎c 2 is minimum when,
𝑑𝑞

2𝑞 𝑑Ø = 0

(2.7)

Giving, Ø = 60° , then the compressive stress q at breakage is:

𝑞 = 2𝜎𝑡

𝑑

(2.8)

𝑎

The second stage of this theory considered the conical pick as a cone rather than a circular
hole from the side view (Figure 2.8). A thin slice of the cone is considered, the elemental
area of this thin slice is 2𝜋𝑟δl, δl is the increment of length along OD and r is the radius of
the thin slice. The value of the depth of point D along the direction of compressive stress
is d/cosϴ, where ϴ is the semi-angle of the cone. The horizontal component, δP, of the
elemental force, δR, acting on the thin slice can be resolved as:
δP = δR sinϴ = qδ A sinϴ = 2𝜎𝑡 cos ϴ
𝑑

2𝜋𝑟δl sinϴ = 4𝜋𝜎𝑡 cos ϴ δr
𝑟
1

Thus, the total horizontal thrust force for the conical surface is:

𝑑

(2.9)
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Fc = ∫ dP = 4πσt

d
cos ϴ

a

∫0 δr =

4πσt da
cos ϴ

(2.10)

Figure 2.7. (a) Hole under internal pressure (b) Forces acting on the half segment
(Goktan, 1997)

The force, 𝐹𝑐 , has to overcome the compressive strength of the rock around the cone. It can
be written as:
Fc = πa2 σc

(2.11)
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Where, 𝜎𝑐 is the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock, eliminating a from Equations
(2.10) and (2.11), finally 𝐹𝑐 is determined
𝐹𝐶 =

16𝜋𝜎𝑡 𝑑 2
𝜎𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃

(2.12)

where,
𝜎𝑡 = tensile strength of rock (MPa).
𝜎𝑐 = compressive strength of rock (MPa).
d = depth of cut (mm).
𝜃 = cone angle of the pick point.
Bilgin et al. (2006) investigated dominant rock properties that influence
performance of conical picks using 22 different rocks with compressive strength
ranging between 10 to 170 MPa. The rock samples were subjected to a series of
mechanical properties as well as full-scale linear cutting tests. They also calculated
the cutting force using different theoretical models including Evans (1984), Goktan
(1997) and Roxborough (1995) models, and indicated that the predicted cutting
force obtained from Evans’ model differed from that obtained from the linear
cutting experiments for all selected depth of cuts (Tables 2.1.and 2.2). They also
indicated that the cutter forces obtained from a 5 mm depth of cut were in good
agreement with theoretical cutter forces if the friction angle between the rock and
cutting tool was included in the formulation as in the case of Goktans models (Table
2.1). Similar findings were also reported by Goktan and Gunes (2005), and Goktan
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(1997). In 2005, Goktan and Gunes showed that cutting forces predicted using both
Evans and Goktan’s models were misleading (Table 2.3).

Figure 2.8. Forces acting on a conical tool (Evans 1984).

Roxborough and Liu (1995) stipulated that the difference could be due to the
friction effect which was neglected in Evans’ model and formulated a new model taking
into account the friction between the pick and the cut radius.
16πσ2t σc d2
FC =
[2σt + σc cos θ /((1 + tan δ)⁄tan δ)]2
where,
𝜎𝑡 = tensile strength of rock (MPa).
𝜎𝑐 = compressive strength of rock (MPa).
d = depth of cut (mm).

(2.13)
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𝜃 = cone angle of the pick point.
𝛿 = friction angle between the pick and rock.
Goktan (1997) also modified Evans’ (1984) model to account for the peak cutting
returning to zero when the semi pick angle Ө is zero. His model (Equation 2.14) also
eliminated uniaxial compressive strength from the original Evans’ model.

pc =

4πσt d2 sin2 (θ + δ)
cos(θ + δ)

(2.14)

Goktan and Gunes (2005) pointed out that the modified model by Gotkan (1997)
did not accurately predict the cutting force in comparison to the linear cutting experiment
results. They attributed the discrepancy to the fact that the model assumed symmetric
geometry. In practice, the cutting geometry is asymmetric and Goktan and Gunes proposed
a model (Equation 2.15) to predict the cutting force taking into account this deficiency.

12πσt d2 sin2 [(90 − α)⁄2 + θ + δ]
FC =
cos[(90 − α)⁄2 + θ + δ]

(2.15)

Kuilong et al. (2014) developed a model for predicting peak cutting force on a
conical pick based on elastic fracture theory. They compared the results from their model
with results from Evans’ (1984) model and reported that their model was more reliable in
terms of peak cutting force prediction (Table 2.4).
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Table 2.1. Comparison of experimental and theoretical cutting force for
unrelieved cutting mode at d = 5 mm (Bilgin et al. 2006).

Depth of cut = 5mm
Experimental cutting
Theoritical cutting force
Mean
Peak
Evans Goktan Roxboro
(kgf)
(kgf)
(kgf)
(kgf) ugh (kgf)
Rock name
High-grade chromite
279
716
92
252
107
Medium-grade chromite
347
1021
92
307
121
Low-grade chromite
319
871
64
283
97
Copper ore (yellow)
170
440
75
492
121
Copper ore (black)
270
733
170
524
194
Harsburgite
531
1497
112
336
141
Serpantinite
295
785
183
411
182
Trona
139
388
35
178
56
Anhydrite
338
1252
79
Selestite
150
474
118
Jips
401
872
58
Sandstone 1
758
1969
82
425
133
Sandstone 2
820
2325
166
941
282
Sandstone 3
379
909
170
Siltstone
741
2304
104
382
143
Limestone
746
2151
108
633
186
Tuff 1
74
205
17
83
27
Tuff 2
196
708
28
92
36
Tuff 3
125
377
54
211
75
Tuff 4
93
283
34
102
42
Tuff 5
137
344
60
187
72
Tuff 6
47
133
1.4
18
3

Roxborough and Sen (1986) observed that in practice as the pick rake angle in
Evan’s (1984) model reduces, tensile failure transitions into shear failure. Nishimatsu
(1972) developed a theoretical model for shear failure using Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria
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to estimate the cutting force required for failure. The model proposed was similar to
Merchant’s (1954) model in metal cutting but introduced some simplified assumptions.

Table 2.2. Comparison of experimental and theoretical cutting force for
unrelieved cutting mode d = 9 mm (Bilgin et al. 2006).

Rock name

Depth of cut = 9mm
Experimental cutting
Theoretical cutting force
Mean
Peak
Evans Goktan Roxboro
(kgf)
(kgf)
(kgf)
(kgf) ugh (kgf)

High-grade chromite

530

1483

366

1008

348

Medium-grade chromite

931

2649

369

1266

393

Low-grade chromite

663

1624

255

1131

313

Copper ore (yellow)

509

1507

300

1966

393

Copper ore (black)

908

2582

679

2097

627

Harsburgite
Serpantinite
Trona

922
710
420

2691
2015
1226

447
732
138

1343
1644
714

456
589
182

Anhydrite
Selestite
Jips

519
343
338

1630
907
653

316
473
234

Sandstone 1

992

2952

327

1702

432

Sandstone 2

1686

4810

662

3763

913

Sandstone 3
Siltstone

655
843

1592
3200

678
415

1528

464

Limestone
Tuff 1
Tuff 2
Tuff 3
Tuff 4
Tuff 5
Tuff 6

1217
161
387
274
248
299
104

3285
402
1184
722
730
735
218

431
69
112
214
138
238
5.7

2531
331
367
844
409
746
74

603
86
115
244
137
234
11
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Table 2.3. Measured and semi-analytically calculated peak cutting forces (Goktan and
Gunes 2005).
Calculated peak cutting
force(Goktan and Gunes
Measured
peak cutting model )(FC)kN
force (FC) kN

Rock type

Calculated mean cutting
Measured force (Goktan and
mean cutting Gunes model)(FC)kN
force (FC) kN

Sandstone 1*
Sandstone 2*
Sandstone 3*
Siltstone *
Limestone*
Sandstone 2**
Chromite 1***

28.1
48.7
15.9
27.5
29.4
60.5
14.83

28.02
49.26
35.25
22.51
33.12
67.98
18.45

8.8
16.9
6.6
8
11.6
23.5
5.3

9.34
16.42
11.75
7.5
11.75
22.66
6.15

Chromite 2***
Chromite 3***
Harzburgite***
Serpantine***
Trona***

26.49
16.24
26.91
20.15
12.26

22.4
15.36
22.23
23
8.8

9.31
6.63
9.22
7.1
4.2

7.48
5.12
7.41
7.67
2.96

Copper 1***

15.07

16.95

5.09

5.65

Copper 2***

25.82

28.44

9.08

9.48

One of the assumptions was that the magnitude of the resultant stress (p) acting on
unit length of line AB in Figure 2.9 is given by;
t

p = po (sin θ − λ)

n

(2.16)

where,
Po = a constant determined from the equilibrium forces.
t = depth of cut.
𝜃 = angle of between the direction of cutting and the line AB.
𝜆 = distance between edge of A to arbitrary point on the line AB.
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n = stress distribution factor.
He also assumed that the direction of the resultant force, p, is constant along AB and that
rock failure is by shearing. Finally, he formulated the following equation for calculating
the resultant force on the tool.
F=

2τu d cos ϕ
(n + 1)[1 − sin(ϕr,t + ϕ − α)]

(2.17)

where,
F = resultant force.
n = stress distribution factor; a constant concerned with the state of stress in
the rock-cutting process.
τu = unconfined shear strength of specimen rock (MPa).
d = depth of cut (mm).
𝜙 𝑟,𝑡 = angle of sliding friction between rock and tool.
α = rake angle of the cutting tool.
ϕ= angle of internal friction of the intact rock material.
Still on theoretical models, Verhoef et al. (1996) used Mohr-Coulomb criterion and
developed points around the entire failure envelop to describe the various mechanisms
involved in rock cutting. Their failure process (Figure 2.10) was referred to as the total
failure analysis. It presented all failure modes which include tensile, shear and compressive
failure modes.
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Table 2.4. Comparison between Evans models and Kuilong et al. model.
d = 9 mm

Type
Chromite 1
Chromite 2
Chromite 3
Harsburgite
Serpantinite
Trone
Anhydrite
Sandstone 1
Sandstone 2
Sandstone 3
Tuff 1
Tuff 2
Tuff 3
Tuff 4
Tuff 5
Tuff 6

d = 5 mm

PCF (From PCF (Kuilong PCF(Evans
PCF (From PCF (Kuilong PCF (Evans
experiment) et al model)
model)
experiment) et al model)
model)
14830
8230
3660
7160
3759
920
26490
12642
3690
10210
5773
920
16240
9309
2550
8710
4251
3190
26910
17057
4470
14970
7789
1120
20150
16338
7320
7850
7462
1830
12260
4503
1380
3880
2056
350
16300
10558
3160
12520
4822
790
25920
12138
3270
19690
5544
820
48100
20946
6620
23250
9566
1660
15920
11739
6780
9090
5361
1700
4020
1911
690
2050
873
170
11840
2509
1120
7080
1145
280
7200
5993
2140
3770
2735
540
7300
3239
1380
2830
1479
340
7350
6037
2380
3440
2757
600
2180
523
2357
1330
238
14
d = depth of cut and PCF = peak cutting force (N)

Figure 2.9. The stress distribution and cutting forces according Nishimatsu (1972).
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As a drag pick cuts through rock, the model describes four failure modes as follows:
(1) Tensile cracking of the rock in the rock - tool contact.
(2) Shearing of the rock in tangential contact with the tool.
(3) Cataclastic ductile failure near the cutting tool in contact with the rock and,
(4) Crushing of the rock directly beneath the tool.
For a drag pick to break a rock, all four failure mechanisms must operate more or less
simultaneously. It is however, important to understand that each mechanism is very
different from the other.

Figure 2.10. Rock failure during drag bit cutting involving the entire failure
envelope BD is the brittle-ductile transition, q is the deviatoric stress and p is
volumetric axis. (after Verhoef, Ockloen et al., 1996).

The total failure in Figure 2.10 can also be represented in terms of the compressive
stress and the tensile stress as can be seen in Figure 2.11.
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The total failure model as presented by Verhoef and Ockeloen et al. (1996) is a very
powerful model due to the fact that it accounts for every failure mechanisms in a single
model based on the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.
In conclusion, theoretical models are unarguably very useful and provide physical
explanations of rock failure that can be observed during experimentation as well as predict
novel occurrence. The issue is that, however well crafted, theoretical models are often
partially verified and may remain valid for that data set. This is because most of the
theoretical models presented above were all formulated based on serious assumptions that
can rarely be verified through experimentation. For example, most of these theories were
formulated based on 2D models but rock cutting is a 3D process further complicated by
mineralogy, rock anisotropy and inhomogeneity. The stress state, effects of fluids, and
bedding were rarely considered in most of these models. These make the estimates of the
theoretical models generally imprecise, as has been reported by previous researchers.
2.3.2. Empirical Studies. As a solution to the limitation of theoretical models,
semi-empirical and empirical solution have been proposed for estimating rock cutting
forces. Empirical models are formed based on actual cutting data, with the aim of arriving
at a mathematical model that predicts the cutting behavior. Semi-empirical models, on the
other hand, are hybrids of theoretical and empirical models. These models are formed by
first proposing a failure criterion, and then analyzing the predicted behavior, using
empirical cutting forces, hoping to arrive at a mathematical solution that predicts cutting
behavior. Several empirical correlations have been developed from field and experimental
studies. The next subsections provide a review on some of the semi- empirical and
empirical approaches reported in literature.
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Figure 2.11. Total failure model represented in compressive stress and shear stress
(Verhof, Ockeloen et al. 1996).

2.3.2.1. Laboratory and linear cutting studies. There are several laboratory
research studies on linear cutting test with drag cutting tool since its introduction in the
1950s. Evenden and Edward (1985) indicated that the first controlled laboratory
experiments on rock cutting were conducted by the UK National Coal Board’s Mining
Research Establishment in the 1950s. Hustrulid (1972) gave a detailed information on the
first generation of linear rock cutting tests conducted on sample at the Colorado School of
Mines, USA, from 1968 to 1970. He also described the first reported large-scale linear
cutting machine that could be used to cut rock blocks up to 3 ft3 in size. Since then, various
sizes of linear cutting machine are produced and several results have been reported
(Roxborough and Phillips, 1974; Wang et al., 1994; Chang et al., 2006; Eskikaya et al.,
1994; Michalakopoulos and Panagioton, 2008). Goktan (1997) developed a semi-empirical
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model for estimating cutting force based on published experimental data using Equation
2.18.

FC =

(0.8 − 0.01(σc ⁄σt ))σc dW
sin(90o − α) + cos(90o − α)

(2.18)

where,

𝐹𝐶 = cutting force.
𝜎𝑡 = tensile strength of rock (MPa).
𝜎𝑐 = compressive strength of rock (MPa).
d = depth of cut (mm).

𝛼 = angle of the pick point.
W = width of cut.

Goktan and Gunes (2005) developed semi-empirical correlations (Equations 2.19 and 2.20)
for predicting peak and mean cutting forces under varying cutter geometry by analyzing
full scale linear cutting test data. They indicated that their model was applicable on any
material with compressive strength ranging between 30 – 170MPa.
12πσt d2 sin2 [1⁄2 (90 − α) + ψ]
FC =
cos[1⁄2 ((90 − α)) + ψ]
where,
FC = peak cutting force.
𝜎𝑡 = tensile strength of rock.
d = cutting depth.

𝜓 = friction coefficient.

(2.49)
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4πσt d2 sin2 [1⁄2 (90 − α) + ψ]
FC =
cos[1⁄2 (90 − α) + ψ]
′

(2.20)

Various statistical methods have been used in recent times to find the relations
between parameters and develop models in rock excavation. These methods include
artificial neural network, linear and multiple regressions, regression trees and clustering,
principal components analysis, fuzzy logic analysis etc. Tiryaki et al. (2010) developed
empirical models for estimating the mean cutting force on picks. They used various
statistical methods and formulated a series of correlations for predicting the mean cutting
force. Their models included various rock mechanical properties.
Bilgin et al. (2005) developed a series of correlations based on linear cutting data
and rock properties. Their analysis indicated that the cutting force correlated with uniaxial
compressive strength, surface hardness, static and dynamic elastic moduli. Balci and Bilgin
(2006) also conducted linear cutting tests and developed correlations for predicting cutting
force. Che et al. (2017) conducted linear cutting experiments on several rocks and
concluded that the cutting force was proportional to the thrust force for the tested rocks at
constant rake angle. Their study also investigates the cutting performance of the cutting
tool.
Bao et al. (2011) developed a model for estimating peak indentation force of a
conical/pyramidal pick based on penetration force, energy dissipation, and chip geometry
(Equation 2.21). They believed that previous models on edge chipping of rocks were based
on inappropriate stress assumptions that resulted in wrong force estimations. They verified
their model using experimental results from four different rocks. It was postulated that if
the loading direction in edge chipping is taken to be the direction of cutting and the side
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face is treated as the cutting surface, then the edge chipping is similar to the linear rock
cutting tests to some extent and might be used to estimate the peak cutting force.
̅)
PC = (H

2⁄
ω
3 4
1⁄
3 (6
Gs ) d ⁄3

k

(2.21)

where,
Pc = peak cutting force.
̅ = the corresponding hardness.
𝐻
𝜔 = geometric factor dependent on the pick geometry.
𝑘 = geometric factor of the pick independent of rock properties.
𝐺𝑠 = strain energy release rate of the rock.
d = depth of cut.
Experimentally measured forces were reported to correlate reasonably with the results of
this model. That notwithstanding, this model failed to account for the effect of attack angle.
2.3.2.2 Field studies. While laboratory and linear cutting studies have provided a
deeper understanding into rock cutting science, experiments are usually conducted under
controlled environment. In practice, cutting conditions are less controlled with much
uncertainties than in laboratory conditions. The discrepancy can result in inaccuracies in
field parameter estimations. To reduce (if not eliminate) the errors between field and
laboratory results, field results have been used in developing correlations/models for
cutting force estimation, performance prediction as well as machine selection and design.
These correlations include rock conditions, rock properties, machine conditions and
properties as well as other environmental conditions. For example, early researches on
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roadheaders used rock classification systems to explain the rate of changes in roadheader
performance in an inclined drift (Sandbak, 1985 and Douglas, 1985).
Bilgin et al. (1988, 1996, and 1997) evaluated data collected during a tunneling
project in Istanbul and developed correlation between the rock mass properties and cutting
parameters of mechanical excavator (roadheader), and indicated that those models could
be very useful for both field engineers and manufacturers. They proposed the following
models:
ICR = 0.28P(0.974)RMCI
2

RMCI = σC (RQD⁄100)3

(2.22)
(2.23)

where,
ICR= instantaneous cutting rate (m3/h).
UCS= uniaxial compressive strength (MPa).
RMCI= rock mass cutting rate.
RQD= rock quality designation (%).
In 2004, Bilgin et al studied the parameters that affect the daily advance rate of a
roadheaders during a tunnel construction. The tunnel, which passes through marl,
carbonate and varying thickness of laminated limestone, had two sections: a horizontal
section and a 9o inclined section and was excavated with a 90 kW-shielded roadheader.
The parameters considered in their study were water ingression (0 to 11 l/min), UCS (20
to 45 MPa), tunnel inclination, and rock strata inclination. They observed that increasing
the water content increases the instantaneous cutting rate from 34 to 50 solid bank m3 per
cutting hour. It was also observed that in dry rock zones, the inclination of the tunnel and
rock strata inclination increase the instantaneous cutting rate from 10 to 25 solid bank
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m3/cutting hour whiles clay content seems to have a decreasing effect on the cutting rate.
Similarly, Copur et al. (1998) developed a model for calculating the ICR from UCS,
cutterhead power, machine weight. The following models were formulated:
𝐼CR = 27.511e0.0023(RPI)

(2.24)

𝑃𝑊

𝑅𝑃𝐼 = 𝑈𝐶𝑆

(2.25)

where,
ICR = instantaneous cutting rate (m3/hr).
RPI = roadheader penetration index.
UCS = uniaxial compressive strength (MPa).
W = roadheader weight (metric ton).
P = cutterhead power (kW).
Balci et al. (2004) also proposed models (Equations 2.26 and 2. 27) to calculate
ICR from UCS and cutterhead power for two different depth of cuts. They indicated that
the models developed in their research were in good agreement with previous developed
models (Figure 2.12).
For d = 5 mm, ICR = 0.8
For d = 9 mm, ICR = 0.8

P
0.37UCS0.86
P
0.37UCS0.67

(2.26)
(2.27)

Copur et al. (1997) reported that uniaxial compressive strength, machine power and
machine weight were the main parameters to consider in performance prediction but the
correlations were reported to be applicable to only soft evaporates. Copur et al. (1998)
analyzed field data collected from a roadheader and developed a series of correlations to
extend the usefulness of previous models to include harder rocks. They indicated that
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including machine power, machine weight and rock UCS in one equation resulted in a more

Instantaneous Cutting Rate
(Solid bank m3/h)

realistic predictive model.
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Figure 2.12. Comparison of Balci et al (2004) model with other models.

They also reported that their equations were more universal and accounted for
discontinuities in rocks. Discontinuities in rocks have been reported to affect the cutting
process. In rocks with discontinuities, it is reported that advancement rate of roadheaders
decreases with increasing uniaxial compressive strength (Uehigashi et al., 1987; Gehring,
1989; Dun et al., 1997). Kahraman and Kahraman (2015) conducted investigations using
punch strength, Brazilian strength, point load strength, ultrasonic water absorption ratio
and porosity and concluded that a model involving point load strength and water absorption
ratio was a good predictor of the instantaneous cutting rate of the roadheader.
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Ebrahimabadi et al. (2011) developed several sets of equations based on rock
properties for predicting roadheader performance. Their equations considered rock mass
brittleness index (RMBI) and demonstrated that instantaneous cutting rate (ICR) of
medium duty roadheader working in soft to medium strength rock correlated with RMBI.
They defined RMBI as follows:
RMBI =

3
σ
( c ) RQD
σ
t
e
(
)

(2.28)

RQD 3
)
100

(2.29)

RMBI = eBI2 (

100

where,
RMBI = rock mass brittleness index.
BI2

=

𝜎𝑐
𝜎𝑡

𝜎𝑐 = uniaxial compressive strength (MPa).
𝜎𝑡 = Brazilian tensile strength (MPa).
Another metric commonly used to relate rock properties, cutting process and
machine parameters is the specific energy. Specific Energy (SE) is not only a property of
the rock but also a property of the cutting process (Vogt, 2016) and is the amount of energy
required by an excavator to remove a unit volume of rock (Teale, 1965). It is a major
determinant of the power requirements of excavators. The concept of specific energy is
simple and depends on the size of fragments produced. Ozdemir (1976) indicated that there
exists an optimal spacing to penetration ratio that allows for optimal chip formation and
hence optimal SE. His proposal was straight forward, that when the spacing is too close,
smaller chips are formed, requiring high SE. As the spacing increases, larger chips are
formed and SE decreases. He indicated that as the spacing increases at constant depth of
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cut, a point reaches where adjacent cutting picks do not interact resulting in an increase in
SE again. Figure 2.13 shows the relationship between specific energy and spacingpenetration ratio.

Figure 2.13. Effect of spacing to penetration ratio on specific energy (Bilgin et al.,
2006).

Fowell (1976) and Mcfeat-Smith (1977) correlated Schmidt hammer rebound
values and compressive strength with specific energy. Goktan (1991) indicated that no
reliable relationship existed between brittleness index, compressive strength, tensile
strength, and specific energy. Bilgin et al. (2006), Bilgin and Balci (2007), and Balci et al.
(2004) also conducted a series of experiments with uniaxial compressive strength of rocks
ranging between 6 and 174 MPa and indicated that uniaxial compressive strength, static
and dynamic elasticity moduli, and tensile strength correlated with specific energy. Tiryaki
and Dikmen (2005) investigated the effects of mineralogical and petrographic properties
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of rocks on the specific energy. They used texture coefficient and feldspar content of
sandstone and indicated the two parameters affected rock cutting efficiency and exhibited
significant correlation with specific energy. Texture coefficient is a dimensionless
parameter that depends on grains shapes and orientation, degree of grain interlocking and
packing density. A rock with higher texture coefficient is considered resistant to crack
formation and propagation by mechanical tools. It follows that a rock with high texture
coefficient will require high cutting energy. Rock properties such as toughness, hardness,
brittleness, and rock strength have also shown significant correlation with cutting specific
energy (Evans and Pomeroy 1973; Roxborough 1973; Gertsch 2000).
To improve drag tools performance, various techniques have been employed. These
include changing the geometry of drag tools, different cutter lacing pattern, water-jet
assisted technology, using Super Abrasive Resistant Tool (SMART CUT) technology etc.
SMART cutters, for example, have been shown to be more thermally stable due to the
replacement of the traditional tungsten carbide inserts with diamond inserts and have been
reported to provide effective cutting in hard rock whiles reducing operation cost through
resistance to deterioration (Ramezanzadeh and Hood, 2010; Li et al., 2011). Shao (2016)
conducted an experiment using SMART pick and demonstrated the usability of the
SMART pick technology in hard and abrasive rock cutting. This technology has
significantly improved the life of drag tools, improved productivity and broadened their
application to hard and abrasive material (Li and Botand 2005). Water-jet as an aid to
mechanical cutting has also been reported to decrease cutter forces by 30% and the best jet
position on drag tool is in front of the tool tip and parallel to or inclined towards the front
face of the tool (Fairhuurst and Deliac, 1986). Summers (1995) studied water-jet assisted
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cutting and indicated that the performance of roadheader was increased with less wear
issues. The configuration of the water-jet assisted system have also been studied to
maximize its capabilities. In a recent experiment, Liu et al. (2015) studied the different jet
configurations on drag tools and concluded that a combination of certain configurations is
effective in rock breakage. This technology in general increases the cutting efficiency and
reduces the tool wear.
In defining rock fragmentation as an engineered process, several mechanisms
interplay in time and space which, neither theoretical models alone, laboratory and field
testing alone, experience alone nor equipment design and operation expertise alone can
fully describe and quantify the process. Integration of all these researches to include
knowledge on the state of rock before and after the cutting process is required to better
understand rock cutting as an engineered process.

SURFACE HARDNESS STUDIES
There are several methods for testing and investigating surface hardness of rock
and concrete. These methods include both destructive methods such as scleroscope
hardness test and non-destructive methods such as Schmidt hammer rebound test. This
section of the literature review is focused on Schmidt hammer rebound test.
2.4.1. Schmidt Hammer Rebound Index. Figure 2.14 shows an N-type Schmidt
hammer while Figure 2.15 shows a labeled diagram. The Schmidt hammer was developed
in 1948 by Swiss engineer Ernest Schmidt and presented at the Swiss Federal Institutes of
experimental testing. The device was then developed by integrating a scale to read off the
rebound hardness directly (Schmidt 1951). It was developed for measuring near-surface
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hardness of concrete but has since been found to be useful in the rock excavation industry,
partly because of its cost effectiveness and portability.
Since the Schmidt hammer was invented, several types have been used but the
commonly used types are the N and L-types. The difference between the two types is the
level of impact energy. The N-type has an impact energy of 2.207 Nm and generally used
in testing hard material while the L-type has 0.735 Nm impact energy and has been reported
to work well in relatively soft material (ASTM D5873).

Figure 2.14. Picture of N-type rock Schmidt hammer (Proceq
manual).

2.4.2. Operational Principle. Figure 2.16 shows a schematic of the Schmidt

hammer operational mechanism. ASTM D5873 provides a detail description of the usage
of this equipment, its operational principle, sample preparation, data acquisition and more.
The operational mechanism of the equipment is simple; the plunger is extended and held
perpendicular to the rock surface (Figure 2.16a). When the plunger is extended, a latching
mechanism locks the hammer to the upper end of the plunger. With the plunger held
perpendicular to the surface, the hammer body is pushed downwards towards the rock surface
(Figure 2.16b). This movement causes the extension of a spring connecting a spring-loaded
mass to the body. When the maximum extension of the spring is reached, the latch releases and
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the mass is pulled towards the surface by the spring (Figure 2.16c). The mass hits the shoulder
area of the plunger and rebounds (Figure 2.16d). During rebound, a slide indicator travels with
the hammer mass and stops at the maximum distance the mass reaches after rebounding. The

rebound distance is proportional to the total energy absorbed by the impacted surface. The
rebound distance also known as R-value or rebound number is on a scale of 10 to 100 and
is read directly from a screen on the device.

Figure 2.15. Diagram of Schmidt hammer
(https://www.gardco.com/pages/hardness/schmidthammer.cfm).
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Figure 2.16. Cutaway schematics showing the working principle of a
Schmidt hammer (ACI 228.IR-03, 2009).

2.4.3. Rebound Hammer Correlations Studies. Several authors have reported
various applications of the Schmidt hammer for rock mass and concrete characterization,
resulting in its acceptance as an index tool for estimating engineering properties of these
material (Cargill and Shakoor, 1990; Sachapazis, 1990; Yilmaz and Sendir, 2002; Aydin
and Basu, 2005;). Buyuksagis and Goktan (2006) conducted Schmidt hammer rebound test
on several rocks and developed a model for estimating UCS using both N and L-type
Schmidt hammers. They concluded that an exponential relation existed between Schmidt
hammer rebound values and UCS and that the N-type Schmidt was a more effective tool
for strength estimation. Sharma et al. (2010) conducted a study to determine the
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relationship between Schmidt hammer rebound values with slake durability index, impact
strength index and p-waves for different types of rocks. The study indicated that there is a
statistically significant correlation between Schmidt hammer hardness and the listed
parameters and concluded that Schmidt hammer rebound test could be used to estimate
them.
Other popular empirical equations proposed include that of Kidybinski (1980).
Kidybinski (1980) while working with the central Mining Institute in Poland, tested
different types of rocks to investigate the use of Schmidt hammer. He reported a correlation
between Schmidt hammer rebound index and UCS for both rocks and coal and developed
the following model for calculating the strength property of rocks.

σa = 0.447e(0.045Hs +γa )

(2.30)

where,
𝜎𝑎 = uniaxial compressive strength (MPa).
𝐻𝑠 = average rebound index.
𝛾𝑎 = rock density, g/cm3.
Aufmuth (1973) investigated the Schmidt hammer index of approximately 800 core
samples, which represented 168 geologic formation and 25 lithologic types. A total of four
Schmidt hammer values were taken at different locations along the central axis of each
core. He found that a better correlation existed between the rebound values and laboratory
determined UCS by multiplying the rebound index value by the rock density. He
consequently formulated the following equations.
σa = (6.9)10(1.348log(Hs γa )−1.325)

(2.31)
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Et = (6.9)101.861+1.061 log(Hs γa )

(2.32)

where,
𝐸𝑡 = modulus of elasticity, MPa.
Haramy and DeMarco (1985) with the U.S Bureau of Mines investigated the
correlation between Schmidt hammer index and UCS of laboratory prepared coal samples.
Rock blocks collected from 10 different sites and four rebound readings were taken from
each block at different locations. Their results and subsequent analysis resulted in the
following equation:
σa = 0.994Hs − 0.383

(2.33)

2.4.4. Weathering and Number of Hammer Impacts. Other applications of the
Schmidt hammer include the determination of the degree of rock weathering. Gokceoglu
and Aksoy (2000) conducted a study on 13 clay-bearing, densely jointed and weak rocks
in Turkey as a contribution to Modified Rock Mass Rating (M-RMR) classification system.
They employed Schmidt hammer rebound test to measure the degree (coefficient) of
weathering and indicated it could be used as an alternate parameter in rock classification.
Poole and Farmer (1980) tested the consistency and reliability of the Schmidt hammer and
reported that the rebound value could increase and could show considerable variation
during the first three to four impacts at a given point. The results and subsequent analysis
of their test led to a conclusion that the most consistent results are obtained by selecting
the peak value of at least five discrete impacts at a given point. Hucka (1965) observed that
the peak value of the first ten impacts at individual test location was more consistent than
the first or second impact values. The observation of Hucka (1965) and Poole and Farmer
(1980) can be attributed to the apparent hardening of the test surface upon multiple impacts
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due to compaction. Thus, the peak rebound value represents altered rock surface properties,
which can lead to errors in later analysis and predictions. Contrary to Hucka, and Poole
and Farmer, the rebound values due to one or two repeated impacts can be a useful index
for measuring structural integrity changes of rock due to natural processes such as
weathering and deliberate fragmentation for engineering purposes (Aydin and Basu 2005).
Kazi and Al-mansour (1980) developed an empirical correlation comparing
Schmidt hammer tests and Los Angeles abrasion, and indicated that at least 35 rebound
values should be taken at each impact point. Out of the 35 rebound values, they suggested
dropping the lowest 10 rebound values and the average rebound index value is then
calculated from the remaining 25 values. Liu et al. (2009) conducted a Schmidt hammer
tests on concrete and used the average of 20 rebound values taken from a single point for
the analysis. Kazi and Al-mansour (1980), and Liu et al. (2009) procedures also present
similar problems of multiple impacts, which give altered surface hardness, which can cause
errors at least for situation where structural integrity comparison is important.
The aim of the surface hardness test in this research was to measure the changes in
surface integrity due to excavation. Excavation causes fractures and loosely held chips,
which affect the surface hardness measurement. However, these flaws are considered
intrinsic properties of the excavated surface and excavation process, and multiple impacts
will crush, compact, create and/or reactivate the fractures. Any hardness measurement of
the altered surface will not be a representation of the excavation process. As such, single
impacts were employed in this experiment to help eliminate those problems associated with
multiple impacts whiles measuring the true surface hardness due to the excavation process.
Although the standards stipulate the use of the higher range of values from multiple
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impacts, it is important to understand the source of variations and how it relates to the
overall goal of the experiment. This understanding will inform whether or not, multiple
impact is required in the first place.
Karpuz (1990) proposed an excavation rating system using rock properties believed
to influence excavation performance from 284 case studies in three different rock types:
marl, tuff, and limestone. He considered Schmidt hardness, UCS, degree of weathering,
discontinuity spacing and seismic wave velocity and several other properties and concluded
that his classification could provide a quick method for determining the excavation class
and selecting equipment. He subsequently proposed excavation indices based on the five
parameters and suggested equipment to be used based on the range of the parameters. Table
2.5 shows the classification systems.

Table 2.5. Diggability classification (Karpuz, 1990)
Diggability classification
Excavation method

Index
0 - 25

Power shovel
digging
Dig

Hydraulic
excavation
Dig

Medium

25 - 45

Blast

Dig

3

Moderately
difficult

45 -65

Blast

Blast

4

Difficult

65 - 85

Blast

Blast

Very difficult 85 - 100

Blast

Blast

Ease of
digging
Easy

2

Class
1

5

When blasting necessary
Specific
Ripping, ripper Drilling rate charge (kg/
type
(m/ min)
m3)
Easy D7
Moderate to
difficult D8 or D9
1.48
0.130 - 0.200

Difficult to very
difficult D9 or D11
Marginal to nonrippable D11
Non-rippable
(blast)

1.28

0.200 - 0.280

0.57

0.280 - 0.350

< 0.42

> 0.350

2.4.5. Surface Condition and Moisture Content. Katz et al. (1999) developed an
empirical model between Schmidt hammer rebound hardness, Young’s modulus and dry
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density and warned that Schmidt hammer test should be conducted on smooth or polished
surface. The degree of surface irregularities or smoothness was observed to affect the
rebound values. The surface asperities often crushed before the plunger tip impacts the
main surface, resulting in loss of energy (Hucka 1965). Both ISRM (1978a) and ASTM
(2001) recommended that the test surface should be free of fractures to a depth of at least
6 inches. The idea is to avoid significant energy dissipation between the specimen-plunger
contacts.
Summer and Nel (2002) investigated the effect of moisture content on Schmidt
hammer values and reported that as moisture content increases, the rebound value
decreases. This was reported to be attributed to inter-grain sliding and subsequent softening
of grains as well as loose of the bonding holding the grain particles together (ISRM 2014).
Lassnig et al. (2011) investigated the effects of bedding and its orientation on the Schmidt
Hammer rebound value of three different rock formations from Austria using linear cutting
machine equipped with TBM cutter at 3 mm and 6 mm depth of cuts. The formations were
augengneiss, calcareous mica schist and schistose gneiss. The samples were cut into cubes
with different orientations of the schistose with respect to the cutting direction. The surface
hardness of the samples were measured before and after cutting/penetrating the samples
with disc cutter. In the case of the excavated samples, the hardness was measured along
the grooves. A comparison of the results indicated that there is a loss in hardness around
the grooves. The results also indicated that the calcareous mica schist tested parallel to
foliation showed a strong hardness loss at 3 mm as compared to the 6 mm depth of cut.
Similar results were reported for both augengneiss and schistose gneiss. They attributed
the reduction in hardness to plausible microcracks developed in the foliation direction
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during cutting. They concluded that both foliation and its orientation influence the surface
hardness of rocks.
2.4.6. Relative Angle of Impact. Relative direction of impact has been suggested
to affect the rebound value. In a non-vertical impact, there is a danger of frictional slippage
of the plunger, partial energy transfer to and from the hammer, and possible material
removal by chipping. Schmidt hammer rebound values obtained in a non-horizontal impact
direction are also known to be influenced by gravitational pull (ISRM 1978, ASTM 2001).
Both standards recommend that readings taken in the non-horizontal directions should be
normalized using correction curves provided by the manufacturer. The correction curves
are often limited in normalization of rebound values to only four impact angles (±45 and
±90). Basu and Aydin (2004) improved the range of normalization to include any impact
direction.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
A literature review of rock cutting with drag tools is presented in this chapter.
Different models have been proposed to understand the cutting mechanism of drag tools.
These proposed models have shed light on rock excavation in general but have somewhat
limited application due to the numerous simplifying assumptions. Empirical models also
provide an improved understanding of the cutting process, however, the majority of these
previous research focused on intact rock. In rock excavation, however, cutting picks
operate on pre-damaged rock surface from previous cutting pass. This action induces
microcracks in the visually intact rocks changing the properties of the rock. The
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phenomena affect the forces acting on the cutting pick than predicted by previous models.
This results in poor decisions in terms of equipment selection and machines design.
Furthermore, the process changes the engineering characteristics of rock face
including its physical, mechanical and hydraulic properties. The amount of change in the
rock face condition is a function of the machine vibration, cutting force and torque, and
other excavation parameters. The damage can compromise the safety of the excavation
process as well as the operation and long-term performance of the excavation. Assessing
and quantifying the degree of damage, therefore, becomes very vital. Several methods with
varying degree of complexity and cost have been applied as indicated above. While some
of these methods are difficult to apply, some are expensive.
To address these limitations and optimize the application of mechanical excavation,
this thesis aims to improve the understanding of the rock cutting process and mechanisms
by considering the engineering characteristics of the excavated/damaged rock, in particular
to gain a better insight into cutting tool interaction, morphology and the influence of
mechanical excavation on the surface properties of the excavated material through
systematic experimental studies. The study combines excavation experimental program
using radial drag pick and surface hardness data of the excavated surface from Schmidt
hammer index test. The study also attempts to characterize and quantify the amount and
degree of excavation damage at different spacing to depth of cut ratios. In addition, some
cutting parameters that have relatively greater contribution to the cutting process are
applied to analyze the excavation productivity..
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3. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND ROCK PROPERTIES

This section presents the experimental equipment and instrumentation used in the
research program. A description of experimental procedures is included, which includes
sample collection and preparations, experimental setup, testing procedures, data
acquisition and analysis. Some facilities for the determination of rock properties are also
presented.

3.1. ROCK SAMPLE
The rock sample used in this research is Roubidoux Formation. It was obtained
from Rosati quarry in northern Phelps County, Missouri (Figure 3.1). This formation also
known by St. Elizabeth Formation, and Moreau Formation (Winslow, 1984), is widely
variable in its characteristics and depth of occurrence from point to point (Drake 1918).
Roubidoux Sandstone consists of nearly euhedral double quartz grains that show
little wear or abrasion (Gertsch and Summer, 2006). The grains are moderately fine and
weakly cemented with clays and sparsely disseminated iron oxide. The rock is often white,
although it can sometimes be reddish or brownish due to iron stains.
3.1.1. Rock Properties Test. In this research, four main rock property tests were
conducted, namely, uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), Brazilian tensile strength
(BTS), permeability, and point load tests.
3.1.1.1. Uniaxial compressive strength (UCS). Samples for the UCS were
prepared to satisfy the requirements of ASTM D4543 and were tested in accordance with
ASTM D7012-10 under saturated and air-dried conditions. The test was performed on an
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MTS series testing machines, which is a servo hydraulic-controlled unit in the Civil
Engineering Department at Missouri S&T (Figure 3.2). The machine is equipped with a
data acquisition program that recorded the data during testing. All cores and loadings were
perpendicular to the bedding plane inherent in the rock. Tensamples were tested and the
UCS was calculated using the formula in Equation 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Map showing the rock source location.
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𝜎𝑐 =

4𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
π𝐷2

(3.1)

where,
Pmax = maximum applied force/load at failure.
D = diameter of core specimen in contact with load.
3.1.1.2. Brazilian tensile strength (BTS). The samples for the BTS were prepared
and tested according to ASTM D4543 and ASTM D3967-08, respectively. Both saturated
and air-dried samples were tested. This test was also performed using the MTS machine.
Figure 3.3 shows the rock failure pattern during BTS testing. The BTS was calculated using
Equation 3.2
𝜎𝑡 =

2𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
π𝐷𝐿

(3.2)

where,
𝜎𝑡 = tensile strength
Pmax = maximum applied load at failure.
D = diameter of core sample.
L = length of core sample.
3.1.1.3. Point load (diametral compression) strength test. The point load tester
used for this experiment is the first hand held portable point load tester. The tester, model
51653000, formerly Terrametrics T-1000, consists of a rigid frame, two-point load platens,
a hydraulically activated ram with a pressure gauge and a device for measuring the distance
between the two platens (Figure 3.4). The samples subjected to the point load testing were
2.2 in. in diameter and 5.5 in. long. These samples were prepared in accordance with the
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ASTM D4543 and tested to satisfy ASTM D5731. The samples were loaded diametrically
until failure occurred.

Figure 3.2. UCS test machine showing sample after testing.

Figure 3.3. Brazilian tensile strength samples after testing.
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Figure 3.4. Point load test device showing sample being loaded diametrically.

3.1.1.4. Permeability and bulk density. The permeability of the rock sample was
measured using the permeability test machine (Figure 3.5). The samples were tested in
accordance with ASTM D5084-10. Samples with a 25 mm diameter core and 102 mm in
length were tested using water as permeate. The samples were divided into samples cored
perpendicular to bedding and samples cored parallel to bedding structures. A step-down
rate was used to measure the pressure changes from which the permeability. The
permeability was calculated using Equation 3.3.
𝑘=
where,
Q = volumetric flowrate, cm3/sec.
k = permeability, darcy.
𝑑𝑝
𝐿

= pressure gradient, atm/cm.

A = cross sectional area, cm2.

𝑄𝜇𝐿
𝐴𝑑𝑝

(3.3)
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μ = viscosity of the fluid, centipoise.
The bulk density, dry density and apparent porosity were also determined. These properties
were measured in accordance with ISRM (1981) and were calculated using Equations 3.4
through 3.7.
Vv =

Msat − Ms
pw

(3.4)

n=

vv
X100%
V

(3.5)

𝑀𝑠
𝑉

(3.6)

𝑀𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝑉

(3.7)

𝑝𝑑𝑟𝑦 =
𝑝𝑤𝑒𝑡 =
where,
𝑉𝑣 = volume of voids, cm3.
V = volume of solid, cm3.
𝑀𝑠𝑎𝑡 = saturated mass of sample, g.
𝑀𝑠 = grain mass, g.
𝑝𝑤 = density of water, g/cm3.
n = porosity.
𝑝𝑑𝑟𝑦 = bulk dry density, g/cm3.
𝑝𝑤𝑒𝑡 = bulk wet density, g/cm3.

The summary of the physical properties of the rock are present in Section 4.
3.1.2. Mineralogical Analysis. The samples were subjected to both x-ray
florescence (XRF) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) methods. The two methods are
complementary and provided the mineralogical composition of the tested sample. ASTM
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D3909-03 and ASTM E1621-13 provide details of the testing procedure, sample
preparation, working principle and more on XRF and XRD respectively. As described
earlier, the samples were visibly variable in terms of coloration, bedding, and cementation.
In order to characterize the rock sample accurately, it was divided into seven zones based
on these visual observations. Table 3.1 gives a description of each zone tested.
The procedure adopted for the collection and testing of the rock samples were as follows:
1) Samples from the visually different sections were collected and ground to obtain
200 microns for the XRF and XRD analysis.
2) Prior to the sample collection, the hardness of the sections from which the
samples were collected were measured and recorded.
3) The XRF and XRD were conducted at the Material Testing Laboratory at
Missouri S&T. Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 show the XRF and XRD equipment
used in the testing.

Figure 3.5. Permeability testing equipment at Rock Mechanics and
Explosive Research Center, Missouri S&T.
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3.1.3. Sample Preparation and Conditioning. The rock samples came as a rough
split block of 3.0 m by 2.5 m by 1.0 m in size and had to be cut into manageable pieces for
easy transportation to Rock Mechanics Explosive Research Center (RMERC) (Figure 3.8).
At the RMERC, the samples were further trimmed to obtain rock block that could fit into
the rock box. A suitable block was then cast in sand-cement paste and allowed to cure. The
sand-cement paste consisted of river sand and Portland cement thoroughly mixed using an
electric concrete mixer. The concrete was necessary to provide confinement to the sample
during the handling and cutting processes.
The rock block was cast in a rock box. The rock box is a 1.3 m by 1.3 m by 0.5 m
metal box that is slanted on the sides to give it a vertically tapered cross section. This
increases the lateral confinement of the rock sample during testing. This confinement is
necessary to prevent premature rock failure and rock movement during testing. The box is
opened at the top and bottom and was designed with truncated V-shape notches at each end
to allow for more of the rock sample to be tested (Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.6. X-supreme 8000 at Material Testing Laboratory at
Missouri S&T used for the XRF analysis.
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Figure 3.7. X-ray diffraction equipment at the Material
Testing laboratory at Missouri S&T.

Table 3.1. Brief description of rock zones where XRF and XRD samples were obtained.
Zone ID

Color

Bedded

Zone description

A1

Whitish brown

yes

Coarse grained, loosely cemented and less
consolidated zones that rub off easily

A2

Reddish brown
interbedded
with grey layers

yes

Composed of thin iron oxide layers with
thickness less than plunger diameter.

A3

Grey

yes

Profusely thinly bedded layers

A4

White

no

Well cemented and compacted portion with
no or less bedding planes

A5

Reddish-brown

no

Composed of only reddish-brown
colorations (iron oxide)

A6

White

yes

Core samples, composed of white zones

A7

Reddish-reddish
brown

no

Iron nuggets
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During casting, the truncated V-shape notches were covered with plywood. In
addition, the rock box was turned upside down on a horizontally flat plywood and lined on
the inside with heavy-duty plastic sheet. These together prevented out flow of the wet sandcement paste and made the removal of waste material after the testing easier. After the
concrete had cured, the rock box was tuned upright and then mounted and welded onto the
linear cutting machine (LCM) table. The desired depth-of-cut and spacing combination
was subsequently set, and sample conditioning began.
Sample conditioning is defined as non-monitored or recorded cutting pass or passes
conducted at a spacing (s) and depth-of-cut (d) combination that will be used in the actual
excavation process (see Figure 3.10 for cutting nomenclature). In the field, cutting tools
operate on damaged rock surfaces created by previous cutter pass. The conditioning creates
the damaged rock surface to mimic these field conditions. In this research, conditioning
was also necessary to level the rock surface prior to an actual cut. Six condition passes
were conducted at the beginning of the experiment at s = 50.8 mm and d = 3.2 mm (s/d =
16). The high number of conditioning was required due to the morphology of the rock
surface.

3.2. LINEAR ROCK-CUTTING EXPERIMENT
Linear rock cutting test was one of the main tests conducted in this research. It was
conducted at RMERC at Missouri MS&T. This section describes the test equipment used
in this research, including machine components, setup, testing procedures, and data
acquisition.
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Figure 3.8. Rock boulder being split into transportable block size.

Figure 3.9. Empty rock box.
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3.2.1. Linear Rock-Cutting Machine Components. The linear rock-cutting
machine consists of the following components: test frame, hydraulic components, cutter
and cutter holder assembly, rock sample box, and 3-D load cell.
3.2.1.1. Test frame. The test bed used in this research is a full-scale LCM. It is one
of two large-scale test beds in the United Sates. Very few large-scale test beds exist, notably
in Japan and the UK (Change et al. 2006) at the Technical University of Istanbul, Turkey
(Eskikaya et al. 1994), the Geotechnical Engineering Research Department, Korea, as well
as at the Colorado School of Mines, USA (Wang et al. 1974). A detail review of the
different types of LCMs can be found in Michalakopoulos and Panagioton (2017). The test
frame consists of a rigid load bearing steel frame that holds the cutter and cutter holder
perpendicular to and above the rock sample surface (Figure 3.11). In this testbed, the
cutting head, which holds a radial drag pick, is stationary. Beneath the frame is a movable
table. The table is supported and guided by rails, and moved horizontally back and forth
by a 152 mm diameter hydraulic cylinder connected to a hydraulic pump.
With the rock sample (prepared in Section 3.1.3) welded onto this table, it is forced
past the stationary radial drag pick at an average speed of 90 mm/sec. The frame also
supports hydraulic actuating cylinders that allow precise adjustment of cutter spacing and
depth-of-cut. Figure 3.12 is a schematic of the rear view of the LCM.
3.2.1.2. Cutter and holder assembly. This assembly consists of a replaceable
radial drag pick and a changeable cutter holder (Figure 3.13). The cutter is locked in the
cutter holder by means of a screw. Directly above the cutter and holder assemblage is a 3D load cell that measures the three-dimensional force vector acting on the cutter (see Figure
2.6). The 3-D load cell is centered over the cutter and consists of four load transducers
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arranged in a square diamond pattern. The cutter tool used in this experiment is a type of
radial drag pick manufactured by Kennametal Inc. (model number AM 239MB, Figure
3.14b). The dimensions of the cutter are 80 mm pick gage, 19.32 mm pick width, shank
width of 41 mm and height of 63 mm and designed to operate at an angle of 5° and
clearance of 10° (see Figure 3.14a for details of this cutter).

Figure 3.10. Rock cutting terminology.

3.2.1.3. Hydraulic components. The LCM consists of three motion control
systems that are hydraulically controlled, namely penetration control, spacing control, and
table control (see Figure 3.11). The penetration system controls the position of the cutter
and the cutter holder. This controls the penetration of the cutter into the rock sample. To
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set the depth-of-cut, the penetration control cylinders are unlocked and steel spacer plates
are inserted in the space created between the 3-D load cell and the machine frame and then
locked in place by the hydraulic cylinders. The desired depth-of-cut determines the size
and number of steel spacers needed.
The spacing control adjusts the cutter spacing. After a cut is completed, the
cutterhead is indexed sideways to achieve the desired spacing. During the experiment, the
rock is forced past the cutting tool held stationary under the frame to execute cutting. This
motion is controlled by a 152 mm servo-controlled horizontal hydraulic actuator. It moves
the table forward during and back after cutting. A linear variable displacement transducer
(LVDT) mounted on the frame and parallel to the hydraulic actuator, monitors and
measures the real-time position of the table and the rock box.

Figure 3.11. A schematic of the linear cutting machine at
Missouri S&T.
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3.2.1.4. Instrumentation. The electronic components consist of a 3-D load cell and
a linear variable distance transducer. The 3-D load cell (Figure 3.15) is mounted above the
cutter assembly and below the steel frame. The load cell transmits the required force from
the loading frame unto the cutter. The 3-D load cell consists of four load transducers
arranged in a square diamond pattern centered over the cutter (Figure 3.16). Four output
signals, one from each load cell, were converted into normal, drag and side force
components on the cutter during post-test data reduction. The linear variable displacement
transducer monitored the forward motion of table during cutting. The data sampling rate
during these tests was 1000 data points/second/channel.

Figure 3.12. A schematic of LCM showing the rear view.
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Figure 3.13. Cutter tool assembly and 3D load cell. The gray duck
tap covers the 3D load cell (see Figure 3.15). Note the spacer
plates are not clamped to the LCM frame.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14. (a) Schematic of radial drag pick with dimensions (α = rake angle, β =
back clearance angle (degree) (b) Picture of radial drag pick (cm).
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3.2.2. Data Acquisition (DAQ). Figure 3.17 shows the schematics of the data
acquisition system and analysis. A multifunction DAQ system with USB (NI-DAQmx M
series) manufactured by the National Instruments and a Dell personal computer equipped
with LabVIEW 10.1 for Windows were used in the data acquisition. A total of five channels
were used; four from the load cells and one from the linear variable distance transducer.
3.2.3. Calibration. Two major calibrations were conducted in this research. The
3-D load cell and the LVDT calibrations. They were calibrated before and after testing to
obtain calibration constants that were subsequently used for the calculation of the cutting
forces and the rock sample travel distance.
3.2.3.1. Load cell calibration procedure. Figure 3.18 shows the calibration setup.
The 3-D load cell was calibrated in four episodes of two dimensions each, covering both
the negative and positive direction of the drag and side forces. The normal force was
calibrated only in the normal direction position (positive z-axis). As mentioned earlier, the
3-D load cell consists of four load transducers, each rated to 20,000 lbf. This calibration is
done by angling a portable hydraulic cylinder 7.5o from the horizontal on a specially
designed calibration fixture (Figure 3.19). The data acquisition system consisted a digital
load cell output, analog-to-digital converter, and logbook.A computer equipped with
LabVIEW 10.1 recorded the electronic signals and applied load while the hydraulic
cylinder was pressurized with a handheld hydraulic pump to the desired pressure. Five
loads beginning at zero pressure were measured during both loading and unloading as
shown in Figure 3.18. A total of 40 data files were used, 10 for each load cell for both
negative and positive directions. The calibration was repeated three times, and the
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calibration constants were calculated using the force moment equilibrium equations.
Appendix A shows both the equilibrium equation and results of this calibration.

Figure 3.15. 3-D load cell with the bottom plate and
cutter holder removed.

Figure 3.16. Diamond pattern arrangement of load transducers of the 3D load cell. The rock moved from east to west during cutting.
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Figure 3.17. Schematics of data acquisition system.

3.2.3.2. Linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) calibration. The
distance measuring device (LVDT), also known as string potentiometer, was calibrated
with a graduated straight edge covering both loading and unloading episodes. The string
potentiometer was installed on the LCM, and the straight edge was also installed on the
non-moveable part of the LCM table and parallel to the cutting direction. The table was
moved in 25 mm increments and readings were monitored and recorded by a computer
equipped with LabVIEW. Eighteen files were recorded for both loading and unloading
episodes to calculate the calibration constants. This process was repeated three times and
conducted before and after testing. The results were combined to determine the overall
calibration constants, which were subsequently used to calculate the travel distance of the
rock box during cutting.
3.2.4. LCM Testing Procedure. As described in earlier, the rock sample for the
LCM test was cast in a steel box using sand-cement paste. The steel box was tapered to
provide confinement and to avoid splitting of the sample while cutting. The tapered section
also allowed for easy removal of waste rock after testing was completed.
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Figure 3.18. Load cell calibration setup.

Figures 3.20 and 3.21 are cartoon diagrams showing the side and front view of the
LCM. The rock box with the sample was placed on the LCM table such that its front end
was hanging off the table by 150 mm. Hanging the rock box off the edge of the table was
necessary to ensure the LVDT was long enough to measure the entire travel length of the
sample. The rock box was then welded unto the table to hold the rock sample firmly and
prevent rocking/sliding while cutting was in progress (Figure 3.22). Once the welding was
completed, the distance between the sample and the cutting pick was adjusted to obtain the
desired depth-of-cut. Figure 3.23 shows the steps involve in adjusting the cutterhead to
obtain the desired depth-of-cut. The process involves arranging different thickness of steel
spacer plates between the machine frame and cutter support. The spacer plates are then
held firmly by a set of hydraulic cylinders controlled by a hydraulic pump (Figure 3.24).
At this point, the rock is ready for conditioning.
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Series of conditioning pass were achieved by moving the LCM table past the
stationary cutter. The cutter creates groove in the rock sample as it traverses the length of
the sample. Figure 3.25 shows the sequence of events depicting the forward motion of the
LCM table for a single cut to be created. A cut was considered completed when the entire
length of the rock box had moved past the cutter tool. At this point the cutting was stopped.
Once the cut was completed, the LCM table was moved back to its original position.
At this point, the spacer plates were unlocked and the cutter head index sideways to achieve
the desired spacing (Figure 3.26) and then the cutting began again. This process was
repeated until the entire surface was planned off for a given conditioning parameters (s/d
ratio) and the cutter head was then moved back to the very first cut.
It is pertinent to mention that a single rock block was used in this experiment and
it was cut at three different s/d ratios. As such it was vital to repeat the conditioning at
every new s/d ratio. This was necessary to get past the damage zone created by the previous
s/d ratio and to create a damage zone consistent with the new s/d ratio. It was decided that
two conditioning passes were enough to establish the required damage surface for the
subsequent s/d ratios (low and medium s/d ratios).
Once the desired conditioning was achieved, the rock was ready for an actual cut.
An actual cutting pass follows the same cutting sequence as a conditioning pass except that
the data was monitored and recorded during an actual cut. The data was recorded during
the forward motion of the rock/table.
After each pass was completed, a data window was defined (Figure 3.27). The data
window is the portion of the planed surface sufficiently far from the edges of the sample
to reduce boundary effects. It was obtained by discarding the exterior cuts while at least 3
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in. from the front and back of the sample was also deleted. The rock chips within the data
window were carefully collected and later subjected to sieve analysis. This process was
repeated for the different spacing to depth-of-cut combination until the test matrix was
completed.

3.3. ROCK SURFACE HARDNESS
The other major data collected with the cutting data in this research was the Schmidt
hammer rebound index. It was conducted using the Schmidt Rebound N-type hammer
manufactured by Proceq for use with rocks. The surface hardness was measured according
to the manufacturer’s specification and ASTM D5873. In addition, all surface hardness
was measured on 25.4 mm by 50.8 mm cell grid (Figure 3.28). The surface hardness data
was collected from two different surfaces: saw-cut and excavated rock surfaces.

Nort
Figure 3.19. Calibration of load cell two where wedge is placed
under load cell transducer 4.
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Figure 3.20. Cartoon diagram of showing the front view of the LCM.

Figure 3.21. Cartoon diagram of a cross section through the LCM.
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Figure 3.22. Welding the rock box with its rock sample onto the
LCM table.

Figure 3.23. Schematics show cutter head adjustment to obtain the desired
depth-of-cut. Red arrows show the sequence of events while black arrows
show the motion of cutterhead. (A) cutter installed (B) cutterhead unlocked
ready for spacers (C) right number of space.
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Figure 3.24. Cutter tool assembly and 3-D load cell. The brown duck tap
covers the 3-D load cell (see Figure 3.15). Note the spacer plates are not
clamped to the LCM frame.

Figure 3.25. Shows sequence of indexing the cutterhead to obtain the desired cutter
spacing; note the cutterhead motion and the position of the drag bit. Red arrows show the
sequence of events while black arrows show the motion of cutterhead. (a) Cutterhead
state after a cut (b) Cutterhead unlocked and lowered (c) Cutterhead index to the left and
(d) Cutterhead assembly ready to cut.
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Figure 3.26. Shows forward motion of the LCM table. Red arrows show the
sequence of events while blacks arrow show the direction of motion of LCM table
(a) Rock sample placed and welded to table (b) LCM table begins to moves (c)
rock moves through cutting tool and chipping begins and (d) cutting completed.

Figure 3.27. Data window showing seven data cuts at s = 50.8mm, d = 6.4
mm.
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The saw-cut surface refers to the surface of the sample after grinding the rock
surface with a surface grinder. The purpose of grinding the surface was to remove the
weathered zone and create fresh rock surface to be tested. The saw-cut surface hardness
data served as baseline data to measure and quantify the degree of mechanical damage
caused by the excavation process at the different spacing to depth-of-cut ratios.
The excavated rock surface is the surface of the rock after it was excavated. The
hardness was measured on the rock surface after the rock fragments/chips had been
collected. It was measured along the ridges between adjacent cuts within the data window.
After chips were collected, the surface was inspected for spalls and loose chips and the
hand-removed. Two wooden boards were then placed on the rock box edges, parallel and
perpendicular to the cutting direction to provide a means for aligning the Schmidt hammer.
The boards were designed to accommodate lasers, one perpendicular and the other parallel
to the cutting direction (Figure 3.29). The intersection of the two lasers is a test location.
Once a test location is selected, the plunger of the hammer is pressed against the rock
surface (Figure 3.30). When the plunger is fully extended, a latching mechanism locks a
spring-load mass to the upper end of the plunger. With the plunger held perpendicular to
the surface, the hammer body is pushed downwards towards the rock surface (Figure
3.30b). To further ensure that the Schmidt hammer was consistently vertical and
perpendicular to the rock surface, bullseye level was installed on the hammer. The
downward movement of the hammer body causes the extension of a spring connecting the
mass to the body. When the maximum extension of the spring is reached, the latch releases
and the mass is pulled towards the surface by the spring (Figure 3.30c). The mass hits the
shoulder area of the plunger and rebounds (Figure 3.30d). The plunger transfers the energy
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from the mass onto the rock surface and rebounds. As it rebounds, a slide indicator travels
with the mass and stops at the maximum distance the mass reaches. The extent of the
rebound, which is a measure of the surface hardness, is measured and displaced on an LCD
screen on the Schmidt hammer. The measurement is also auto-saved on the internal
memory of the hammer and is downloaded later for further processing.
Occasionally, some test locations would be too rough for the plunger to make
complete contact with the test point. In such cases, the test location is rubbed with a finger
or wire brush to obtain a flat surface. This was necessary to ensure that the surface was flat
to reduce the influence of surface irregularities. Partial plunger contact can also result in
the plunger sliding or partial energy transfer, causing errors. In certain situations where it
was impossible to obtain a flat surface at a given test location, the test location was index
sideways, not more than one plunger diameter from the original test location. The new test
location could be in any direction with respect to the original test location but within one
plunger diameter and at least one plunger diameter from the neighboring test location.
After successfully taking a reading, the laser perpendicular to the cutting direction
was indexed sideways by 25.4 mm to achieve the next test location. At this location,
plunger is again pressed against the surface until a reading is taken. The perpendicular laser
is then indexed again and again until a given cut was completed and at this point, the
parallel laser was then indexed sideways (by 50.8 mm) to the next ridge with the
perpendicular laser returned to the starting point and indexed every 25.4 mm to achieve
subsequent test locations. This process of moving the two lasers is repeated until the entire
data window was tested.
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Each grid point was tested once for reasons outlined in Section 2. Testing was done
by a three personnel crew. One person was responsible for changing the position of the
lasers, another responsible for conducting the testing and third person responsible for
logging and taking comprehensive notes (Figure 3.31). Notes such as “no-reading”,
chipping observed, degree of chipping and variation in lithology on the surface were all
recorded. Due to fatigue, personnel responsibilities were rotated.
Figure 3.32 shows the data acquisition process. An in-built memory in the Schmidt
hammer allows for continuous measurement and recording of hardness values. The
measurements were subsequently downloaded onto a personal computer equipped with
Rocklink software. The results are later subjected to further processing and analysis. A data
collection rate of one reading per every 25.4 mm was used to ensure sufficient spacing
between impacted points to prevent interaction between test locations (Aydin 2008).

3.4. SIEVE ANALYSIS
The rock debris generated during excavation is a vital parameter in terms of
evaluating rock-cutting efficiency (Barker 1964). The rock chips are analyzed to obtain
coarseness index (CI), chip size distribution, specific energy, and absolute size constant,
which are related to production rate and instantaneous cutting rate (Roxborough et al.,
1981; Altindag 2003 and 2004; Kahramman et al., 2004). Coarseness index (CI) which is
defined as the sum of the cumulative weight percentages of rock debris retained in each
sieve, is a convenient technique for analyzing the rock chip sizes (Roxborough and Rispin
1973). In this experiment, the rock cuttings within the data window were carefully collected
after each pass and sieve analysis was conducted.
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Figure 3.28. Plan view of the sample showing test grid (25
mm X 51 mm). Dashed lines represent laser alignment lines
while the red lines represent actual cut.

Figure 3.29. Experimental setup for rock surface hardness test. Note the
intersection of the two lasers and the hammer impact location.
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Figure 3.30. Working principle of a Schmidt hammer (after McCarrol 1994).

Figure 3.31.Test crew conducting Schmidt hammer rebound testing.
Person responsible for delivering the hammer impact (left), person
responsible for aligning the lasers (middle) and person responsible
for data keeping.
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Figure 3.32. Schematics of Schmidt hammer data collection system.

Figure 3.33 shows the five classes of sieves with different aperture: 50.8 mm, 25.4
mm, 12.7 mm and 6.35 mm and <1 mm respectively, used for the sieve analysis
respectively.
During the analysis, pictures of the samples from the various classes of sieves were
taken prior to and after sieve analysis. After each test, the mass of chips retained in each
sieve was weighed and the cumulative mass retained was calculated. The summation of the
cumulative percentages represents the CI of the rock chips.

3.5. ROCK CHIP SHAPE ANALYSIS
Particle shape is of the two important parameters often encountered in rock
fragments characterization (Taylor 2002). These parameters are important in predicting the
cutting efficiency and can give information on the fragmentation mechanism. Several
parameters are used describe the shapes of crock fragments as indicated in Section 2. These
parameters can be measured in several different ways, such hand-measurement often by
pair of caliper or sliding road caliper (Krumbein, 1941, Rodrigues et al., 2013), sieve
analysis (Shao 2016), image analysis (Hyslip and Vallejo, 1997, Kaba, 2014) and chart
comparison. In this work, hand-measurement, sieve analysis and image analysis were
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employed. The sieve analysis was employed to measure the size/size distribution of the
rock fragments obtained during the experiment. Hand-measurement and image analysis
were used to analyze the fragment shape. The advantages of image analysis are clear, there
is no subjectivity because it is possible to obtain the same results over the same images.
There is vast literature on particle shape characterization and shape descriptors
beyond the scope of this paper. Ultimately, scientists and engineers seek shape descriptors
that will act as predictors of rock-fragment process behavior and emergent properties.
However, there is no general shape factor available which clearly differentiates between
all possible kinds of shape (Podczeck, 1997). In general, three levels of shape detail are
sought; form, roundness, and surface texture. Form is best captured by sphericity or
departure from sphere (Al-Rousan et al. 2007). Form is conventionally also quantified in
terms of axial ratios such as aspect ratio. Roundness or angularity is independent of form.
In this research, roundness, sphericity, and aspect ratio are used to describe the rock
fragments shape characteristics. These are some of the commonly used shape descriptors
in literature (Yilmaz et al., 2013, Ozcelik et al., 2010).
The following procedure was employed in the collection and analysis of the rock
fragments shape characteristics.

 The larger fragments retained on each sieve for each spacing to depth-of-cut
combination were gently collected and photographed.
 The images of the obtained samples were imported into the IMAGEJ software. The
chip images were calibrated, delineated, and thresholded. Figure 3.34 and Figure
3.35 show the images of rock fragments for s = 50.8 mm and d = 6.4 mm, before
and after thresholding respectively.
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 From the image processing software, several basic size and shape descriptors of the
fragments were measured and subsequently evaluated.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.33. Rock fragment analysis. (a) Set of sieve meshes used for the rock
chips analysis and (b) Typical chip fragments retained on each sieve for s =50.8
mm and d = 12.7 mm.

A brief description of the various descriptors used to represent the shape of the
fragments are presented below (Ferreir and Rashand, 2012).
1. Aspect ratio: If an ellipse is selected, it is the ratio of the major axis to the minor
axis.
2. Roundness: The sharpness of the edges of particles or the angularity of the
fragments, calculated as follows:
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Roundness = 4x

Area
π ∗ Majors axis

(3.13)

3. Sphericity: describes the form of a particle and is a measure of the closeness of
a given particle to a sphere and is calculated as follows:
Sphericity = 4π

Area
Perimeter 2

Figure 3.34. Image of rock chips prior to thresholding for s = 50.8
mm and d = 6.4 mm.

(3.14)
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Figure 3.35. Threshold image of rock chips.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the results of the experimental program. The first portion of
this section summarizes the results of the physical, mechanical, and mineralogical
composition tests. The second portion presents the linear rock cutting test results while the
last portion presents the results of the Schmidt hammer rebound index test.

ROCK SAMPLE PROPERTIES TESTS RESULTS
Series of physical and mechanical property tests were conducted. Table 4.1
summarizes the results of these tests. The tests were conducted under both air-dry and
saturated conditions. The results showed a 4.3% reduction in uniaxial compressive strength
(UCS) due to saturation, which is statistically insignificant at 90% confidence interval. The
Brazilian tensile strength test also showed 8.3% strength reduction due to saturation.
Overall, the results showed an average UCS to BTS ratio of about 13 for both air-dry and
saturated samples. Selimoglu (2009) and Abu Bakar (2012) independently reported an
average UCS to BTS ratio of 14 and 46 respectively for Roubidoux Sandstone. This shows
that the Roubidoux sandstone has wide variability in terms of its strength properties.
Although the property test is not the focus of this research, it is worth pointing that the
strength (UCS, BTS) reduction due to saturation is consistent with results reported in
literature (Wong and Jong 2014; Wong et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2012; Vásárhelyi and
Ván, 2006). The results also showed directional variability in the permeability of the
sample. The directional variability in the permeability in this rock was expected since the
rock was bedded with sparely disseminated clay minerals. Rocks sometimes break more
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easily along weak/natural fracture zones and such zones would, therefore, play an
important role in the fragmentation of Roubidoux sandstone. It is worth noting that all
cutting was performed parallel to the bedding planes. The thickness of the bedding varied
from few millimeters to centimeters.
The results of the x-ray Florence (XRF) are presented in Table 4.2. In addition, the
rebound values of the different zones are presented. The rebound values represent the
average of at least four rebound values taken from each zone. The results indicate that the
sample was composed mainly of quartz, kaolinite, and hematite with small percentage of
minor minerals. Figure 4.1 shows a typical x-ray diffraction (XRD) results of the rock
sample. The kaolinite and some of the minor minerals acted as the cementing material that
hold the quartz grains together. These results are consistent with data from Gertsch and
Summers (2006). All XRD spectra are presented in Appendix F.

RESULTS OF LINEAR ROCK CUTTING TESTS
The linear rock cutting tests were conducted on dry Roubidoux Sandstone samples
using a radial drag pick at a constant pick spacing (s) of 50.8 mm. The depth of cut (d) was
changed during the test according to the pre-defined experimental program described in
Section 3.
4.2.1. Force Measures. The results of 15 data passes comprised of 105 data cuts
were organized according to the spacing to depth of cut ratios and are presented in this
section. The force trace shown in Figure 4.2 represents a typical cut, which shows the time
histories of the normal, cutting and side forces as separate traces. A total length of 96.0m
was cut for all s/d ratios.
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Table 4.1. Physical and Mechanical Properties of rock sample.
Rock Properties

Min.

Max.

MPa

62

82

72.8

11

MPa

67

74

69.3

10

MPa

4.6

8.1

6

13

MPa

4.8

6.3

5.5

13

MPa

2.7

3.6

2.5

10

Bulk density (dry)

g/cm3

2.05

2.25

2.1

4

Bulk density (saturated)

g/cm3

2.19

2.24

2.2

4

%

9.00

13.70

10.70

4.00

md

385.9

402.5

395

5

md

127.4

212.7

174

7

Uniaxial Compressive Strength
(dry)
Uniaxial Compressive
Strength(saturated)
Brazilian Tensile Strength (dry)
Brazilian Tensile Strength
(saturated)
Point Load Test (I50)

Apparent porosity
Permeability (parallel to
bedding)
Permeability (perpendicular to
bedding)

Avg.

Number of
samples

Units

90% SiO2, 6% Al2O3, 3% Fe2O3, 1% (MgO, P2O5,
SO3, K2O)

Constituents

Table 4.2. Summary of x-ray Florence (XRF) results.

Sample
ID
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

Percent by weight
MgO
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4

P2O SO K2 Fe2O
5
3
O
3
5.9
92.1
0.3
0.4 0.7
0.1
7.1
90.8
0.3
0.4 0.6
0.1
5.5
92.8
0.3
0.5 0.5
0
5.8
92.3
0.3
0.5 0.7
0
6.3
91.4
0.3
0.4 0.4
0.7
5.2
93
0.3
0.5 0.5
0
2.4
71
0.3
0.2 0.1
25.1
Sample IDs are explained in Section 3.1

Al2O3

SiO2

Avg
Hardnes
s (R )
42
54
39.3
52.7
35
56
72

Numbe
r of
reading
s
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
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40000
30000
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Angle

Figure 4.1. Typical x-ray diffraction (XRD) results for the tested sample.

4.2.2. Data Processing – Noise Filtering. The electronics and pick inertia created
due to sudden movement and stoppage of the cutterhead introduced certain undesirable
noise into the load cell and LVDT measurements. Electronics related noise were
suppressed by digital low-pass filters while the noise created by the movement of the
cutterhead was compensated by moving average filter method. The force signal responses
in rock excavation often fluctuate a lot and generally presents a challenge in term of the
analysis. Most commonly, researchers use the average force (normal, drag and side force)
per cut to characterize the excavation process (Che and Ehmann, 2014; Kaitkay and Lei,
2004; Richard et al., 2012; Wise et al., 2002). In this research, a relatively high resolution
of the average forces was considered. The average and maximum resultant force magnitude
at every 25mm were calculated and used in subsequent analysis.
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Pass 2, Cut 6, s = 50.8 mm, d = 12.7 mm
25
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Figure 4.2. Force trace history of the normal, cutting, side forces and resultant
force magnitude for cutting condition of s = 50.8 mm, d = 12.7 mm.

4.2.3. Cutting Force Data Pre-Processing. As the cutting picks move from one
end of the sample to another, large amount of data is collected per second resulting several
thousand data per cut. Some of these data are undesirable and therefore requires preprocessing. The data preprocessing involved mathematically eliminating unnecessary data
recorded during cutting. During cutting, the cutting pick moves through air before
encountering the sample (concrete + rock). By zeroing the cutting force data in the sample
with the average cutting force in air, we obtained the actual force magnitude used to
excavate the sample (concrete + rock). As described earlier, the rock block is surrounded
and confined by concrete layers so that the cutting pick first moves through concrete then
rock and then concrete for a complete cut (Figure 4.3). Cutting through the concrete layer
produces similar force magnitude and profile as the rock sample making it difficult to
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determine the concrete – rock contact. The LVDT readings at the air-concrete and concreterock contacts were obtained after each cutting pass. Using the LVDT data allowed for
precise location of the air-concrete and concrete-rock contacts on the force history or
profile. With the contact identified, it was easier to mathematically eliminate data beyond
the rock block zone. Portion of the rock data was also deleted to obtain the data widow.
Figure 4.4 through Figure 4.6 show the data preprocessing sequence.

Figure 4.3. Plan view of sample showing the various contacts.

Each cut was preprocessed to obtain the force traces within the data window
according to the preprocessing procedure outlined above. For each data cut in each pass,
the three force traces were plotted. The force traces of the individual cuts were input into
Equations 4.1 to obtain the resultant force magnitude. From the resultant force magnitude,
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the average, standard deviation and maximum resultant force magnitude at every 25 mm
along the length of each cut were obtained (Table 4.3). Figure 4.2 also shows the resultant
force behavior for a typical cut. The resultant force magnitude has a force profile like both
the normal and cutting forces. In some cases, the weighted average of the resultant force
magnitude per cut and pass are also obtained. It should be pointed out that each s/d ratio
was repeated for five passes. For each spacing to depth of cut combination, the resultant
force magnitude per pass were plotted for all passes (Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8and Figure 4.9).
The plots revealed less variability of the resultant force magnitude with increasing depth
of cut.
Another important parameter calculated from the individual cuts on each data pass
was the orientation of the cutting force resultant. The resultant orientation was represented
by the plunge (degree) and the azimuth (degree) of the force vector (Figure 4.10). These
were calculated using Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3, respectively.
Wear and thermal failure of the tungsten carbide insert of a drag tool is one of its
drawbacks especially when applied in hard rock mining (Fowell 1993). Abu Bakar (2012)
conducted a linear rock cutting test and reported frequent replacement of the drag tools
when cutting dry Roubidoux sandstone than cutting saturated samples from the same
formation. He attributed the tool failure in the dry sample to possible localized high
temperature at the tool tip.
Shao (2016) conducted a series of linear cutting experiments using drag picks
equipped with tungsten carbide (WC) and thermally stable diamond composite (TSDC)
cutting tip inserts and indicated WC insert experienced severe thermal degradation than the
TSDC tips. In this experiment, the WC tip of the drag tool failed two times in the low s/d
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ratio evident in the broken tips (Figure 4.11), which resulted in replacements of the drag
picks. The failure is suspected to be related to temperature changes at the tool tip, although,
the deeper cutting depth could have contributed to the tool failure. It is important to mention
that in some instances; the tungsten carbide insert completely detached (Figure 4.12).
Complete detachment of the insert may be due to highly localized heating at the tip or it
could simply be due to manufacturing defect.

Figure 4.4. Normal force trace for a typical cut at s = 50.8 mm and d = 12.7
mm, indicating the various contact zones along the cut; (A & E) cutter
motion in air, (B & D) cutter motion in concrete and (C) data window.
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Pass 3, Cut 3, d = 3.2 mm

Figure 4.5. Normal force trace for a typical cut at s =50.8 mm and d
= 12.7 mm, after normalizing with respect to average cutting force
in air.

Pass 3, Cut 3, d = 3.2 mm
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Figure 4.6. Normal force trace within in data window for a typical cut
at s =50.8 mm and d = 12.7 mm.
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Figure 4.7. Variation of average resultant force magnitude for s = 50.8 mm and
d = 3.2 mm.

s = 50.8 mm, d = 6.4 mm
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Figure 4.8. Variation of average resultant force magnitude for s = 50.8 mm
and d = 6.4 mm.
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Table 4.3. Test results for a typical pass at s = 50.8 mm, d = 12.7 mm.
Length of cut
mm
25.4
50.8
76.2
101.6
127.0
152.4
177.8
203.2
228.6
254.0
279.4
304.8
330.2
355.6
381.0
406.4
431.8
457.2
482.6
508.0
533.4
558.8
584.2
609.6
635.0
660.4
685.8
711.2
736.6
762.0
787.4
812.8
838.2
863.6
889.0

Cut2
14.2
10.9
11.9
12.3
13.5
14.5
14.9
12.1
12.3
11.1
9.5
6.6
5.5
6.0
9.5
15.2
13.9
12.8
13.7
11.8
9.1
9.8
8.6
5.5
7.1
5.5
3.9
0.3
2.1
3.3
3.5
0.7
1.0
3.0
5.0

Average Resultant Force Magnitude (KN)
Cut3
Cut4
Cut5
Cut6
Cut7
12.4
13.1
12.8
10.3
5.7
13.4
11.2
12.8
7.2
7.8
17.3
15.8
12.4
7.7
9.6
14.4
13.3
10.2
14.2
7.2
19.2
11.3
10.1
15.4
9.6
22.7
11.1
11.3
13.2
9.8
17.0
11.3
12.8
13.3
9.1
12.3
10.3
18.2
17.7
10.0
12.0
13.1
19.2
17.6
5.2
12.1
11.1
15.7
13.8
3.0
8.8
12.3
12.0
12.8
3.9
8.7
13.3
14.1
8.2
4.3
10.7
14.9
13.8
5.5
4.9
21.4
13.8
14.9
4.5
5.5
16.2
13.6
13.3
4.2
6.6
12.9
11.7
12.0
6.4
5.5
16.4
10.7
9.8
6.1
4.5
17.9
9.8
11.0
5.7
7.2
16.9
11.5
8.6
8.0
8.3
15.3
10.5
7.6
8.3
5.7
12.8
10.3
9.5
7.2
9.2
10.1
8.0
7.4
6.1
9.1
7.1
6.4
7.0
7.1
8.4
5.3
8.3
8.1
8.4
8.7
9.4
9.0
8.6
9.0
7.6
5.8
5.8
8.7
5.0
9.9
6.9
2.0
10.7
7.2
10.3
6.4
4.0
6.4
8.8
7.9
7.9
5.7
6.1
9.1
1.6
6.1
7.4
6.1
10.3
4.1
6.2
3.9
6.1
3.7
3.4
8.6
6.5
11.0
4.1
5.2
11.2
11.0
12.1
5.5
6.2
9.5
10.4
20.6
5.9
6.7
3.7
7.5
13.1
7.4
8.8

Cut8
9.2
8.5
7.5
6.8
4.3
7.5
7.5
5.6
6.7
7.0
6.9
5.0
7.4
9.9
10.7
6.1
5.9
8.0
10.4
11.2
10.5
3.9
3.9
7.8
10.2
8.0
8.3
6.9
4.1
4.6
5.8
4.0
5.5
5.3
7.5
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Average Resultant Force (KN)

40

Pass2

Pass3

Pass4
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Figure 4.9. Variation of average resultant force magnitude for s = 50.8 mm
and d = 12.7 mm.

Figure 4.10. 3D coordinate system showing
the trend and plunge.

𝑅 = (𝐷2 + 𝑁 2 + 𝑆 2 )

1⁄
2

(4.5)
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𝛽 = tan−1 (

𝑁
(𝐷2 + 𝑆 2 )

1⁄ )
2

𝑆
𝜃 = tan−1 ( )
𝐷

(4.6)

(4.7)

where,
R = resultant force (KN)
D = drag force (KN)
N = normal force (KN)
S = side force (KN)
𝛽 = plunge (deg)
𝜃 = azimuth (deg)

ROCK CUTTING MEASUREMENTS
The collected rock fragments were subjected to sieve analysis. From the results of
the sieve analysis and the measured forces (Appendices B and C), several parameters
required for excavation characterization were calculated. The first parameter was specific
energy (SE). It is defined as the work done in excavating a unit volume of rock (Tiryak,
2008; Bilgin et al., 2006; Teale 1965). SE was calculated using two methods; actual
specific energy (SEA), which is the specific energy based on the actual rock fragment
produced during tests. It was calculated using the following formula:
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Figure 4.11. Example of cutting pick failure during
cutting: note, tungsten carbide insert is chipped off.

Figure 4.12. Example of cutting pick failure during cutting:
note, tungsten carbide insert has completely fallen out.
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𝑆𝐸𝐸 = 0.278 ∗

𝐹̅𝑐 ∗ 𝐿
𝑚

(4.8)

where,
Fc = the mean cutting force (KN).
L = the length of cut (mm).
m. = mass of debris/chips (g).
The second method used was the estimated specific energy (𝑆𝐸𝐸 ), which is based
on the theoretical cutting volume. It was calculated using:
𝑆𝐸𝐸 = 0.278 ∗

𝐹̅𝑐 ∗ 𝐿
𝑆𝑃𝐿 ∗ 𝑑

(4.9)

where,
S = spacing between cuts (mm)
P = cutter penetration (mm)
d = rock density (g/cm3)
L = the length of cut (mm).
From the SEE and SEA, cutting efficiency was calculated. It is defined as the ratio
of the estimated specific energy to the actual specific energy expressed as a percentage. It
is an important parameter for determining the economic feasibility of the rock cutting
process (Tuncdemir et al., 2008).
Another parameter calculated from the weight of the chips was the linear cutting
rate (LCR), which is defined as chip mass per unit cutting length. It was calculated based
on the actual chip weight. It was calculated using the following formula:
𝐿𝐶𝑅 =

WA
L

(4.10)
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where,
WA = weight of chips (kg).
L= length of Cut (m).
4.3.1. Coarseness Index (CI). The coarseness index (CI) is a non-dimensional
number proposed by Roxborough and Rispin (1973) and is defined as the sum of the
cumulative weight percentages of rock debris retained in each sieve. It is a convenient and
rapid technique for analyzing the rock fragment size distribution. Roxborough and Rispin
(1973) indicated that the CI increased with the increasing cutting efficiency. Altindag
(2004) used the concept of coarseness index to analyze drilling cuttings and showed CI
correlated with penetration rate of the drilling rig. In this experiment, four sieve sizes (50.8
mm, 25.4 mm, 9.42 mm and 1.65 mm) were used to hand sieve the rock chips from each
pass. An example of the calculation of CI for a pass at low s/d ratio is shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Calculation of the coarse index from rock fragments.
Sieve Size (mm)
+50.8
-50.8+25.4
-25.4+9.42
-9.42+1.65
-1.65
Total Mass

Weight of mass
Retained (g)
5484
3661
1002
558
937
11642

Cumulative Mass (%)
47.1053
78.5518
87.1586
91.9516
100
CI=404.77

Figure 4.13 shows a typical chip size distribution. The curves include chip size
distribution of two data passes at different cutter penetration in addition to the data shown
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in Table 4.4. The chip size and distribution are very important in determining the efficiency
of cutting and could help identify the possible fragmentation mechanism. The chip size
distribution also controls the specific energy. In general, larger rock chips coupled with
fewer fines result in lower specific energy and higher cutting efficiency. As the penetration
increased, the percentage of larger chips increased. As penetration increased at constant
spacing, the amount of chips as well as the chip sizes increased evident in Figure 4.14.
Typical chip morphologies are presented in Figure 4.14 through Figure 4.17 for the
different depth of cut while Figure 4.18 shows the various chip morphology for a typical
pass at s = 50.8 mm and d =12.7 mm. These observations are consistent with results
reported in literature (Bruland 2000; Tuncdmir, 2008). In addition, it has been reported that
spacing and speed also control the shape and size of fragments produced (Shao, 2016).

s = 50.8 mm, d = 12.7 mm

s = 50.8 mm, d = 6.4 mm

s = 50.8 mm, d = 3.2 mm
100

Percentage passing (%)

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
1

10

100

Fragment Size (mm)

Figure 4.13. Typical fragment size distribution curves at different cutter
penetration.
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Figure 4.14. Typical chip morphology for 3.2 mm depth of cut.

Figure 4.15. Typical sample surface at 3.2 mm depth of cut before
chips were collected.
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Figure 4.16. Typical chip morphology for 12.7 mm
depth of cut.

Figure 4.17. Typical sample surface at 12.7 mm depth of
cut before chips were collected.
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Figure 4.18. Typical chip morphology for a pass
at low s/d ratio.

Another concept for describing chip size distribution is the Rosin-Rammler size
distribution plot. This approach was introduced in the mineral processing industry for
analyzing the products of tumbling mills. The Rosin-Rammler distribution curve output
two important parameters xl and b which describe the absolute size constant and particle
distribution respectively. These parameters are obtained from a graph of the equation
below:
100
log [𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
)] = 𝑏 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑥 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑅
where,
R = cumulative mass (volume) % retained on a given sieve of size x.
x' = absolute size constant or size parameter, and

(4.11)
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b = particle distribution parameter
A plot of log [log (100/R)] versus log x gives a straight line with a slope b and an
intercept at the horizontal line at R = 36.79% x'. According to Gupta and Yan (2006), a
large b (steeper curve) is indicative of rock chips with narrow size distribution range,
whereas lower b indicates that the curve is close to the size axis and rock chip spread over
a large range of sizes. An example of the determination of x’ and b is presented in Figure
4.19 for a pass at low s/d ratio. Table 4.5 shows the computed parameters for all spacing
to depth of cut combinations.
4.3.2. Rock Fragments Shape Characterization. Fragments shape has been
recognized as an important parameter in the prediction of particle behavior that influences
the breakage characteristics of a material (Ahmed 2010). To better understand the
fragmentation mechanism of the rock chips, they were subjected to image analysis. In other
to quantitatively describe the shape of the rock chips, three commonly adopted shape
descriptors were selected namely, roundness, sphericity, and aspect ratio. To simplify the
interpretation, the parameters were normalized to have values between zero and one. Table
4.6 shows a summary of the statistics of these parameters. It is worth pointing out that only
the largest fragments obtained in the respective depth of cut were analyzed. It is critical to
understand that the fragments produced in the 3.2 mm depth of cut are significantly biased
towards the fine fragments.

SCHMIDT HAMMER REBOUND TESTS
The experimental results of 4553 rebound index values consisting of rebound
values from 15 data passes conducted according to a predefined experimental matrix plus
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a set of rebound index values obtained from the weathered and saw-cut rock surface of the
rock sample prior to excavation. Table 4.7 presents the statistics of the rebound values for
all surfaces. The values represent the average, and maximum values per pass. It should be
pointed out again that the Schmidt hammer readings were taken on the ridges between
neighboring cuts according to the grid in Figure 3.28; so that cut 34 represents the surface
hardness taken along the ridge between cut3 and cut4.

Table 4.5. Summary of calculated parameters for all passes.
s

d

(mm)

(mm)

50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8
50.8

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4
12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7

s/d

SEA

SEE

15.9
15.9
15.9
15.9
15.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
4
4
4
4

(KWhr/m3)
1.7
2.3
2
2.5
2.9
1
0.7
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.2

(KWhr/m3)
0.5
0.8
0.8
1.1
1
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1

LCR

CI

x'

(kg/m)
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.6
1.0
0.8
0.7
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.8

Cut.
Eff.
%

268.5
273.9
274.2
284.2
289.9
309.2
313.2
334.9
311.6
309.1
340
329.1
334.9
404.8

18.1
19.6
19.8
22.6
24.2
27.6
28.4
34
28.1
27.7
38.4
32.6
34
68.2

61.6
68.5
84.4
88.3
75.8
105.5
92.4
142
110.2
104.8
109.4
102.3
92.9
134.2

50.8
12.7
4
0.2
0.1
1.3
359.4
34
97.8
s - cut spacing, d -depth of cut, s/d -spacing to depth of cut ratiom SEA -actual specific
energy, SEE - nominal specific energy, LCR -linear cutting rate, CI - coarseness
index, x' - absolute size constant
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The Schmidt hammer values were taken at a rate of 2 data points per 25 mm; one
reading at the beginning and another at the very end of the 25 mm. The average of these
two values represents the average hardness of the 25 mm length. Table 4.8 shows the test
results of a typical pass at s = 50.8 mm and d = 12.7 mm.

Table 4.6. Summary of rock fragments shape parameters for all spacing to depth of cut
combinations.
s
mm
50.8
50.8
50.8

d
mm
3.2
6.4
12.7

s/d
16.0
8.0
4.0

Sphericity
Avg. (std)
0.60 (0.1)
0.57 (0.2)
0.78 (0.1)

Roundness
Avg. (std)
0.42 (0.1)
0.48 (0.2)
0.60 (0.2)

Aspect Ratio
Avg. (std)
0.37 (0.0))
0.34 (0.1)
0.32 (0.3)

Figure 4.19. Rosin-Rammler diagram showing the determination of absolute size
constant and distribution parameter b for a typical pass at the low s/d ratio.
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Table 4.7. Summary of the Schmidt hammer rebound index values organized according
to passes; last two rows show the statistics of both saw-cut and weathered surface
hardness values.
Number of
cuts
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

s

d

(mm)
(mm)
50.8
3.2
50.8
3.2
50.8
3.2
50.8
3.2
50.8
3.2
50.8
6.4
50.8
6.4
50.8
6.4
50.8
6.4
50.8
6.4
50.8
12.7
50.8
12.7
50.8
12.7
50.8
12.7
50.8
12.7
Saw-cut

s/d
(mm)
15.9
15.9
15.9
15.9
15.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
7.9
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

Surface Hardness (R)
Avg.
58.0
58.7
58.8
57.9
59.6
58.5
58.2
55.8
53.8
54.4
61.5
59.9
58.2
62.6
58.3
72.1

Max.
72.0
75.0
74.0
72.0
71.0
72.0
71.8
71.8
69.0
73.0
74.8
70.3
70.5
74.5
73.8
79.0

Table 4.8. Results of surface hardness for typical pass at s = 50.8 mm and d = 12.7 mm.
Length
of cut
mm
25.4
50.8
76.2
101.6
127
152.4
177.8
203.2
228.6
254

Average Surface Round index values (R)
Cut12
64.4
59.9
58.9
63.1
62.5
61.6
66.4
66.3
59.8
58.9

Cut23
61.9
62.8
61.6
64.9
63.1
61.5
65.4
67.5
62.8
57.8

Cut34
60.5
64.9
62.8
60.8
61.9
60
62.9
59.4
55.3
59.5

Cut45
62.4
57.9
56.8
57.9
61.3
54
51
51.3
54
62.6

Cut56 Cut67 Cut78
61.6
64.5
52
57.6
64.4
58.6
59.1
67.4
64.6
63.9
67.8
68
65.5
66.6
64.3
58.4
63.5
58.3
51.8
60
59.3
56.4
61.8
57.1
62.8
63.6
55.8
61.5
60.6
63
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Table 4.8. Results of surface hardness for typical pass at s = 50.8 mm and d = 12.7 mm.
(Cont.)
Length
of cut
mm
279.4
304.8
330.2
355.6
381
406.4
431.8
457.2
482.6
508
533.4
558.8
584.2
609.6
635
660.4
685.8
711.2
736.6
762
787.4
812.8
838.2
863.6
889

Average Surface Round index values (R)
Cut12
57.8
57.4
52.6
53.5
51.4
46
54.8
57.3
55.4
60.1
65.1
63.4
61.1
61.4
59.8
53.9
49.5
51.1
52.3
57.8
64.6
62.6
64.5
63.6
63

Cut23
58.9
55.3
47.6
51.3
58.5
55.4
54.4
58.3
62.6
66.3
66.3
61.6
60.6
62.8
61.1
57.5
53.5
54.5
53.1
55.4
53.5
56.3
65.3
62.8
63

Cut34
57.9
56
58.8
62.5
61.3
63.4
59
56.8
60.3
60.6
62.8
61
62.1
66
66.3
67.9
66.8
65.8
67.8
63.4
53.4
58.3
63.6
60.5
65.3

Cut45
57.4
58
63
64.3
65.4
67.9
64.1
60.6
57.6
51.1
55.6
64.8
66.3
65.4
64.8
64.3
64.8
63
62.3
63.9
65.1
62.3
57.5
61.4
63.8

Cut56
57
58.3
62
63
59.8
62.5
69
68.4
62.3
57.3
60.4
67.5
65.5
62.9
64.1
63
63.9
62.1
59.3
58.6
55.5
55.1
60.3
65.6
60.9

Cut67
55.3
56.4
61.3
60.4
57.1
54.8
56.8
55.1
56.5
64
65.6
65.9
61.3
61
61.4
55
54.1
53.6
57.4
60.5
55.3
59.6
66.1
65.9
62.5

Cut78
61.1
56.9
57
58
58.1
54.3
49.4
50
55.5
58.3
58.9
55.9
54.9
61.9
60.9
56.1
55.3
53.4
59.1
63.3
58.1
51.9
52.5
60.4
61.3
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5. RADIAL DRAG PICK FORCE ANALYSIS

This section discusses the cutting forces, specifically, the resultant reaction forces
obtained from the linear cutting tests while attempting to establish a linkage with the
rebound hardness values of the excavated rock surface at the different spacing to depth of
cut ratios. Details of the experimental setup and results of the tests are outlined in Sections
3 and 4 respectively.
In rock excavation with drag tool, each tool is subjected to three orthogonal force
components namely normal, drag, and side forces see Section 2, Figure 2.6. The normal
force, which is perpendicular to the cutting direction and along the z-axis, keeps the pick
in contact with the rock surface; the drag force acts opposite to the cutting direction and
along the y-axis, and it is considered the major force responsible for the formation and
removal of rock chips especially in the cutting direction. The side force is perpendicular to
the plane containing both the normal and drag force components. It is usually the smallest
of the three force components and often neglected during cutting force analysis of drag
picks (Shao 2016). The magnitude and orientation of these force components depend on
several parameters, which include but are not limited to the rock properties, tool geometry,
tool lacing pattern, tool composition and wear tendency, machine parameters, cutting
mode, and spacing to depth of cut ratio as well as environmental and other operational
conditions.
The effect of the normal, drag and side force components on a drag pick can be
summarized by two important parameters: resultant force magnitude and resultant force
orientation. The resultant force magnitude represents the total reaction force on the cutting
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tool, and it takes into account the contributions of all the three force components, whereas
the resultant force orientation defines the three dimensional orientation of the resultant
reaction force in space.
In cutting tool modeling, specifically drag tools, emphasis is often placed on the
drag and normal force components (Yilmaz, 1962; Evans, 1984; Goktan, 1997). This is
because rock chipping with drag tools relies much on the drag and normal forces. That
notwithstanding, it is important to recognize that every force component, no matter the
magnitude, also plays an important role in the cutting process. For example, the side force
component, although small, can dictate the sense of orientation of the resultant reaction
force. A negative side force component results in the resultant reaction force acting in a
direction which is a mirror image to the resultant force with a positive side force component
of similar magnitude. It is therefore important to understand the resultant reaction force
characteristics. Figure 5.1 shows a force trace for a typical cut at the high s/d ratio. It is
pertinent to recognize that the magnitude of the resultant force trace is controlled initially
by the drag and normal force components in this cutting conditions.
The resultant force orientation is also an important factor for determining the
performance of cutting tools. It is a three-dimensional quantity that defines the orientation
of the resultant reaction force in space and time but it is often represented in literature as a
two-dimensional parameter (Shao 2016). The resultant reaction force orientation in this
research is represented by the plunge and azimuth of of the resultant force vector, and is
calculated using the definitions in Section 4.
Let’s assume for a moment that the side force component is negligible; if the plunge
of the resultant reaction force is equal to the attack angle of the cutting tool, the resultant
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force magnitude will align parallel to the axial direction of the pick. When this happens,
the bending force exerted on the pick is minimal. However, if the side force component is
significantly high (Rojek et al., 2011), and depending on the direction of this force
component, the tool may experience significant bending. In conical tools, a high side force
component tends to cause it to rotate on its axis during cutting action, which is considered
to increase the tool life due to even wearing of the tooltip (Kim et al., 2012). In radial drag
picks such as used in this study, however, high side forces will cause bending and possible
failure due to the inability of the tool to rotate in response to the high side forces.
By understanding the orientation of the resultant force acting on the cutting tool, it
is possible to qualitatively determine cutting tool deflection. Tool deflection can provide
information on the bending forces acting on the tool which is important to the design and/or
use of drag tools under different cutting conditions.
Figure 5.2 shows the average reaction force magnitudes organized according to the
s/d ratios. It is obvious from the results that the high s/d ratio generated high reaction force
magnitudes. The normal force at the high s/d ratio is higher than at the low and medium
s/d ratios (about 45% and 42 %, respectively). Similarly, a noticeable difference of 32%
and 31% were observed in the drag force components when comparing the high s/d ratio
with the medium and low s/d ratios respectively. Very slight differences were observed in
the side force components. Overall, the results in terms of the cutting forces suggest that
optimum s/d ratio could be between the medium and low s/d ratios.
An overall comparison of the average resultant force magnitude values (Table 5.1)
shows a noticeable higher result at the high s/d ratio, which about 37.3% and 33.4% than
the resultant reaction force magnitude at the medium and low s/d ratios respectively. About
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5.9% difference in resultant force magnitude was also observed between the low and the
medium s/d ratios. Figure 5.3 shows the relationship between the average resultant force
magnitude and the s/d ratio.

Figure 5.1. Force-time trace for a typical cut at s = 50.8 mm and d =12.7
mm showing the normal, drag, side and resultant force components. Note;
resultant force trace has similar pattern as the normal and drag force
components.

To check the statistical significance of the differences in the average resultant force
magnitudes at the different s/d ratios, hypothesis testing was conducted using ANOVA.
The significance level (α-value) of the t-test was set at 5% (90% Confidence Interval). The
p-value (the probability of obtaining a result at least as extreme as the one that was actually
observed), assuming that the null hypothesis is true, was computed for each mean
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comparison. Each comparison of the means was considered statistically significant
(rejected null hypothesis) if the p-value was found to be less than the α-value (10%).1

Average cutting forces magnitude
(KN)

Avg. Side Force

Avg. Drag Force

Avg. Normal Force

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Low4 (4)

8 (8)
Medium

16(16)
High

s/d ratio

Figure 5.2. Comparison of the average resultant reaction force magnitude
at the different s/d ratios. Note, high s/d ratio results from wider cut
spacing of the same depth of cut

The ANOVA results on the resultant force magnitude yielded significant variation
among the different s/d ratios, F(2, 3777) = 188.396, p < .0001. A post hoc Tukey test
showed that the resultant force magnitude at the high s/d ratio differed significantly from
the low and medium s/d ratios at α < .05; the resultant force at the low s/d ratio was not
significantly different from the medium s/d ratio.

It should be mentioned that in all these analyses, the portion of cut 3 in pass 3 in the low
s/d ratio corresponding to the broken tool was deleted due to abnormally high resultant
force magnitude.
1
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5.1. CUTTING AND ROCK CHARACTERIZATION
To be able to characterize the rock response to cutting, it is important to reconstruct
the cutting process. In order to do this, the resultant force magnitudes from each cutting
pass were assembled into contour maps and compared to the associated excavated rock
surfaces. A total of 15 passes comprising the three different s/d ratios were analyzed. The
left side of the Figure 5.4 shows the resultant force magnitude traces for individual cuts.
These were assembled in order of cut spacing.
With this contour plot representation, it is easier to understand the cutting history
for a given cutting pass. For example, during cut 3 of pass 3 in the low s/d ratio, the cutting
tool failed at approximately 250 mm into the data window, evident in the abnormally high
reaction forces recorded (Figure 5.5). The broken cutter is shown in Figure 4.11.
Visual analysis of the plots showed some interaction between adjacent passes,
evident in the fact that low or high resultant force magnitudes in certain spots often resulted
in the opposite results on the next pass (Figure 5.6). Entacher et al. (2015) indicated this
could suggest that a single pass or cut is not enough to characterize the cuttability of the
rock specimen. In this work, overbreaks from one pass was observed in the next pass but
on most occasions, the overbreaks were not thick enough to get to the third pass which
leads to the conclusion that at least two passes are good enough to characterize rock cutting.
In addition, cut interaction was also observed especially in the medium and low s/d ratio,
which also confirms that a single cut may not be enough to characterize cutting behavior
of rocks.
5.1.1. High s/d Ratio. To understand the overall relationship between the
excavated surface rebound hardness and the resultant force magnitude, both datasets were
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categorized (as low, medium and high) and assembled into 2D contour maps representing
each cutting pass. These “heatmaps” were then stacked vertically into 3D models. Each 3D
stack map represents a different s/d ratio and consists of the five different passes stacked
in the order in which they were excavated.

Average Resultant Force Magnitude (KN)

25.0

20.0

15.0

10.0

5.0

0.0
3

5

7

9

11

13
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Figure 5.3. Relationship between average resultant force magnitude and
s/d ratio.

Figure 5.7 shows a 3D plot of the resultant force magnitudes from the high s/d ratio
tests, organized according to passes. The diagram shows increasing resultant force
magnitude with increasing number of passes. This was expected in this s/d ratio since
adjacent cuts were sufficiently far apart so that the cutting action was unrelieved (Bilgin et
al. 2006). This causes inefficient cutting. Inefficient cutting occurs when there is lack of
interaction between cuts, resulting in the formation of ridges (unbroken rock surface),
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which builds up with each cutting passes. This means that any single pass could not remove
all rock material between cuts. It also means some of the cutting passes thereafter have to
remove more rock material than designed for. To do that, much larger forces must be
applied to the cutting tool that makes these subsequent passes. This is evident in the
resultant force magnitude data (Figure 5.7). It was also evident in the chip morphology and
chip breakage pattern (Figure 5.9), seen in the fourth pass. In this pass, some of the original
rock surface from the previous three passes still remained, indicating that the rock breaking
of either pass 1, pass 2, or pass 3 or all, were inefficient. The effect is that chunking begins
to occur in subsequent passes using higher resultant force and producing increasingly larger
chip. This process results in different rock surface conditioning from one pass to the next

Pass 3, s = 50.8 mm, d = 12.7 mm

Figure 5.4. A typical contour plot (bottom right) representing the resultant
force magnitude of the seven different cuts comprising one pass (left). Cut 1
and 9 were not included in this analysis to reduce edge effect.
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Figure 5.5. A contour diagram of resultant force
magnitude showing abnormally high forces in cut
3 due a broken cutting tool.

Another potential reason for the increase in the resultant force magnitude is pick
wear. As more and more passes are created, pick blunting would begin to set-in and pick
forces could increase drastically. Ropchan et al. (1980) reported that drag and normal
forces increased by 500% and 800%, respectively after a new plough (pick cutter) had cut
about 5000 ft of Dakota sandstone Although pick wear is a likely scenario in field
excavation, it was not considered a reason for the increase in the resultant force in this work
due to the relatively short cumulative excavated distance. The total excavated length at this
point in the testing was 105 ft, far less than the reported excavated length for excessive
wear.
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Figure 5.6. A comparison between two adjacent passes. Outlined areas show where
low or high resultant force magnitudes on the preceding pass had an opposite effect
on the next pass.

Another possible factor could be zones of increased grain cementation, which
would increase resistance to cutting. This is initially a plausible argument since the rock is
not homogenous and is composed of layers that vary in composition and degree of
cementation. However, if this argument were true, we would expect the surface hardness
data to correlate with the resultant force magnitude. In other words, high resultant force
magnitudes would have corresponded to high rebound hardness values and vice versa.
However, analysis of the surface hardness distribution does not support this assertion
(Figure 5.8). The results suggest that the rebound hardness values have very low
association with the resultant force magnitudes. This could be due to the difference
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between the operational mechanisms of the linear rock cutting process and the Schmidt
hammer rebound hardness measurement.
Despite the fact that the Schmidt hammer rebound and rock cutting processes are
measuring the mechanical properties of the same rock sample, the measurement
phenomena are drastically different. In linear rock cutting with a drag tool, the tool is forced
onto the rock and indexed by dragging across the surface. This actions applies high tensile
stresses on the rock causing it to fracture and disintegrate especially in the direction of
drag. Comparatively, a Schmidt hammer applies force in the direction perpendicular to the
rock surface. One would intuitively expect that at least the normal cutting force component
would correlate with the hardness values since they are both measured in the same direction
with respect to the rock face. However, analysis of the average normal force and the
rebound hardness values shows no correlation (Figure 5.10).
To understand the difference between the drag tool and the Schmidt hammer
operation, the footprint of the two tools were analyzed (Appendix G shows calculation of
tool footprints). Table 5.2 gives the drag pick and Schmidt hammer contact areas at the
same cutting depth. Note that the frontal area of the drag pick is about 83% smaller than
the Schmidt hammer contact area. The smaller contact area of the drag pick compared to
the Schmidt hammer results in higher stress concentration, especially in the direction cut.
The base contact area of the drag pick is also smaller than the base contact area of the
Schmidt hammer. The high stress due to the drag pick causes a large disturbed area/volume
than observed in the Schmidt hammer impact.
In addition, the force measurements were continuous with comparatively high data
resolution, in contrast to the rather discrete rebound hardness measurements. The cutting
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force data resolution was more than two orders of magnitude higher the rebound hardness
data. These differences could have masked any relationship between the parameters.

High s/d ratio, Resultant Force Magnitude

Figure 5.7. Heatmap stack comparing resultant force magnitude
distribution for the five different passes at the high s/d ratio.

The rebound hardness distribution also appears to be random and changes from one
pass to pass in this s/d ratio. However, it is very obvious that the number of “no reading”
decreased significantly with increasing number of passes, with pass 2 recording the highest
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number of “no reading” (Figure 5.8). 2This occurs when a surface is so fractured such that
the instrument gives an error message. As pointed out earlier, excavation induces fractures
on the visually intact rock. These fractures can be reactivated when impacted with a
Schmidt hammer. In certain cases, the surface can be fractured to the point that enough
impact energy is absorbed so that the rebound distance is not measurable. In such
circumstance, the test location is relocated to not more than one plunger diameter distant
while still within the specified 25.4 mm (1 in.) distance from previous point. If this is done
but an error message still results, that test location is discarded and the measurement is
labelled “no-reading”.
Because this s/d ratio leads to inconsistent conditioning of the rock surface for each
cutting pass, the rebound hardness testing points cannot be used to predict the resultant
force magnitudes. It appears that other factors control the resultant force outcome in this
s/d ratio. It is pertinent to mention that the distribution of the rebound hardness values in
this work could have also been influenced by the surface roughness of the excavated rock.
When rough textured surface is tested, the plunger tip causes excessive crushing and a
reduced rebound number is measured (Hucka, 1965, Hannachi and Guetteche, 2014). In
addition, the numerous randomly oriented fractures in the rock surface caused by the
excavation affected the rebound hardness. It is often recommended that the test surface
should be free of discontinuities up to a depth of 6 inches (ISRM, 1978a, ASTM 2001).
The presence and reactivation of the fractures on the rock face would have reduced the
rebound numbers.

2

“No-reading” is when the measurement could not be recorded.
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5.1.2. Medium s/d Ratio. Overall assessment of the average resultant force
magnitude (Figure 5.11) and rebound hardness values (Figure 5.12) indicate both
parameters decreased slightly with increasing number of passes at the s/d ratio. However,
there are exceptionally high resultant force in pass 1 (Figure 5.11), which do not correspond
well with the rebound hardness values in this or the adjacent pass.
It initially appeared that the cutting tool encountered highly resistive zones in pass
1 compared to the other passes. If these were due to increased mineral cementation, it
would be expected that the surface hardness values would be high in these areas. Analysis
of the rebound hardness (Figure 5.12), however, indicates that the high resultant force
regions in pass 1 sometimes correspond to a low or moderate rebound hardness values,
which leads to the inference that the high resultant forces must be due to other, unknown,
reasons. The extremely high resultant force magnitude in this pass raises a question. What
is different in this pass which is not happening in the other passes? First, we looked at the
rock surface conditioning process. After the high s/d ratio passes were completed, two
conditioning passes at the medium s/d ratio were conducted to remove the damages due to
the high s/d ratio. It was assumed that the two conditioning passes would have been enough
to condition the rock surface for the medium s/d ratio. But could it be that the two
conditioning passes were not actually enough? To answer this question, an analysis of the
two conditioning data would be helpful. Unfortunately, the conditioning data was not
recorded. However, visual analysis of the ridges formed during the high s/d ratio suggested
that the first pass of the medium s/d ratio still experienced the ridge effects from the high
s/d ratio passes preceded it.
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High s/d ratio, Rebound Hardness Values

No reading
Figure 5.8. Heatmap stack comparing rebound hardness values
distribution for the five different passes at the high s/d ratio.

This explanation, however, does not account for the discrepancy between the
resultant force magnitude and the rebound hardness trends in pass 1. What is different in
the linear cutting which is not happening in the rebound hardness test? This question can
be explained to some extent by looking at the differences in operational mechanisms
between the Schmidt hammer and linear rock cutting process (Section 5.2.1).
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Figure 5.9. Shows large unusual chip sizes and chunky breakage pattern
at s = 50.8 mm and d = 3.2 mm (high s/d ratio).
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Figure 5.10. Relationship between average normal force and
rebound hardness for pass 1 in the low s/d ratio.
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Table 5.1. Contact area difference between the drag pick and Schmidt hammer at the
same depth of cut.

Schmidt hammer

Drag pick

d

Aplunger (Ap)

Afront (Af)

Abase (Ab)

Aside (As)

(mm)

(mm2)

(mm2)

(mm2)

3.2
6.4
12.7

177
177
177

17
56
198

290
290
290

(mm2)
32
64
127

d = depth of cut, Af - drag pick frontal area, Ab - drag pick base area, As - drag pick
side area, Ap - Schmidt hammer plunger base area

In addition to the operational difference in outlined in Section 5.2.1, it is important
to understand that the rebound hardness values were measured after the rock surface was
excavated. It is also important to understand that the goal of mechanical rock cutting
operations is to induce fractures in the visually intact rock sufficiently linked to form
discrete chips. In the process of forming the chips, mechanical tools create disturbed zones
directly underneath, in front of, and adjacent to the cutting tool. The disturbed zone is
characterized by weakening in the mechanical properties of the rock surface (Sato et al.,
1999). In order words, the rebound hardness measures the effect of the excavation process
So that the surface hardness measured from a highly cemented and intact rock after
excavation, can show different mechanical properties than that recorded by the linear
cutting process.
The hardness values in subsequent passes (Figure 5.12) correspond to the resultant
force data (Figure 5.11). It was expected that the surface hardness from previous and
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current passes would also correspond to the resultant force from the current pass but to
different extent. This is because the previous pass surface hardness show what the tool
encountered in the current pass while the current pass surface hardness show the effect of
the cutting process. This effect is expected to vary with s/d ratio. In high s/d ratio, lack of
cut interaction means similar surface with comparable rebound hardness values and
distribution in the previous and current pass and both should have similar relationship with
the resultant force if any exist. In this case, the surface hardness is measured from the
similar surface from pass to pass until chunking occurs and may provide little information
on the resultant force, which was true in this study. When cut interaction occurs, previous
and current passes can react differently to Schmidt hammer impacts and may provide useful
information about the resultant force and cutting process. In the medium s/d ratio, it was
observed that for the resultant force magnitude in a given pass sandwiched by two surface
hardness (previous and current passes surface hardness), the average surface in the previous
pass is higher than the surface hardness on the current pass and both passes surface
hardness distribution relate with the distribution of the resultant force sandwiched between
the two surface hardness passes. For any given surface hardness - resultant force sandwich,
the current pass surface hardness often relate more closely with the resultant force as can
be seen in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12.
The rock fragment produced from the previous and current passes also showed
difference. The previous pass often produces more fragment than the current pass except
between pass 2 and pass 3. In pass 3, overbreaks occurred that resulted in more fragment
volume and comparatively low resultant force magnitude on pass 4. The surface hardness
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also decreased in magnitude from the previous to the current pass. This is true for all
resultant force and surface hardness combination in this s/d ratio.
5.1.3. Low s/d Ratio. Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 show 3D diagrams of the
resultant force magnitude and rebound hardness values organized according to passes at
the low s/d ratio. It is important to point out that the resultant force magnitudes
corresponding to the broken tool in cut 3, pass 3 were deleted for this analysis.
Overall visual analysis of the results in this s/d ratio shows that there is little or no
direct relationship between the rebound hardness values and the resultant force magnitudes.
The results also indicate that the distributions of the rebound hardness appear to vary
randomly within pass and from pass to pass. It was also observed that passes 4 and 5 reacted
differently to the cutting pick showing comparatively low resultant forces. These low
forces were attributed to overbreak from the previous pass. Analysis of the rebound
hardness in this pass indicates relatively high rebound hardness values, which leads to the
conclusion that the low resultant force magnitudes could be related more to overbreak than
weakly cemented regions. High resultant reaction force magnitudes in the pass 4, almost
directly above the low force regions in pass 5, may have caused overbreak and thus may
be responsible for the low force zones in pass 5 (Figure 5.13). Analysis of the rock
fragments in the two passes indicate that chip volume from pass 4 was bout 27% higher
than the chip collected in pass 5, suggesting a possible overbreak in pass 4.

5.2. RESULTANT FORCE ORIENTATION
Figure 5.15 shows a typical cutterhead that utilizes drag picks. As the cutting drum
rotates, it transmits the machine’s energy to the rock being excavated through the cutting
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picks. The picks are often laced in a specific pattern to ensure effective and efficient
excavation process. If a pick encounters a resistive obstacle, it will experience a high
resultant force. This may change the orientation of the cutting tool and the resultant force
acting on it briefly shoves it towards an area of least resistance.
The orientation of the resultant force acting on the cutting tool is a function of the
rock properties (inherent strength and stiffness properties), machine properties (cutting
head stiffness, hydraulic system stiffness, and machine frame stiffness) and rock-machine
interaction (chipping mechanism). The effect of all these factors is that they will influence
the cutting path associated with resultant force vector. As such, the deviation in orientation
of the cutting tool and resultant force from this point will be discussed in terms of the
deflection of the cutting tool from an ideal straight cutting path.
Changing the tool path can exact high bending forces on the cutting tool, which
may result in catastrophic failure. Changing the tool path can also affect the cutting depth
and force acting on the tool (Sun and Li, 2012). If cutting force and pick failure models do
not consider the orientation of the cutting tool properly, cutting forces and pick failure
predictions may be underestimated or overestimated. To analyze the orientation vector of
the resultant force acting on the cutting tool, the cutting forces (normal, drag and side force
components) at any given point along the cut were used as input in Equations 4.2 and 4.3
to obtain the plunge and azimuth of the resultant reaction force. The plunge and azimuth
were then plotted and analyzed using stereonets.
A stereonet is either a lower or upper hemisphere graph on which 3D directional
data can be plotted and provides a visual representation of the attitude of the resultant force.
The resultant force vectors from the individual readings were subsequently contoured.
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Contouring the force vector data in stereonet is a way of mapping the orientation clusters
of the data to aid in visual interpretation of the data patterns. The distribution, location, and
dispersion of the orientation vectors as shown by the contours on the stereonet give
information on the behavior of the cutting tool while cutting.

Medium s/d ratio, Resultant Force Magnitude

Figure 5.11. The stack of heatmaps of the resultant force
magnitude distribution for the five different passes at the
medium s/d ratio.
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Medium s/d ratio, Rebound Hardness Values

No reading

Figure 5.12. The stack of heatmaps of the hardness distribution for
the five different passes at the rebound medium s/d ratio.

The resultant reaction force orientation was analyzed on the premises of two
hypotheses:
 It was hypothesized that when cutting through the rock material, the resultant
force acting on the cutter will act towards the material already removed during
the current pass, particularly towards quadrants III and IV (Figure 5.16, Figure
5.17). The reason is straightforward; the tool will swing in the direction of least
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resistance and since the side towards quad I and II contains uncut rock, the tool
will most likely be forced towards quad III and IV.
 The second hypothesis was that as the cutting tool heads into thicker rock
material, the resultant force acting on the pick will act in the opposite direction
towards quadrant II and III (Figure 5.17b).
When the force vector is represented in an upper hemisphere, it is expected to fall in the
quad III, an overlap of hypothesis 1 and 2 (Figure 5.17).
In order to test the results from combining these hypotheses, the orientation data
were plotted on stereonet using DIPS software 7.0. Quad I through quad IV represent the
four quadrants of the stereonet plot. The stereonet was also divided into “in front of cutter”
and “behind cutter” zones, to describe the relative average resultant force orientation on
the stereonet with reference to the cutting process; and “towards current pass” (towards
air), and “towards previous pass” (uncut rock), to describe the average resultant force
orientation with respect to the current cut (Figure 5.17).
Overall analysis of the orientation cluster patterns showed bullseye force vector
clusters that were broadly categorized based on the amount of spread and quadrant of
occurrence of the average orientation vectors. A total of 105 stereonet diagrams were
analyzed, each representing a single data cut and each consisting of 8944 –14288 resultant
force orientation vectors (Appendix E).
The orientation clusters were broadly classified as tight and wide dispersed based
on the dispersion of the average orientation. Figure 5.19 is an example of orientation cluster
spread that shows wide variability in orientation dispersion while Figure 5.18 shows an
example of orientation clusters that are tightly dispersed, indicative of less variability in
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the resultant force orientation as the cutting tool cuts through the rock sample. It was
observed that the wide orientation clusters tend to occur in quadrant III with the exception
of cut 3 of pass 1 in the high s/d ratios, which occurred in quadrant II. The tightly clustered
orientation data appeared to be random and occurred in both quadrant II and III as well as
on the line between quadrant II and III.

Low s/d ratio, Resultant Force Magnitude

Figure 5.13. The stack of heatmaps of the resultant force magnitude
distribution for the five different passes at the low s/d ratio.
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Low s/d ratio, Rebound Hardness Values

No reading

Figure 5.14. The stack of heatmaps of the rebound hardness
distribution for the five different passes at the low s/d ratio.

Three force orientation clusters locations were identified. The clusters
corresponding to about 57% of the 105 cuts were located in quad III (Figure 5.20) while
about 36% were located on the cutting path directly behind the cutting tool (Figure 5.21).
About 7% of the total cuts had their average resultant force orientations located in quadrant
II (Figure 5.22).
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Figure 5.15. Continuous miner cutting head (image courtesy of Joy Mining
Machinery).

Figure 5.16. 3D schematic of the cutting pick movement.
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It is very clear from these statistics that the resultant force vector for the most part
is not aligned with the cutting tool. This means the cutting tool deflection is predominant
in rock cutting. Cutter deflection can decrease tool life especially if it induces bending
moment. The tool deflection is a function of the rock properties (inherent strength and
stiffness properties), machine properties (cutting head stiffness, hydraulic system stiffness,
and machine frame stiffness) and rock-machine.
As described earlier, the inherent variation in the grain size, and grain cementation
influence local strength and stiffness characteristics of the rock sample. As such, as the
cutting tool drags through the rock, the material in contact with the tool tip is constantly
changing. If the rock material in the vicinity of the tool tip is stiffer than the system
stiffness, the tool will preferentially change path (Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.22). However,
if the entire system is stiffer than the rock sample, we would expect the tool to cut through
the rock with relative ease following a more or less linear cutting path with the orientation
vector falling on the line between quad II and quad III (Figure 5.21). But even in a perfectly
homogenous rock with stiffness far lower than the combined stiffness of the entire
assembly, several other factors could influence the position of the orientation vector
cluster. These include the chipping mechanism, and the surface profile of the rock.
The surface profile of the rock prior to cutting is often irregular. Even in a perfectly
smooth planar surface under unrelieved cutting, chipping creates localized “troughs” and
“hills” in the cutting path. This results in variation in the depth of cut and tool forces even
for the same s/d ratio. The rock chipping mechanism is also related to the local rock
strength and stiffness, especially in the cutting path.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.17. Projection of the resultant reaction force onto the upper
hemisphere (a) and a stereonet plot divided into sections relative to cutting
pick position (b).
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The following discusses general chip mechanism and how that influence the
resultant force orientation. As a drag pick travels through its path, it encounters differentsized barriers or thickness of intact and semi intact rock that break to form different sizes
and shapes of rock chips (Figure 5.23). The breakage pattern and the size of the rock chips
depend on the height and size of the rock barrier. Since drag cutting is known to produce
different rock chips even in the same s/d ratio, it must encounter a distribution of rock
barrier size. Each rock barrier results in characteristically different chip morphology as the
barrier is cut through. The different-size barrier can also be related to the depth of cut. The
deeper the depth of cut, the higher the rock barrier and vice versa. Different barriers exact
different force magnitudes; normal, drag and side force components, as well as the
orientation of the resultant force. The higher the rock barrier encountered, the higher the
force components acting instantaneously on the pick (Gertsch, 2000). Further, when the
rock barrier fails, the failure is largely at the front of the pick forming chips ahead of the
tool (Roxbough and Rispin, 1992).
When the pick encounters a low rock barrier or is cutting at a shallow depth, small
rock chips with size far less than the cut spacing is expected to be observed ahead of the
pick. The chips that form will tend to have smaller width compared to the cut spacing and
chip length. The resultant force orientation in this chip formation is expected to be directly
behind the cutting pick and between quadrant II and III or slightly off into quadrant III.
However, as more passes are cut under this cutting condition, ridges buildup until chunking
occurs. When chunking happens, large chips are formed often to the side of the tool (see
Figure 5.9). The chips tend to produce large side force component resulting in the resultant
force orientation clusters falling in either quadrant II or quadrant III.
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Figure 5.18. Contoured upper hemisphere equal-area projection for resultant
reaction force orientation showing typical orientation distribution with less
variability in orientation distribution.

Figure 5.19. Contoured upper hemisphere equal-area projection for resultant reaction
force orientation showing large variability in the orientation density distribution.
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Figure 5.20. Contoured upper hemisphere equal-area projection of typical force
orientation cluster located in quadrant III.

Figure 5.21. Contoured upper hemisphere equal-area projection of typical force
orientation cluster located on the cutting line directly behind cutting pick.
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Figure 5.22. Contoured upper hemisphere equal-area projection of typical pole
density cloud located in quadrant II.

If the large chips are formed on the left side of the tool (Figure 5.24a), resultant
force vector cluster is expected to fall in quadrant II (Figure 5.22) but if the chunking occurs
on the left side of the tool (Figure 5.24b), the resultant force vector cluster will be expected
to fall in quadrant III (Figure 5.20).
As the cutting depth increases at constant cut spacing, the cutter encounters a higher
rock barrier and the cutter engagement increases producing more and larger rock chips. As
the cutting depth and pick engagement increase, the chips reach closer to the adjacent cut
(Figure 5.25). Chips in this situation tend to preserve traces of the previous cuts and are
expected to influence the orientation of the tool in various ways. If the previous cut trace
is centered on the chip (Figure 5.25a), we would expect the resultant force orientation to
fall on the cutting line behind the cutter. However, if the previous cut trace is not centered
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on the chip (Figure 5.25b), we would expect the resultant force vector cluster to fall in
either quadrant II or III depending on the relative size of the chip on both sides of the cut
trace.

Figure 5.23. Side view of rock barriers at different cutting depth.

These barriers vary in height corresponding to the depth of cut; shallow, medium
and deeper depth of cut, respectively. At deeper cutting depth, more rock is engaged. As
the cutting depth decreases, less cutter engagement is observed, and the smaller possible
chips are obtained. Shallow cutting depth allow chips to form that tend not to reach the
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adjacent cut; these chips often have small length due to less cutter engagement with the
exception being when chunking occurs. Deeper cutting depth or rock barrier allow chips
to form that reaches the adjacent cut and are often wider than the cut spacing and less than
twice the cut spacing.

Figure 5.24. Top view of excavated surface showing chunking to left of tool (a) and
right of the cutting tool (b). When the chunking occurs to the left of tool, resultant
force orientation cluster fall in quadrant II and in quadrant III if the chunking occurs
to right of the cutting tool. See Figure 5.9 for typical examples in this work.

In addition to the variation in rock strength, stiffness and chipping mechanism, the
amount of materials on the flanks of the cutting tool can deflect the cutting path. In both
field and lab cutting, the rock material on both sides of the tool can differ significantly due
to cut interaction and/or damages due to the excavation. In this work, the 6.7% of the cuts
that had their orientation clusters in quad II were from medium and high s/d ratios. This
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was attributed to ridging and subsequent breakout especially in the high s/d ratio. In the
high s/d ratio, ridges are formed on both sides of the cutting tool.

Figure 5.25. Top view of four levels of chips depending on cutter engagement at
different cutting depth. At a certain depth, the chip break to adjacent cut.

As cutting continued, the ridges began to chunk, sometime creating unequal
material on the sides of the cutter. If the ridge towards the uncut rock is broken from the
previous pass, the ridge on the right will most likely control the behavior of the tool in the
next pass and results similar to Figure 5.20 can be obtained. On the other hand, the ridge
bounding the right breaks, results similar to Figure 5.22. If the two ridges are still intact,
results consistent with Figure 5.21 will be obtained.
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Figure 5.26. Top view of chips at deeper cutting depth showing cut traces from previous
passes. Note the position of the cut trace. In (a), resultant force vector clusters will be on
the cutting line behind the cutter while in (b) the orientation vector cluster will fall in
quadrant III.

The linear cutting machine used in this work was reinforced with steel beams to
increase the whole system stiffness as can be seen in Figure 3.11. The most common
method of providing thrust to cutting machines is by hydraulic rams. Due to
compressibility of hydraulic fluids, axial stiffness of the cutting machines is often reduced,
which means that the intended cutting depth is not maintained consistently (Snowdon et
al., 1983). This is perhaps the dominant cause of system flexibility in the linear cutting
machine and the cutting tool orientation. Snowdon et al. (1983) studied the effect of the
hydraulic stiffness on TBM performance using laboratory linear cutting test and found that
the stiffness influence the cutting energy and tool forces. They indicated that for disc
cutters, the normal force, rolling force and specific energy decreased with increasing
hydraulic stiffness.
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In addition, the cutting head assembly which consist of a cutter holder held in place
by hydraulic cylinders, the cutting pick mechanical locked into the cutter holder by a screw,
series of spacer plates, and load cells. Each of these components have different stiffness
and definitely added some degree of wobbling to the whole system. For example, as the
rock surface is lowered, more and more spacers were required to extend the cutting head.
These spacer plates create a pendulum effect, which further reduces the cutting head and
machine stiffness. The table carrying the rock box with the rock introduces another
dimension of complexity. The table run on rails and moved by hydraulic ram, which make
the table wobble during cutting. The deflection due to the flexing of the table, wobbling
and pendulum effects of the cutter head assembly are also influenced by the s/d ratio.
It is pertinent to understand that field machine performance in terms of stiffness is
more complex than that involved with LCM. In field operation, an operating machine has
multiple cutters and each cutter encounters a distribution of cutting depth that results in a
distribution of forces along the cutter (Gertsch, 1993). For significant cutting time, an
individual cutter experience zero or near-zero forces (Samuel and Seow, 1984). This means
machines in the field tend to spend less time fully engaged than cutters operating in an
LCM. This can result in flexing of the cutter head, which can be equated to the bouncing
of the LCM cutter head during cutting but to at different degrees. Also, in LCM, a single
cutter is used and indexed side ways to achieve the cut spacing to mimic the multiple cutters
operating under field condition. Although, it mimics really cutterhead operations, multiple
cutters on cutterhead presented a more complicated situation than in LCM.
In addition, the different machines often used in the field also emphasize different
complexity in the rock cutting process. In general there are three types of excavation
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machines used in field condition; ripper type (e.g. continuous miner), axial type (e.g.
roadheaders) and rotating drum types (e.g. tunnel boring machine – TBM). In TBM
operation, the machine supports itself with the rock walls while it advances into the rock.
This provides comparatively much stiffer cutting system. In contrast, ripper and axial type
machines cut through the rock while supporting the operation by its own body weight and
traction. This results in bouncing of the cutterhead and the whole equipment as it cuts
through the rock. LCM is believed to be between ripper and axial type machines in terms
of general machine stability and stiffness.
In field conditions, rock is much stiffer due to high confinement than in LCM.
Although the rock is cemented in a rock box and welded onto the table to mimic the rock
confinement, the rock mass is still comparatively less stiff than that often encountered in
the field conditions. When a cutting head (TBM, roadheader or continuous miner)
encounters hard material in the certain section of the rock face, it will tends to flex and so
will the LCM in lab conditions but to a lesser extent. Although the complexity of field
machines is out of the scope of this research, it important to recognize that lab excavation
and field cutting can differ and can result in large machine stiffness and vibration
difference, which can cause overestimation or underestimation tool deflection in field
conditions.
The deflection in the resultant force vector was examined as a 2D deflection in the
horizontal plane. On the stereonet plot, the deflection is represented by offset from the WE line. To calculate the magnitude of the deflections, the rock stiffness obtained from the
UCS tests was utilized in conjunction with the side force exacted on the cutting tool during
cutting. In order to use the axial stiffness from the UCS, it was assumed that UCS test
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machine had a comparable stiffness with the linear cutting machine and that the rock
stiffness measured by both are also comparable. It was further assumed that the path
deflection was predominantly horizontal that is induced by the side force component. The
side force corresponding to the average orientation cluster is used to represent each cut.
δ=

Fs
k

(5.1)

where,
k - rock stiffness
δ – tool path deflection
Fs – average side force component corresponding to average resultant force
orientation
The results show deflection values ranging from 0.00028 mm to 0.1 mm. These
deflection magnitudes are smaller than expected, and it was suspected that the assumptions
made in the preceding paragraph may have affected the deflection magnitude. Obviously,
the MTS used to measure the stiffness is more robust and stiffer than the LCM. In addition,
the stiffness test was conducted on visually intact rock while the drag tool sees fractured
rock surface with stiffness far lower than that experienced by the MTS. By using the
stiffness from the MTS, we further assumed that the force measured in the MTS is
comparable with the side force component from the LCM, which is not entirely true. The
loading force from the MTS is at least thirty times higher than side force component from
the LCM. As such, if the intact rock stiffness is used to estimate the deflection of the cutter
in the fracture rock, it will underestimate the tool deflection. Nonetheless, these values
indicated clearly that the tool experiences some deflection during cutting.
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6. SCHMIDT HAMMER REBOUND INDEX

In this section, 16 test rock surfaces comprising a total of 4553 rebound hammer
readings were analyzed. The rock surfaces include a single saw-cut and 15 excavated rock
surfaces created at different s/d ratios. The saw-cut surface served as a baseline to quantify
the excavation damage. At least 288 rebound hardness values were measured from each
rock surface along defined traverses (see Section 3, Figure 3.28). The experimental setup
and testing details are presented in Section 3.

6.1. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
This section attempts to measure the excavation damage using a relatively cheap,
simple and easy to use test that is generally accepted in civil and construction industries –
the Schmidt hammer rebound index test. It quantifies the relative damage caused to the
sandstone face after loading with a radial drag pick at different spacing to depth of cut (s/d)
combinations. It also investigates the influence of s/d ratio on the amount of damage
induced and attempts to develop a sense of correlation between the excavation damage and
the s/d ratio. The rebound hardness indicates a change in the surface damage due to the
excavation.
To do this, a good understanding of the statistical characteristics of the rebound
hardness data of both the excavated and saw-cut sandstone is important. The statistical
analysis of the data was done in three stages:
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(i) Frequency distributions of the rebound hardness on the different rock surfaces
were examined in order to accurately determine the best probability distribution that
characterizes the rebound hardness data.
(ii) The distributions were then described using traditional statistics in order to
quantify the excavation effect.
(iii) The spatial variability of the surface rebound hardness data was examined for
each of the excavated and saw-cut surfaces using semivariograms and kriged maps.
The rebound hardness values were subjected to statistical analysis to identify the
accurate probability model(s) that best described the data at the different s/d ratios. The
aim is to determine by fitting several probability distribution functions (PDF) to the
experimentally measured rebound hardness data in order to select the best PDF(s) capable
of modeling the data. Since normality is often the underlying assumption in many statistical
procedures (Shimizu et al. 2000), a normality test was conducted.
6.1.1. Normality Test. To determine the appropriate PDF for the rebound hardness
test, the data was first tested for normality. There are several normality tests available in
the literature (Dufour et al. 1998). However, the most common are the KolmogorovSmirnov (K-S) test, Shapiro-Wilk test, Lilliefor test, and Anderson-Darling (A-D) test. The
Shapiro-Wilk test has been shown to be the most powerful for testing the normality of
dataset (Razali and Wah, 2011).
To test whether the distribution of the data for each s/d ratio is indeed identical and
normal distributed, Shapiro-Wilk normality test was conducted for all s/d ratios, including
the saw-cut surface. Shapiro-Wilk test determines the significance of the difference
between the frequency distribution of a given random variable and a normal frequency
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distribution. The W-statistic, which takes on a value from 0 – 1, is calculated for the
frequency distribution of the random variable and compared with a critical statistic (W α)
of the normal frequency distribution. The significance level (α-value) of the Shapiro-Wilk
normality test was set at 5% (95% confidence interval). If the W-statistic is less than Wα,
we reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the data was not normally distributed. In
addition, the p-value (the probability of obtaining a result at least as extreme as the one that
was actually observed), assuming that the null hypothesis is true, was calculated for each
dataset. A p-value less than the α-value indicates that the distribution is significantly
different from normal.
Table 6.1 illustrates that the W-statistics and the p-values for the different s/d ratios
are less than Wα and the chosen α-value respectively. Thus, the hypothesis that the
distribution of the rebound hardness in each s/d ratio is normal was rejected. If the rebound
hardness data is not normally distributed, what probability distribution can best
characterize it? To answer this question, rebound hardness data was considered as a
continuous random variable and fitted with several probability density distribution
functions.
6.1.2. Fitting Probability Distribution to Rebound Data. The fitting of the
distributions obtained from the observed data with theoretical distribution was conducted
using the software EasyFit 5.6 (www.mathwave.com). This program uses the maximum
likelihood estimate to determine the parameter of the best fitting theoretical distribution
(Lui et al., 2007). The principle of maximum likelihood provides a means of estimating the
parameters of a distribution based on given observation. The method finds the most likely
distribution that would have produced the observed data. For more details on the maximum
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likelihood estimate refer to Bickel & Doksum (1977), Meeker and Escobar (1998), Casella
and Berger (2002). The analysis indicated that 4-parameter Generalized Gamma,
Generalized Extreme Value, Kumaraswamy, 4-parameter Burr, Beta, 3-parameter Weibull
distributions, and 4-parameter Dagum distributions were consistently among the top ten
distributions that provided fits for the observed rebound hardness data.
6.1.3. Fitting Criteria and Goodness-of-Fit. Sixty analytic PDFs were fitted to
the rebound hardness data in each pass (rock surface) in the different s/d ratios. The
selection of the best fits was based on K-S goodness-of-fit (GOF) at a 95% significance
level. K-S GOF tests the null hypothesis that the observed data follow a specific
distribution. It measures the compatibility of theoretical distribution with the observed data
based on the largest difference between the theoretical and the experimental cumulative
distribution functions (CDF). Based on the K-S test, the software calculates a GOF statistic
and compares it with critical GOF statistic at a given α- value. The p-value based on the
calculated GOF statistic is also calculated for a fixed α-value and denotes the threshold at
which the null hypothesis is either rejected or accepted. If the p-value is greater than the
chosen α-value, then we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the data follows a specific
distribution.
Table 6.2 shows the theoretical PDFs of the observed hardness data and their
corresponding GOF. These results show that 4-parameter Kumaraswamy distribution
(Figure 6.1), 4–parameter Generalized Gamma distribution (Figure 6.2), and 4 – parameter
Johnson SB distribution (Figure 6.3) best characterizes the rebound hardness data for the
low, medium and high s/d ratios. The results also show that the 4-parameter Kumaraswamy
distribution best describes the saw-cut data. Figure 6.1 through Figure 6.3 also demonstrate
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the goodness-of-fit process used for the best distributions along with normal distribution
functions. In addition, Dagum distribution, which characterizes all the rebound hardness
with a reasonable degree of accuracy is also displayed. It is obvious from these graphs that
the normal distribution does not accurately model the behavior and distribution of the
rebound hardness values.
Further analysis also reveals that the probability distribution that best describes the
characteristics of the data varies among s/d ratios. However, when all the data is combined
without separation by s/d ratios, the 4-parameter Dagum distribution (k = 0.089, α = 49.4,
β = 70.5, γ = 0) best characterizes it (Figure 6.4). The Dagum distribution was always
among the five best distributions and characterizes the rebound hardness data in each s/d
ratio with a reasonable degree of accuracy (Figure 6.1–6.3), which leads to the inference
that the rebound hardness data for the excavated rock surfaces could be represented by a
single population distribution, possibly the Dagum distribution.
To test if all the rebound hardness data truly come from the same distribution,
hypothesis testing was conducted using a two-sample K-S test. This method tests the null
hypothesis that two data samples are drawn from the same population (or can be
represented by the same population distribution function). Unlike the one sample K-S test
that compares empirical CDF to a theoretical CDF, two-sample K-S test compares two
empirical CDFs and computes how these CDFs closely match each other using the GOF
statistic. The rebound hardness in the different s/d ratios was paired and GOF calculated at
a 5% significance level (α-value). The p-value, assuming the null hypothesis is true, was
also calculated. If the calculated p-value is less than the α-value, the null hypothesis is
rejected.
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Table 6.3 illustrates that rebound hardness data from the low and high s/d ratios
could have been drawn from the same population (or can be represented by the same
probability distribution function), possibly the Dagum distribution, while the rebound
hardness data for the medium s/d ratio came from a different population. During cutting
under the high s/d ratio, the wide spacing coupled with the shallow cutting depth resulted
in unrelieved cutting mode forming ridges. The rebound hardness, which was measured on
these ridges remain fairly unchanged from pass to pass until a breakout occurred. In the
case of the low s/d ratio, complete cut interaction occurred producing almost flat surfaces
with surface properties similar to the high s/d ratio surfaces. As such it is not surprising
that the data from the low and the high s/d ratios are similarly distributed. However, during
the medium s/d ratio, incomplete cut interaction occurs producing highly fractured rock
surfaces. These fractures change the rock surface properties drastically.
Regardless of the s/d ratio, it is demonstrated that normal distribution could not
characterize the data with reasonable accuracy. Each data set was therefore evaluated
independently since its distribution might differ completely from the often assumed normal
distributions.
The Dagum distribution has also been used to characterize both standard deviation
and coefficient of variation of rebound hardness data (Szilagyi et al. 2014). Analysis of the
coefficient of variation and standard deviation of the rebound hardness data in this work
indicates that its coefficient of variation follows a Dagum distribution (k = 1.8, α = 5.3, β
= 15.8, γ = 0, Figure 6.5a). The standard deviation also followed a Dagum distribution (k
= 47.9, α = 526.3, β = 1138.1, γ = 1136.7, Figure 6.5b).
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In this research, the standard deviation and coefficient of variation were calculated
on a per cut basis. These results are consistent with the results of Szilagyi et al. (2014).
Szilagyi et al. (2014) analyzed rebound hardness from 8955 test locations comprising of
laboratory and in-situ tests and indicated that both the standard deviation and the coefficient
of variation followed a 3-parameter Dagum probability distribution.

Table 6.1. Shapiro-Wilk normality test results for the separate groups of rebound
hardness data.
Parameters

df

W

Wα

saw-cut
273
0.868
0.947
Low s/d
1438
0.898
0.947
Medium s/d
1434
0.908
0.947
High s/d
1408
0.851
0.947
df - degrees of freedom, s/d - spacing to a depth of cut ratio

p-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 6.2. Fitting Results-parameters.
Rock
surfaces

Distribution

GOF

Saw-cut

Kumaraswamy

Low s/d
Medium
s/d

Kumaraswamy
Gen. Gamma
(4P)

0.0250

0.325

High s/d

Johnson SB

0.0467

0.00363

0.0625
0.0432

p-value

0.227
0.0103

Parameters
α1 = 458.22, α2 = 5673.4,
a = -1308.7, b = 100.7
α1 = 2.99436E+7,
α2 = 4.1568, a = 2.5945E+8,
b = 77.602
k = 32.2, α = 0.3, β = 125.2,
γ = -55.5
γ = -2.246, б = 1.193,
β = 93.738, =-19.491

These results are consistent with the results of Szilagyi et al. (2014). Szilagyi et al.
(2014) analyzed rebound hardness from 8955 test locations comprising of laboratory and
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in-situ tests and indicated that both the standard deviation and the coefficient of variation
followed a 3-parameter Dagum probability distribution.

Figure 6.1. Experimental frequency histogram together with theoretical PDFs (a), and
theoretical and experimental CDF (b) for Johnson SB, normal and Dagum
distributions corresponding to 1440 data points.

Figure 6.2. Experimental frequency histogram together with theoretical PDFs (a),
and theoretical and experimental CDF (b) for Gen. Gamma (4P), normal and
Dagum distributions corresponding to 1440 data points.
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(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

Figure 6.3. Experimental frequency histogram together with theoretical PDFs
(a), and theoretical and experimental CDF (b) for Kumaraswamy, normal and
Dagum distributions corresponding to 1440 data points.

Table 6.3. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results. Highlights show the two groups that
are most likely drawn from the same population.
Test
Sample1 - Sample2
p-value
Decision
Statistic
Low s/d - Medium s/d
Low s/d - High s/d
Medium s/d - High s/d

3.761
0.923
3.105

0.000
0.365
0.000

Reject
Accept
Reject

6.2. QUANTIFICATION OF EXCAVATION EFFECT ON SURFACE REBOUND
HARDNESS
To identify and quantify the overall effect of mechanical excavation on the rebound
hardness data, the rebound hardness data measured from the saw-cut surface was compared
to the rebound hardness data measured from rock surfaces created by the drag pick at the
different spacing to depth of cut ratios. An overall comparison of the median rebound
hardness values for the different groups with the saw-cut surface (Table 6.4) showed a
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noticeable decrease of 15.7%, 18.2%, and 16.5% in the rebound hardness when excavated
at low, medium, and high s/d ratios, respectively.

(a)
(b)

Figure 6.4. Relative frequency histogram together with the best goodness-offit of 4-parameter Dagum PDF (a) and CDF (b) of rebound hardness
corresponding to all s/d ratios (n = 4632 data points).

(a)
Re

(b)
Rel

Figure 6.5. Relative frequency histogram together with the best goodness-of-fit
of 4-parameter Dagum PDF of the coefficient of variation (a) and standard
deviation (b) of the rebound hardness values corresponding to 128 cuts.
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To evaluate the difference among the four groups of rock surface conditions (sawcut, low, medium and high s/d ratios) on changes in the medians of rebound hardness data,
Kruskal-Wallis test was used. This test was used because of the skewed nature of the
rebound hardness data. The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric test alternative to the
usual ANOVA and is analogous to the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. Like the WilcoxonMann-Whitney test, Kruskal-Wallis test also combines all the data and then assigns ranks
to the observations. The test statistic for the Kruskal-Wallis method is calculated as:
H=

12
N(N+1)

∑ki=1

R2i
ni

− 3(N + 1)

(6.1)

where,
Rij is the rank of the jth observation in the ith dataset
Ri is the sum of the ranks for the ith dataset
ni is the size of the ith sample
N is the overall sample size
The assumptions made by the Kruskal-Wallis test are the same as those for the WilcoxonMann-Whitney test. This test assumes that the data comes from independently continuous
distributions and that the distributions are identical under the null hypothesis. The test
determines the significance of the median difference between the groups. Kruskal-Wallis
test statistic (H), which is computed based on the ranked values indicates the difference
among the groups at a certain level of significance (α-value). The significance level (αvalue) of the Kruskal-Wallis test was set at 5% (95% confidence interval). The comparison
among the groups is considered statistically significant (rejected null hypothesis) if the pvalue is found to be less than α value.
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The test, which corrected for tied ranks, was significant, H (3) = 623.4, p = 0.000.
These results indicate that at least one of the four groups of rebound hardness data has a
significantly different median. Follow-up tests were conducted to evaluate the pairwise
differences between rebound hardness obtained from the saw-cut surface and the rebound
hardness obtained from the excavated surfaces at the different s/d ratios. Figure 6.6 shows
boxplots showing the statistics of the different groups of rebound hardness data. The results
(Table 6.4) show significant differences between the saw-cut rock surface and rock
surfaces created by a drag pick at different s/d ratios. The decrease in surface rebound
hardness on the rock surface around the ridges after loading with drag tool has been
demonstrated. Excavation induces fractures in the visually intact rock, which changes its
surface properties. Martino and Chandler (2004) indicated that the degree of excavation
damage on the rock face depends on the in-situ stress, the shape of the excavated surface
and its orientation relative to the maximum stress, excavation method, subtle changes in
the rock fabric, and changes in pore pressure. It is important to understand that real field
excavated damage would be several orders of magnitude higher than the quantitative
damages observed in this research.
A comparison of the median rebound hardness values for the different s/d ratios
(Figure 6.7) shows slightly higher rebound hardness values for the low and high s/d ratios,
with the medium s/d ratio registering the lowest median rebound hardness values. Also, it
is observed that the high s/d ratio showed less variability (scatter) in the rebound values
while the medium s/d ratio recorded the highest variability. This was partly attributed to
the effect of s/d ratio on the near-surface properties of the rock. At high s/d ratio, it is
believed that unrelieved cutting mode is experienced, so that the hardness measurement is
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essentially measured from the same surface in the different passes; hence, the little
variability. This also means that the median rebound hardness for this s/d ratio is expected
to be fairly constant since the same surface is measured at each pass. Analysis of the median
rebound hardness per pass confirms this expectation (Figure 6.8). When ineffective cutting
occurs (ridge formation), the rebound hardness is measured from the same ridged surface
until chunking occurs.

Figure 6.6. Rebound hardness variation under different surface conditions –
excavated (n = 4596) and saw-cut surfaces (n = 288).

High variability in the median rebound hardness values was recorded in the medium
s/d ratio (Figure 6.7). It is believed that at this s/d ratio, cut interaction occurred. The
amount of cut interaction depends on the s/d ratio and subtle changes in rock properties. At
certain s/d ratio, complete interaction occurs between cuts, so that the rock surface is
completely planed and free of ridges. However, when incomplete interaction occurs, highly
fractured rock surfaces are left behind. These fractures change the surface properties of the
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rock. We suspect that the cut interaction in the medium s/d ratio was incomplete, resulting
in severe cracks on the excavated surface. Since the cracks are not in any defined pattern,
they affect the rebound hardness in different ways, resulting in large variability in the
rebound hardness. Rock surface hardness measurements are also highly influenced by the
surface asperities. It is possible that the excavated rock surface asperities could have also
introduced some variability in the data. Analysis of the median rebound hardness values
indicates that the rebound hardness values decrease slightly with increasing number of
passes (Figure 6.9).

Table 6.4. Kruskal-Wallis test results for all surfaces (excavated and saw-cut).
Highlighted p-values show groups with significant median differences.

Sample1 - Sample2

Percent
change
(%)

Test
Statistic

Std.
Error

16.5
1845.36
86.8
Saw-cut - Low s/d ratio
18.2
2165.9
86.9
Saw-cut - Medium s/d ratio
15.7
1851.22
86.9
Saw-cut - High s/d ratio
s/d - spacing to depth of cut ratio

Std.
Test
Statistic

p-value

21.27
24.96
21.3

0.000
0.000
0.000

At a low s/d ratio, however, the complete interaction between cuts is believed to
have occurred, resulting in complete planning of the rock surface. The surface created
under this cutting condition resulted in fewer fractures on the rock surface evident in the
excavated rock surface (Figure 6.10). If this is true, it was therefore expected that the
median surface hardness would remain fairly constant for all rock surfaces under this
spacing to depth of cut ratio. Analysis of the median rebound hardness for the different
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rock surfaces (passes) indicated that the median rebound hardness values remained
approximately constant for all passes in this s/d ratio (Figure 6.11).
To evaluate the differences in median rebound hardness values among the three s/d
ratios (low, medium and high), Kruskal-Wallis test was again employed. The test, which
was corrected for tied ranks, was significant, H (2) = 61.172, p = 0.000. This means that,
at least, one group differ significantly from the other groups. A paired Kruskal-Wallis
analysis revealed that there was no statistical difference in the median rebound hardness
values between the low and high s/d ratios (Table 6.5). The two s/d ratios are believed to
leave behind surfaces with similar characteristics, at least, in terms of rebound hardness.
The medium s/d ratio seems to have a significantly different population median from the
low and high s/d ratios. The difference between the results could be due to the fact that the
rebound hardness in the medium s/d ratio is from a different population as demonstrated in
Section 6.1, although, it could also be due to the difference in cut interaction among the
three different groups.
Nonetheless, it is demonstrated that the different s/d ratios influence the rock
surface differently. While the low and high s/d ratios seem to have a similar influence on
the rock surface, the medium s/d ratio leaves the rock surface with completely different
mechanical characteristics.

6.3. SPATIAL VARIABILITY OF THE REBOUND HARDNESS
The spatial variability of surface rebound hardness data is an important
characteristic, which qualifies the non-homogeneity of mechanical and physical properties
of the rock surface. It is derived from the intrinsic variability of the surface hardness and
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inherent variability of the measuring method. As indicated earlier, mechanical rock
excavation changes the mechanical properties as demonstrated by the decrease in rebound
hardness values. Assessing the spatial variability of excavated rock surface can be of major
interest for locating potentially damaged regions. This section analyzes the spatial
variability of the surface rebound hardness values to characterize the laboratory excavated
rock surface. The rebound hardness variability of the saw-cut rock surface is also
examined. The spatial variability is studied using geostatistical tools (isotropic
semivariograms and ordinary kriged maps).
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Deviations
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Figure 6.7. Median rebound hardness variations with s/d ratio.
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Figure 6.8. Relationship between median rebound hardness values and
excavated surface number from top of block for high s/d ratio.
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Figure 6.9. Relationship between median rebound hardness values and
excavated surface number from top of block for median s/d ratio.
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Figure 6.10. Typical rock surface after chips have been collected at low s/d
ratio. Note, surface is completely planed, ridges free, and surface spalling.
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Figure 6.11. Relationship between median rebound hardness values and
excavated surface numbered from top of block for low s/d ratio.
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Table 6.5. Kruskal-Wallis test results for surfaces excavated at different s/d ratios.
Highlighted numbers show significantly different groups.

Sample1 - Sample2
Low s/d - Medium s/d
Low s/d – High s/d
Medium s/d – High s/d

Test
Statistic

Std.
Error

Std. Test
Statistic

320.533
49.049
6.535
-5.853
49.275
-0.119
314.681
49.309
6.382
s/d - spacing to a depth of cut ratio

p- value

Decision

0.000
0.894
0.000

Reject
Accept
Reject

6.3.1. Semivariogram – Basic Concepts. Semivariance analysis is a quantitative
description of the spatial continuity of a random variable in a sample space. It examines
the contribution to the total sample variance made by the average variance of all pairs of
points that are separated by a specific lag distance. This compares adjacent pairs, then every
other sample, then every other two, and then every other three. In practice, for the
variogram to be reliable, the lag distance cannot be larger than half the size of the study
area (Truong et al., 2013). The standard equation for calculating the semivariogram is:
𝑁(ℎ)

1
𝛾(ℎ) =
∑ (𝑍(𝑥𝑖+ℎ ) − 𝑍(𝑥𝑖 ))2
2𝑁(ℎ)

(6.2)

𝑖=1

where, γ(h) is the semivariance at separation (lag) distance h; N(h) is the number of pairs
separated by the lag distance h and, Z(xi) and Z(xi+h ) are values of the measured variable
at spatial locations i and i + h respectively (Figure 6.12).
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Figure 6.12. Schematic computation of γ(h) at different lag distance for a regular
linear data.

Semivariogram is a plot of semivariance against lag distance and typically increases
with the distance between sample locations or lag distance, and levels off at a more or less
constant value called the sill (Co + C) at a given separation distance, called the range of
spatial dependence or simply, range. Samples separated by the lag distances closer than the
range are related spatially, while those separated by a distance greater than the range are
not spatially related. Semivariogram ranges depend on the spatial interaction of the
property in question at the sampling scale used (Uehara et al., 1985). According to Webster
(1985), the semivariance at h = 0 (called nugget variance, Co) represents experimental or
random variability, that is undetectable at the scale of the sampling. Co and C represent the
nugget effect and the structural component respectively (Figure 6.13). The value of the
ratio C/(Co+Cs) is a measure of the proportion of the sample variance (Co+C) that is
explained by spatially structured variance (C). According to the classification scheme by
Cambardella et al (1994), if the C/(Co+C) ratio is > 75%, then the measured property is
considered strongly spatially dependent; if the ratio is between 25 and 75%, then the
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property values are considered moderately spatially dependent, and if the ratio is < 25%,
then the measured property is considered weakly spatially dependent.
Geostatistical software (GS+) was employed to determine the spatial structure of
the rebound hardness values and define the semivariogram. The semivariance calculation
was based on the maximum lag distance of 20 inches. Each lag distance pair contained at
least 680 pairs of points for the calculation of the semivariance. The best semivariogram
model for the rebound hardness values for each surface was selected principally on the
basis of the lowest residual sum of squares (RSS) and the highest r2 of the regression.
6.3.2. Results and Discussion. The semivariogram parameters for the rebound
hardness values at the different s/d ratios are presented in Table 6.6– 6.9. The parameters
represent each surface, which include excavated and saw-cut surfaces. Figure 6.14, Figure
6.16 and Figure 6.18 show isotropic experimental semivariograms for rebound hardness
values. The results indicated that the best models that described the spatial dependence of
the rebound hardness values are exponential and spherical, with the exponential model
being dominant. Each semivariogram model was used as a basis to prepare maps of the
spatial variation of the rebound hardness values using an ordinary kriging interpolation
scheme. This form of presenting the rebound hardness values allows for easy visualization
of the spatial variability of the data, which is important when optimizing locations of
interest on the rock face. For example, it is possible to identify damaged regions, which
will be important for post-excavation treatment. Damaged zones will correspond to low
rebound hardness values
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Figure 6.13. Scheme of semivariograms showing the different parameters.

The rebound hardness variograms (Figure 6.14) for the low s/d ratio showed a
strong spatial dependence according to the classification scheme proposed by Cambarlla
et al. (1994) (C/Co+C ratio ranges between 31–96%). The dataset in this s/d ratio is
modeled by an exponential variogram (r2 ranges between 0.42 – 0.87, Table 6.6) with an
average practical range of dependence of 5.7 inches and a total variance (sill) of about 102.
This variance includes an average of 27.8 random or experimental variance, which
represents the nugget effect. The variogram parameters suggest a strong spatial variability
in the rebound hardness values which might be attributed to the intrinsic variation of both
inherent rock characteristics and surface properties variation due to excavation. The
ordinary kriged maps (Figure 6.15) highlight the spatial variability of the rebound hardness
values on the different rock surfaces (passes) at this depth. It is evident that the different
passes exhibit a difference in their spatial dependence, which could be related to the
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excavation process or inherent rock property variations. The ordinary kriged contour maps
revealed moderate positional similarity between rock surfaces especially among the first
three passes. The last two passes show completely different spatial distribution of the
rebound data. The difference was attributed to inherent variability in the rock fabric.
In the medium cutting depth, the rebound hardness variograms (Figure 6.16) was
modeled by an exponential model (r2 ranges between 0.30 – 0.84, Table 6.7) with a
practical range between 1.6 – 9.2 inches (mean = 5.3 inches) and a total variance (sill) of
152. The variograms show an average nugget effect of 47.1. This shows a comparatively
higher average sill and nugget effect to that of low s/d ratio. The surface hardness in this
s/d ratio showed moderate to strong spatial dependence with C/Co+C ratio ranging from
50–88%. The ordinary kriged contour maps in this ratio also showed little positional
similarities (Figure 6.17). It is obvious from the kriged maps that passes 3 and 4 exhibited
different spatial behavior contrary to the other passes. This was believed to be related to
the subtle changes in the rock fabric since every other parameter was constant.
The best variograms that fit the rebound hardness values in the high s/d ratio are
the spherical and exponential models (r2 ranging from 0.39–0.81). The variograms (Figure
6.18) showed moderate to strong spatial dependence (C/Co+C ranging from 31–97%) with
an average range of 2.1 inches, an average sill of 142 and a nugget effect of 14.7. The
ordinary kriged maps show moderate similarities among passes with pass 5 showing a
different spatial variation of the rebound hardness (Figure 6.19).
In comparison, the saw-cut surface also showed strong spatial dependence with a
rather low average nugget effect of 2.7 and total sill of 19.6. The model that best described
the rebound hardness on this surface was the exponential model (r2 = 0.48).
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The data also showed low variability (RSS = 15, Figure 6.20). This was expected since the
saw-cut surface was comparatively free of surface asperities, which are believed to affect
the rebound hardness in the excavated surface. The surface was also free of induced
fractures. Excavation causes different degrees of surface fracturing, which varies from
surface to surface and even from point to point within the same surface. As such, much
higher variance (RSS) and nugget effect were expected on the excavated surfaces.
However, when comparing the range, saw-cut and the high s/d ratio were similar. The
reason for this similarity in the average range is unknown, but it is believed that the high
s/d ratio could have been too large for the ridge surface to have surface properties similar
to the far-field (unexcavated) surface properties.

6.4. CONCLUSION REMARKS
In this work, we modeled 4632 rebound hardness data obtained from 15 rock
surfaces (914.4 by 406.4 cm) created by radial drag pick and an unexcavated (saw-cut)
sandstone. Sixty analytic probability models were examined concerning their fitting
efficiency to the rebound hardness data on each rock surface. The evaluation of the
obtained fits from all the examined distributions and datasets was based on three statistical
tests. After the pre-filtering of the most promising distributions, the evaluation was based
exclusively on how well the theoretical CDF agreed with the experimental CDF. The
probability models with the best performance obtained from all criteria were then
compared with the normal distribution.
The 4-parameter Dagum distribution was found to accurately describe the empirical
distribution of average rebound hardness data if no separation of data by s/d ratio was
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applied. The Dagum distribution was the only distribution that suited all of the examined
surfaces. The Dagum distribution was also a suitable fit for both the standard deviation and
coefficient of variation, providing consistently fair fits under all goodness-of-fit criteria.

Figure 6.14. Semivariograms of rebound hardness values for the five passes/surface
in the low s/d ratio
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Figure 6.15. Spatial distribution maps of rebound hardness in the low
s/d ratio (calculated using ordinary kriging).
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Table 6.6. Spatial semivariogram models and geostatistical parameters for low s/d ratio.
Pas Nugget,
Sill, Co + Rang
Proportion,
2
RSS
s
Co
C
e
R
C/(Co+C)
1
54.7
79.7
8.5 0.56
292
0.31
2
9.7
82.0
1.8 0.64
94
0.88
3
15.6
90.6
7.3 0.42
2441
0.83
4
53.1
121.4
8.8 0.49
3824
0.56
5
5.9
136.5
2.2 0.87
321
0.96
RSS - Residual sum of squares

γ-model
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Spherical
Spherical

Table 6.7. Spatial semivariogram models and geostatistical parameters for medium s/d ratio
Pas Nugget,
Sill, Co + Rang
Proportion,
2
RSS C/(Co+C)
s
Co
C
e
R
1
19.7
152.5
1.6 0.30
836
0.87
2
19.5
163.3
2.0 0.59
618
0.88
3
101.5
203.1
9.2 0.82
126
0.50
4
69.4
138.9
9.0 0.84
519
0.50
5
25.3
100.0
4.7 0.35 1310
0.75
RSS - Residual sum of squares

γ-model
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential

Table 6.8. Spatial semivariogram models and geostatistical parameters for high s/d ratio.
Pass
1
2
3
4
5

Nugget, Sill, Co + Rang
Proportion,
2
RSS
Co
C
e
R
C/(Co+C)
15.0
140.2
1.9
0.64
349
0.89
19.7
174.2
2.8
0.81
613
0.89
21.0
149.2
2.3
0.56
810
0.86
15.6
147.2
1.8
0.45
607
0.89
3.1
100.6
1.5
0.39
256
0.97
RSS - Residual sum of squares

γ-model
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Spherical
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Figure 6.16. Semivariograms of rebound hardness values for the five passes/surface
in the medium s/d ratio.
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Figure 6.17. Spatial distribution maps of rebound hardness in the
medium s/d ratio (calculated using ordinary kriging).
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Figure 6.18. Semivariograms of rebound hardness values for the five
passes/surface in the high s/d ratio.
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Figure 6.19. Spatial distribution maps of rebound hardness in the
high s/d ratio (calculated using ordinary kriging).
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Table 6.9. Spatial semivariogram model and geostatistical parameters for the saw-cut
surface.
Nugget, Sill,
Proportion,
2
Surface Co
Co + C Range R
RSS C/(Co+C)
γ-model
Exponenti
Saw - cut
2.7
19.6
2.1
0.48 14.7
0.86
al
RSS - Residual sum of squares

(a)

(b)
Figure 6.20. Semivariogram (a) and spatial distribution map (b) of
rebound hardness for saw-cut surface.

A general decrease in rebound hardness of the rock surface around the ridges
between cuts after loading with a radial drag pick was observed. An average rebound
hardness of 72 was recorded on the saw-cut with low variability. However, when the same
rock was subjected to excavation a 15.7%, 18.2%, and 16.5% reduction in rebound
hardness was recorded for the low, medium and high s/d ratios respectively. The KruskalWallis test found that these differences were statistically significant at α = 5%. The medium
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s/d ratio caused the most damage, as defined by the decrease in rebound hardness and also
exhibited the highest variability in rebound hardness.
Finally, geostatistical techniques offered alternative methods to conventional
statistics for describing the spatial relationship and associated variability of the rebound
hardness. Semivariograms and ordinary kriged maps analysis demonstrated visually, the
variability of the rebound hardness from point to point on a pass as well as from one pass
to another in the same s/d ratio. In addition, it allowed for the comparison of the spatial
distribution of the rebound hardness among the different of s/d ratios.
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ROCK FRAGMENT ANALYSIS

Analyses of rock fragments from full-scale linear cutting tests and from field
experiments have been used to gain insight on mechanical excavation. The sizes, amount
and size distribution of rock chips are important for evaluating the cutting efficiency.
Cutting efficiency affects the economic feasibility of rock cutting processes. The
parameters obtained from the rock fragments are presented and described in Section 4. This
section analyzes the relationships between these and other parameters measured during the
experiment.

7.1. BACKGROUND
In this section, the rock fragments are classified into three categories based on their
size ranges. The first category is described as “chunk”; which is defined as fragment sizes
greater than 50.8 mm. Chunks generally preserve the original rock surface and show visible
cutter traces. The sizes, distribution and shape parameters of this class of fragments are
discussed further in Section 7.2. The second category of chips is the “secondary
fragments.” They have sizes between 50.8 mm and 9.42 mm. The last group is the “dust.”
and these represent chip sizes that are too fine to visually analyze. It should be pointed out
that a major goal in rock excavation is to maximize “chunk” and minimize “dust.” Figure
7.1 shows the relationship between the relative amounts of the various rock fragment
classes produced at the different spacing (s) to depth of cut (d) ratios (s/d). This diagram
indicates that at higher s/d ratio, more dust than chunks is produced. This was expected
because at higher s/d ratio, less or no cut interaction occurs. At wider spacing and shallow
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depth of cut, picks occasionally ride on the surface, causing crushing rather than chipping
(Gertsch, 2000; Yao et al., 2010). However, as the depth of cut increases at a constant
spacing, the pick is fully engaged, and adjacent cuts begin to interact and form more and
larger chip sizes.
7.1.1. Estimated vs Actual Rock Fragment Volume. As described in Section 3,
the estimated rock fragment volume was calculated using the cutting geometry (cut width,
length, and depth). Figure 7.2 shows a graphical comparison between estimated and actual
chip volumes.
By comparing the expected and the actual chip volumes, it is possible to identify
overbreaks and underbreaks. To do that, a line with a unit slope passing through the origin
of the graph was drawn to represent the line where the predicted and the actual volumes
are equal. Points above and below the unit slope line indicate overbreaks and underbreaks,
respectively (Figure 7.2).
It can be seen that the actual chip volume correlates reasonably with the estimated
chip volume with a correlation coefficient of 0.93. Overall, it can also be seen that more
overbreaks occurred in the deeper depth of cut than the shallow and medium cutting depths,
with the shallow depth of cut registering slightly more underbreaks.
In terms of the depth of cut, it is clear that chip volume increases with increasing
depth of cut but the relationship between the estimated and actual volume of chip produced
shows more variability (scatter) as the cutting depth increases. Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4
show excavated samples before and after chips were collected (see overbreaks in red
outline), respectively. Overbreak in Roubidoux rock has been reported to be controlled by
structural discontinuities in the rock (Selimoglu, 2009; Abu Bakar, 2012).
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Figure 7.1. Relationship between fragment classes at different s/d ratios.

Permeability measurements (Section 4.1) indicated the rock specimen was highly
anisotropic. The results indicated that the permeability along (parallel to) the bedding
planes was about two and a half times the permeability perpendicular to the bedding plane.
Permeability is a function of structural discontinuities as well as grain-to-grain spatial
relationships and cementation, which can affect the breakage behavior of rock when
attacked by a tool. Sanio (1985) conducted a study on slate excavation using full-face TBM
and indicated that the net advance rate can be six times higher for a drive parallel to
discontinuities than a drive in the perpendicular direction. Wanner (1975) also examined
mechanical bored tunnels and indicated that the orientation of the discontinuities affected
the penetration rate. It was also reported that the penetration rate doubles in the direction
parallel to the foliations. Although structural variation can have added advantage on
excavation or drilling rate, Thuro (1997) warned that the advantage of high rock
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disintegration rate in the direction parallel to discontinuities can be offset by the severe
instability problems in drilling/excavation. In this experiment, excavation was conducted
parallel to bedding; however, if the cutting depth is at or close to the rock layer boundary,
it is possible for overbreaks to occur, resulting in higher chip volumes in certain passes
than others. This may explain the wide variability in the chip volumes at deeper depths
(Figure 7.2). In addition to the thinly bedded characteristics of the rock specimen, it is also
poorly cemented with kaolinite clay, which could add some complexity to the rock
fragmentation rates and subsequent analysis.

Avg .Actual Chip Volume (cm3)
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d = 6.4 mm
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R² = 0.9917
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1000

0
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Avg. Estimated Chip Volume

4000
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Figure 7.2. Estimated and actual chip volumes for all data passes. Each
value is an average volume per s/d ratio.
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Figure 7.3. Rock surface condition before chips were collected (s = 50.8
mm, d = 12.7 mm).

Figure 7.4. Rock surface condition after chip collection: overbreaks visible
in the center of the picture (s = 50.8 mm, d = 12.7 mm).

7.1.2. Relationship Between Absolute Size Constant, Coarseness Index and
Depth of Cut. Absolute size constant (x') and coarseness index (CI) give an indication of
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the cutting efficiency (see Section 4.3). The measured coarseness index showed average
values of 278 (std dev. = 8.7), 316 (std dev. = 10.9) and 354 (std dev. = 30.8) for the
shallow, medium and deeper depth of cut, respectively, while the average absolute size
constant values were 21 mm (std dev. = 2.5), 29 mm (std dev. = 2.7), and 41 mm (std. dev.
= 15.1), respectively. It is obvious from the averages above and Figure 7.5 and 7.6 that x'
and CI increase linearly with increasing depth of cut, with r2 = 0.52 and 0.73, respectively.
The increase is related to cut interaction. At a constant spacing and increasing depth of cut,
more and larger rock fragments are produced due to cut interaction. Figure 7.7 and Figure
7.8 show the relative comparison of the amount and size of rock chips produced for the
shallower and deeper cutting depths, respectively.
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Figure 7.5. Absolute size constant variation with cutting depth with 90%
confidence interval curves.
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Figure 7.6. Coarseness index variation with depth of cut with 90%
confidence interval curves

Figure 7.7. Amount of rock fragments on rock face after excavation at
lower cutting depth.
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Figure 7.8. Amount of rock fragments on rock face after excavation at deeper
cutting depth.

7.1.3. Absolute Size Constant and Coarseness Index Variation with Linear
Cutting Rate. Various relationships between CI and x' have been reported in literature for
different rock types and cutting conditions (Abu Bakar, 2012). Breeds and Conway (1992)
indicated that chip production rate or penetration along with overall system performance
and reliability are vital in feasibility studies and selection of mechanical excavation
systems. Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 show the relationship of CI and x' with the linear
cutting rate (LCR) for all s/d ratios. There exists a strong linear correlation between the
LCR and x'. An anomalous data point with exceptionally high x' occurred in pass 4 of s =
50.8 mm and d = 12.7 mm cutting conditions (Figure 7.9). This outlier was attributed to
possible overbreaks due to the deeper cutting depth. This could also be due to a possible
weak zone encountered at that s/d ratio. Nonetheless, if the outlier is included in the
regression, a strong linear correlation still exists with an r2 of 0.74. A strong linear
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correlation also exists between LCR and the CI. The same outlier seen in the x' is also
affecting CI but to a lesser extent.
It is important to point out that rock-cutting rate either in mass per unit distance or
mass per unit time, is a function of the rock structure and cutting parameters (Sanio, 1985;
Wanner, 1975; Thuro, 1997) and may play a significant role in the size of chip fragments.
In a profusely jointed rock, chips can be more numerous and larger due to dislocation of
rock blocks. The presence and intensity of these structures increase the chip production or
advance rate. These structures, which are present on field-condition scale, can result in
significantly different rock chip size and amount between field excavation and laboratory
rock-cutting.
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Figure 7.9. Relationship between linear cutting rate and absolute size
constant with 90% confidence interval curves.
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Figure 7.10. Relationship between linear cutting rate and coarseness index
with 90% confidence interval curves.

7.1.4. Relationship Between Coarseness Index, Absolute Size Constant and
“Chunk plus Secondary Chips.” Figure 7.11 shows the relationship between CI and x'
for all s/d ratios. It indicates a strong linear relationship between the two parameters with
one anomalously high value for both CI and x' occurring at the same cutting pass.
Regardless of the outliers, it is clear that the x' values were in close agreement with the CI.
Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13 showed that both x' and CI are dependent on the
percentage of larger chips (> 19.64 mm) produced, evident in the form of very strong linear
upward trend relationship among the parameters. It should be understood that the size/size
distribution of chips depends on the rock conditions as well. These conditions include the
type of rock and the presence and intensity of discontinuities. For example, brittle rocks
turn to produce more fragments as compare to ductile rocks. Abu Bakar and Gertsch (2012)
found that a strong polynomial correlation existed between CI, absolute size constant, and
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large rock fragments (>50.8 mm), which agrees with the results obtained from this
research. Large values of CI and x' are indicative of efficient cutting process. An excavation
operation producing large fragments size is deemed as an efficient cutting process, whereas
an excavation operation producing high quantities of fine fragments is said to be an
inefficient cutting operation.
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Figure 7.11. Absolute size constant variation with coarseness index with
90% confidence interval curves.

7.1.5. Specific Energy as a Function of Coarseness Index and Absolute Size
Constant. Several correlations have been reported between specific energy (SE) and the
size of the fragments produced during cutting (Cook and Joughin, 1970; Roxborough and
Rispin, 1973; Tuncdemir et al. 2008). Tuncdemir et al (2008) found an exponential
relationship of the form SE = kCI-n and indicated that the equation was applicable to most
rocks and cutter types. They found n to be about 1.2 for chisel picks, 1.7 – 3.2 for V-type
disc cutters, 2.2 – 4.4 for conical cutters and about 5.5 for constant cross section disc cutter
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(CCS). Abu Bakar and Gertsch (2012) independently found a similar correlation between
SE and CI, and indicated that for CCS, n was 1.04 and 1.33 for saturated and dry Roubidoux
sandstone, respectively. They also found that for chisel pick, n was 2.3 and 4.1 for dry and
saturated sandstone, respectively. In this experiment, a similar relationship was found
(Figure 7.14) but the n-value (7.3) was higher than the values reported by Tuncdemir et al
(2008) and Abu Bakar and Gertsch (2012) for pick tools. Tuncdemir et al. (2008) stated
that the composition and strength of the rock specimen could influence the n-value. In their
research, they tested different rock types which included different grades of chromite,
Serpentinite, Trona, and Harzburgite with average compressive strengths ranging from 32
to 58 MPa. These rocks are entirely different in composition and strength from the samples
tested in this research work, which is composed mainly of quartz. These significant
differences could have resulted in the different n-values obtained. Structurally, the rock
specimen tested in this research was bedded and cutting was done parallel to bedding
planes. The orientation of the structures (if any) with respect to the cutting direction was
unknown, which could also influence the fracture and chipping process, and hence, the nvalue.
Even in the case of Abu Bakar and Gertsch (2012) where similar rock specimen
and tool type were used, the rock specimen differed in strength, which could influence the
n-value significantly. They tested samples with UCS averages of 51MPa and 43 MPa for
dry and saturated Roubidoux sandstone, respectively, whereas the Roubidoux sandstone
tested in this work had UCS of 72 MPa and 69 MPa for dry and saturated specimen,
respectively. This was not surprising since the Roubidoux sandstone is variable in its
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composition and occurrence (Dake, 1918). All these and subtle changes in cutting tool
shape could have resulted in the different values of n observed.
Other researchers also found an inverse linear correlation between SE and CI
(Jeong and Jeon, 2018, Rispoli et al., 2017, Xia et al 2018). Rispoli et al. (2017)
investigated fragment size from tunnel boring machine using image analysis and found that
SE showed an inverse linear relationship with CI. They also found that rocks with high
UCS produce smaller fragment size or CI. Jeong and Jeon (2018) conducted a series of
linear cutting experiments to investigate the effects of cutting conditions on rock chip
size/size distribution. They found that chip size increased with increasing spacing and
penetration, and that SE showed an inverse linear relationship with CI.
SE showed a strong correlation with absolute size constant with an equation similar
to the equation obtained from SE versus CI; SE = k(x')-n with n = 2.3 (Figure 7.15). This
was not surprising since CI and x' are correlated. Nelson et al (1985) indicated that as the
surface area increased, the energy diminished. Hence it is reasonable to expect that as both
CI and x' increase, the specific energy should decrease. However, Abu Bakar (2012)
indicated that specific energy exhibited a strong correlation with coarseness index for both
air-dry and saturated Roubidoux sandstone, but to a lesser degree with absolute size
constant. In line with Nelson et al. (1985) and contrary to Abu Bakar (2012), it is obvious
in this research that specific energy is strongly dependent on both CI and x' as well as the
percentage of larger rock fragments produced. This discrepancy was attributed to the
artifacts of the inherent rock variability.
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Figure 7.12. Relationship between absolute size constant and percentage
of fragments greater than 9.42 mm (chunk + secondary chips) with 90%
confidence interval curve.
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Figure 7.13. Relationship between coarseness index and percentage of
fragments greater than 9.42 mm (chunk + secondary chips) with 90%
confidence interval curves.
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Figure 7.14. Coarseness index variation with specific energy.

7.1.6. Relationship Between Specific Energy, Linear Cutting Rate, and Depth
of Cut. Figure 7.16 shows the variation of SE with depth of cut. SE shows a strong
relationship with depth of cut, which is statistically significant at 90% confidence interval
(r2 = 0.85). Figure 7.17 illustrates that LCR has a linear positive correlation with depth of
cut, which is significant at 90% confidence interval (r2 = 0.88). The results indicate clearly
that the specific energy decreases with increasing depth of cut, which is consistent with the
increasing chip production. These results are consistent with studies in literature (Copur et
al., 2017, Xia et al., 2018, Jeong and Jeon, 2018), though different rock types and cutting
tools were used. It is interesting to note that SE exhibits less scatter with increasing depth
of cut, while chip production shows more variability as the depth of cut increases. Figure
7.18 shows the relationship between SE and LCR. It clearly demonstrates that higher LCR
values correspond to the minimum SE values.
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Figure 7.15. Absolute size constant variation with specific energy.
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Figure 7.16. Specific energy variation with depth of cut.

7.1.7. Relationship Between Rock Fragment Parameter and Excavated
Surface Rebound Hardness. Chip size and distribution parameters such as CI, x', SE and
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LCR can provide useful information on the cutting efficiency and characteristics of the
cutting behavior of rocks in the fragmentation process. The relationship among these
parameters has been extensively studied both in laboratory and field scales (Altindag, 2003,
Tuncdemir et al. 2008, Abu Bakar and Gertsch, 2012). This section seeks to further these
studies by evaluating the relationship between the chip parameters and the nature of the
rock surface after chips have been created and collected. In other words, it seeks to establish
whether there is a direct relationship between rock surface damage in the form of surface
rebound hardness and the size/ size distribution parameters of the rock chips removed from
such surfaces. Surface rebound hardness provides information on the degree of surface
change due to the removal of the rock chips and could provide useful information on the
characteristics of the chips produced. The rebound hardness used in this analysis represents
the average rebound values for a pass in each s/d ratio.
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Figure 7.17. Linear cutting rate variation with depth of cut.
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A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the excavated
surface rebound hardness of the sandstone after cutting the rock with the radial drag pick
at three different spacing to depth of cut (s/d) conditions. The results of the comparison
among the three s/d cutting conditions yielded significant effect of the cutting conditions,
F (2, 15) = 6.88, p = 0.010. Further, t-tests revealed that the medium s/d ratio caused much
more damage to the rock surface than the low s/d ratio, t(10) = 2.776, p = 0.034, and that
low and high s/d ratios are not significantly different from each other in terms of average
damage caused to the rock surface t (10) = 2.776, p = 0.266. The medium and high s/d
cutting conditions were found not to be significantly different from each other t (10) =
2.776, p = 0.080. These relationships can be attributed to cut interaction and the
fragmentation process. In the high s/d ratio, no or less cut interaction was observed, so the
average rebound hardness remained constant from pass to pass. However, at the low and
medium s/d ratios, cut interaction was observed. It was also observed that in the medium
s/d ratio, the excavated surfaces were slightly ridged with slightly loosed chip flakes. This
means that incomplete interaction might have occurred during the medium s/d ratio,
producing fractured surface. These fractures absorb the hammer impact energy resulting in
less rebound distance compared to surfaces created by the lower s/d ratio.
It is also observed that the amount of rock fragments removed correlated with the
rebound hardness values of the surface (Figure 7.19). This figure shows that removing
more fragments leaves relatively harder surface with a minimum hardness value at a
volume of about 2500 cm3.
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Figure 7.18. Relationship between specific energy and linear cutting rate.

A linear correlation analysis that is based on the least square method was applied
on the fragment parameters, CI, SE, LCR, and x' as dependent variables, with rebound
hardness values (H) as the independent variable. Correlation lines and equations (models)
established through linear regression analysis were verified through ANOVA for their
reliability at 90% confidence interval. Table 7.1 presents the results of this analysis.
According to the correlation analysis, all the rock fragment parameters, with the
exception of x', showed no statistically significant relationship with rebound hardness (H)
at 90% confidence interval. The correlation indicates the direct relationship between the
rock fragments and the hardness of the rock surface from which the chips were formed.
The relationship between SE and H showed three distinct clusters corresponding to
the different s/d ratios (Figure 7.20). SE has been reported to correlate with rebound
hardness for different sandstone rocks (Tiryaki and Dikmen, 2006). However, in this
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analysis, there is no statistically significant relationship. The relationship between SE and
H may be better if evaluated together with other rock properties.
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Figure 7.19. Relationship between average rebound hardness and actual
chip volume.

7.1.8. Cutting Forces Variation with Surface Hardness. Figure 7.21 shows the
relationship between cutting force magnitude (normal, drag, and side forces) and the
excavated surface hardness. The plot shows that average normal and drag forces increase
slightly with increasing rebound hardness values. The side force component, on the other
hand, showed a reasonable exponential correlation with the excavated surface hardness.
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Table 7.1. ANOVA results. Rebound hardness (H) is the independent variable.
Dependent Variable

df
SS
MS
F
Regression 1
0.601
0.601
2.392
Residual
13
3.269
0.251
Linear Cutting Rate Total
14
3.870
Regression 1
0.102
0.102
0.105
Residual
13
12.526
0.964
Specific Energy
Total
14
12.627
Regression 1
480.549
480.549 4.013
Residual
13 1556.740
119.749
Absolute size constant Total
14 2037.289
Regression 1
2432.541 2432.541 1.931
Residual
13 16376.010 1259.693
Coarseness Index
Total
14 18808.551
df - degree of freedom, SS - sum of squares, MS - mean squares

p-value
0.146

0.751

0.066

0.188

Actual Specific Energy (KW-hr/m3)

3.00

High s/d ratio

2.50
2.00
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Figure 7.20. Relationship between specific energy and surface hardness.
7.1.9. Multiple Regression Analysis. To better understand the relationships
among the parameters (CI, SE, x', s/d, d, H, LCR), multiple regression analysis was carried
out. Multiple regression assumes that the values of an output, Y, can be estimated as a linear
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function of the values of multiple input variables, Xn, with αn as the regression coefficient
of Xn, as shown in equation 7.1.
𝑌 = 𝛼1 𝑋1 + 𝛼2 𝑋2 + 𝛼3 𝑋3 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑛 𝑋𝑛 + 𝜀

(7.1)

where,
Y = dependent variable
α = regression coefficients
Xn = explanatory variables
𝜀 = unexplained behavior
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Figure 7.21. Average cutting force magnitudes variation with excavated
surface hardness.

In this analysis, the SEA was selected as the dependent variable, while depth of cut
(d), spacing to depth of cut ratio (s/d), coarseness index (CI), linear cutting rate (LCR),
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absolute size index (x'), and average surface hardness (H) were set as independent
variables. These variables were selected to determine the best model(s) that explain the
dependence of SE on the geometrical parameters of cutting (d, s/d), fragments parameters
(CI, x', LCR), and excavated surface property (H). A stepwise regression procedure was
used to select the variables that could result in the best possible model, while at the same
time ensuring statistical significance of the results. Equation 7.2 gives the best explanatory
model for the SEA obtained at 90% confidence interval (F (2, 12) = 59.96, p < 0.0001),
whereas, Equation 7.3 shows the second-best model at 90% confidence interval (F (2, 12)
= 24.44, p < 0.0001).
SEA = −5.889 + 0.176(𝑠⁄𝑑 ) + 0.091(𝐻), R2 = 0.91

(7.2)

SEA = −8.533 − 0.225(𝑑) + 0.193(𝐻), R2 = 0.80

(7.3)

Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 show the related statistical parameters for the models.
The results indicated that much of the variability in the SEA can be explained by
the cutting geometry (s/d, d) and the surface property (H). Though the two models predict
SEA with reasonable accuracy, in practice, it is difficult to know the actual depth of cut
during excavation due to cut interaction (Sun and Li, 2012). For practical purposes, either
in design or field excavation, s/d ratio provides an interaction effect of both spacing and
depth of cut, making it a robust parameter to be included in the predictive model. Nelson
(1993) indicated that for different rock types, the optimum s/d ratios were similar,
indicating that rock cutting is more characteristic of the cutting geometry (s/d ratio) at
chipping. Model 7.2 is therefore considered more robust from the practical viewpoint. It is
important to point out that although H did not show any linear correlation with SEA, both
models indicate that it contributes significantly to SEA output. However, LCR, CI, and x',
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which showed a strong correlation with SEA, did not show any significant contribution to
the SEA at 90% confidence interval.

Table 7.2. Results of multiple regression analysis for SEA corresponding to Equation 7.2.
Variables
Coefficients
Standard error
t-stat
Intercept
-5.889
2.133
-2.76
s/d
0.178
0.016
10.90
H
0.091
0.036
2.51
s/d - spacing to depth of cut ratio, H - rebound hardness values

p-value
0.0173
<0.0001
0.0271

Table 7.3. Results of multiple regression analysis for SEA corresponding to Equation 7.3.
Variables
Intercept
d
H

Coefficients

Standard error

t-stat

p-value

-8.533
3.253
-2.62
-0.225
0.057
3.371
0.193
0.032
-6.957
d - depth of cut, H - rebound hardness values

0.0223
<0.0056
<0.0001

7.2. ROCK FRAGMENT SHAPE ANALYSIS
7.2.1. Background. Controlling the fragmentation process of rock requires a good
understanding of the physical cutting process. Some of the answers lie in the fragments
produced during the fragmentation process. As a pick moves across the rock, it experiences
resisting forces. These forces vary in an erratic pattern, which depends on the rock type
and other factors as the cutting proceeds. The process of rock cutting begins with the
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development of the crushed zone directly beneath the tool. This zone transfers the cutting
forces or energy to the rock. This promotes and propagates fractures in all directions as
cutting continuous. When the fractures propagate to a free face, a major chip is formed.
Major chip formation is preceded by several minor chips. This process is repeated along
the cut, generating rock fragments of various shapes and sizes that can be analyzed to
understand the rock fragmentation mechanism. The size/size distribution characteristics
represented by CI, and x' are presented in the preceding discussions. Fragment shape
properties although, rarely discussed in rock excavation, are as important as the size/size
distribution.
7.2.2. Chip Appearances at the Different Depths of Cut and s/d Ratios. The size
and shape of the major chips obtained from each s/d ratio were subjected to a series of
analysis. First, the linear simple parameters such as the length, thickness, and width of 4 –
10 randomly selected larger chips from each s/d ratio were measured using a pair of
calipers. The ratios of these chip dimensions are used as coefficients to describe the shapedependent characteristics (Sarkar and Chasuhuri, 1994). The chips were subsequently
photographed and subjected to image processing.
Detailed measurement and examination of the rock chips showed that at the high
s/d ratio, low chip mass was recorded with a high amount of dust (see Figure 7.1). The
larger chips exhibited a distinct shape pattern similar to that shown in Figure 7.23 with an
average length to width ratio of 4.0 and an approximate width to thickness ratio of 3.0.
Figure 7.22 shows a typical rock surface after cutting at the high s/d ratio. The chips were
generally elongated with an average width of about one-tenth the cutter spacing (50.8 mm).
They were comparatively flat at the bottom with rectangular shapes and had sharp pointing
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edges in the direction of cut (Figure 7.22). The rock surface was marked prior to
excavation, which allowed for the reorientation of the rock chips after excavation. It was
also observed that the relative size of the chips in the high s/d ratio increased with
increasing number of passes (Figure 7.24). These observations were attributed to the fact
that at wider spacing and shallow depth of cut, insufficient cut interaction occurs. As
pointed out earlier, this results in ridge formation. Ridge formation means the previous cuts
were unable to remove the material they were designed to. As more and more passes are
cut, these ridges build up to a point where they begin to breakout. This was evident in
passes 4 and 5 (Figure 7.25). The breakout means larger size chips are being produced, and
one would logically expect the specific energy to decrease accordingly. A plot of specific
energy against the pass number (a pass being one series of cuts across the face of the
sample), however, showed increasing specific energy with increasing number of passes
(Figure 7.26). The reasonable explanation for this behavior is that as more and more ridges
build up, subsequent passes removed more material than they were designed to (Figure
7.27). This leads higher cutting forces, which translates into high SE, offsetting the
advantages of the chunking. Total cutting energy can be decomposed into components that
are related to the cutting (chip formation), drag forces, and frictional forces. Higher
frictional forces due to cutter rubbing with ridges can also contribute significantly to the
SE. A high s/d ratio, the tool occasionally rides over the surface resulting in crushing rather
than chipping. Crushing produces more dust than chips, and hence consumes more energy
(Nelson et al., 1985).
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Figure 7.22. A typical rock surface at s = 50.8 mm and d =3.2
mm (high s/d ratio).

Figure 7.23. Schematics and picture of fragment shapes at high s/d ratio (a)
Side view, (b) Plan view, and (c) Geometry of actual chips collected in this
experiment.
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Figure 7.24. Average chip dimension variation with number of
excavated surface from blocktop. Chip dimension is expressed by the
cube root of the squared sum of the length, width, and thickness.

Figure 7.25. Shows large unusual chip sizes and breakage pattern at s = 50.8
mm and d =3.2 mm (high s/d ratio).
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Figure 7.26. Actual specific energy variation with number of
excavated surface from blocktop for the high s/d ratio.

Figure 7.27. Schematic showing the relationship between cuts at large spacing and
shallow depth of cut. Note the chucking in pass 3 (Not drawn to scale).

At a deeper depth of cut, the pick is more engaged. As cutter engagement increases,
the chip width increases and tends to break completely to the adjacent cut. Here, the cut
spacing is the upper limit of the chip width. Analysis of the major chips in this research
revealed shape patterns similar to that shown in Figure 7.28. Figure 7.29 shows a typical
rock surface after cutting at the low s/d ratio. The chips showed an average length to width
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ratio of approximately 1.4 and a width to thickness ratio of about 2.4. The chip length to
thickness ratio was approximately 3.4. Gertsch (2000) indicated that as the penetration
increases during disc cutting, an average length to width ratio of 2 is observed. In addition
to the fact that Gertsch (2000) used a different cutting tool, he also tested six different rock
types (two limestone, welded tuff, two granites, and basalt) with entirely different physical
and mechanical properties from the Roubidoux Sandstone. The chips occasionally have
concave bottoms. As the chip width increases, the adjacent cut becomes a limiting
boundary and chips begin to “grow” in length. It was also observed that chips at deeper
depths generally showed cut traces from the previous pass (Figure 7.28).
Visual examination also indicates that chip thickness increases with depth of cut,
which is consistent with literature (Liu et al. 2015, Yao et al., 2010). Jeong and Jeon (2018)
analyzed rock chip size/size distribution and indicated that the mean particle size (D50) and
uniformity index (N) increase with both spacing and depth of cut.
7.2.3. Chip Shape Analysis – Image Analysis. At any s/d ratio, there is a
maximum chip size that can practically be obtained, and the shape, size/size distribution of
these chips can tell a story of the chip breakage mechanism. The fragment shape, for
example, can help in predicting the cutting behavior of rocks during fragmentation
(Kurshun, 2009. Ahmed 2010). Yilmaz et al., (2013) analyzed chip fragments of granite
and indicated that the size distribution and shape were related to the cutting forces and the
specific energy. Carter and Yan (2005) indicated that to optimize the cutting process and
operation in material processing, measurement and evaluation of particle size and shape
are very important. In this regard, the major chip shapes obtained at each depth of cut were
analyzed using image processing software according to the procedure described in Section
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3.9.1. To be able to quantitatively describe the rock chip shapes, five shape descriptors
were adopted namely Ferret’s diameter, perimeter, roundness, aspect ratio, and sphericity
(see Section 3.9.1 for parameter descriptions). The aim was to characterize the fragment
morphology and attempt to relate them to the cutting parameters and excavated surface
hardness. It should be emphasized that only larger chips retained on the topmost sieves
(mesh size) for the respective depths of cut were analyzed in this section. Since the goal of
excavation is to produce large chip fragments with the least energy, it is necessary to
understand the behavior and characteristics of these chips.

Figure 7.28. Schematic and picture of fragment shapes at low s/d ratio. (a) Side
view, (b) Plan view and (c) Geometry of actual chips collected in this experiment.
(not drawn to scale)
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Figure 7.29. A typical rock surface after cutting at s = 50.8 mm and d =
12.7 mm

The results of the roundness and sphericity indicated that at high s/d ratio, chip
shape exhibited a maximum and minimum roundness of 0.66 and 0.22, respectively, with
an average of 0.43. At medium s/d ratio, chip shapes showed a 0.9 and 0.01 maximum and
minimum roundness, respectively, with an average of 0.48, while the chips obtained during
the low s/d ratio showed a maximum roundness of 0.95 and minimum of 0.31 with an
average roundness of 0.60. In terms of the sphericity, the high and medium s/d ratios
showed average sphericities of 0.60 and 0.57, respectively, while the low s/d ratio showed
chips with an average sphericity of 0.78. Using Krumben and Sloss (1963) roundness and
sphericity chart on the results, it can be concluded that the majority of the major chips
produced during the high and medium s/d ratios can be described as being “rounded” with
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“medium sphericity,” while the low s/d ratio produced chips that can best be described as
“well-rounded” with “medium to high sphericity.”
7.2.4. Regression Analysis of Chip Shape Parameters.
7.2.4.1. Relationship between SE, LCR, RF, H and chip roundness. The
relationship between average SE and the average chip roundness (Figure 7.30) exhibits a
strong correlation. As shown, SE increases with decreasing average chip roundness, which
corresponds to increasing s/d ratio. At higher s/d ratio, high SE was observed due to no
interaction between cuts. It was also observed that at higher s/d ratio, more rectangular than
“rounder” rock fragments were produced (Figure 7.30) It was therefore expected that SE
would increase as the chip roundness decreases. It is also obvious that SE exhibits
increasing variability with increasing s/d ratio while chip roundness tends to show slightly
decreasing variability with increasing s/d ratio.
Figure 7.31 shows an inverse trend between average resultant force magnitude and
average chip roundness, which implies that rock fragment roundness decreases when the
average applied resultant force magnitude increases. This also corresponds to increasing
s/d ratio. This makes sense from a rock breakage mechanism, since decreasing average
resultant force magnitude corresponds to decreasing s/d ratio, producing larger and
rounded chips due to cut interaction (Figure 7.31).
The relationship between the average chip roundness and average rebound hardness
(Figure 7.32) is not very clear, though there is a slight increasing trend correlation. There
is also slightly less variability at high s/d ratio compared to both low and medium s/d ratios.
The relationship between the average linear cutting rate and the average chip roundness is
presented in Figure 7.33.
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The result shows that as the average mass fragments per unit length increases, the
average fragment shape shifts from less rounded to more rounded. It is also obvious that
linear cutting rate increases with decreasing s/d ratio. This was expected since decreasing
the s/d ratio means more and larger fragments are produced due to cut interaction. This
action also results in more rounded fragments with high linear cutting rate.
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Figure 7.30. Relationship between average chip roundness and
average specific energy for different s/d ratios

7.2.4.2. Relationship between SE, LCR, RF, H and chip aspect ratio. The
relationship between the average SE and average chip aspect ratio is presented in Figure
7.34. The results show a strong power correlation, which implies that rock fragments with
large aspect ratio correspond to high SE. It is also clear that both SE and aspect ratio
increase with increasing s/d ratio. These results were expected since higher s/d ratio
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resulted in high SE. The results also show increasing variability in the aspect ratio as the
s/d ratio increases.
Figure 7.35 shows the relationship between resultant force magnitude and aspect
ratio. The resultant force magnitude linearly increased with the average aspect ratio. The
results indicate that larger resultant force magnitudes are required to produce rock
fragments with high aspect ratio. At higher s/d ratio, high resultant force magnitudes are
required to create rock chips due to no cut interaction. These chips are often rectangular
with a higher aspect ratio (see Figure 7.23). However, as the s/d ratio decreases, cut
interaction begins to occur, producing relatively rounded rock fragments with a lower
aspect ratio at a lower resultant force magnitude (see Figure 7.28).
Figure 7.36 shows the relationship between average chip aspect ratio and the
average rebound hardness values. The relationship shows a slightly inverse correlation
between chip aspect ratio and the rebound hardness values, indicating that the hardness of
the rock surface left behind by the elongated rock fragments (high aspect ratio) is relatively
higher than rock surfaces left behind by less elongated rock fragments (low aspect ratio).
The relationship between the average linear cutting rate and the average aspect ratio
of rock fragments is presented in Figure 7.37. The results show a strong inverse relationship
between linear cutting rate and average aspect ratio, indicating that as the average fragment
mass per unit length increases, the average fragment shape represented by the aspect ratio
decreases proportionally. It is also obvious that the fragments become more elongated (high
aspect ratio) as the s/d ratio increases. This implies that the fragmentation process has
different effects on the fragment shape at different s/d ratios. At lower s/d ratio, rock
fragments are less elongated (lower aspect ratio), while chips at higher s/d ratio are more
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elongated (higher aspect ratio). This was expected since decreasing the s/d ratio means
more and larger fragments are produced due to cut interaction. The decreasing s/d ratio
also results in “rounder” fragments accompanied by more fragments per unit cutting length.
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Figure 7.31. Relationship between average chip roundness and
average resultant force magnitude for different s/d ratios.
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Figure 7.32. Relationship between average chip roundness and
average rebound hardness values for different s/d ratios.
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Figure 7.33. Relationship between average chip roundness and
average linear cutting rate for different s/d ratios.
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Figure 7.34. Relationship between average chip aspect ratio and
average specific energy for different s/d ratios.
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Figure 7.35. Relationship between average chip aspect ratio and
average resultant force magnitude for different s/d ratios.
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Figure 7.36. Relationship between average chip aspect ratio and
average rebound hardness values for different s/d ratios.
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Figure 7.37. Relationship between average chip aspect ratio and
average linear cutting rate for different s/d ratios.

7.3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This section analyzed rock fragments produced during a linear cutting test to
identify and quantify the effect of the different cutting parameters. The chips were
subjected to sieve analysis and various parameters that describe the chip size, shape, and
distribution were measured and calculated. It was found that the “dust” proportion
decreased with decreasing s/d ratio, while the large-sized (chunk) chips increased with
decreasing s/d ratio. In addition, the size (amount) of chips also increased significantly with
decreasing s/d ratio. Large-size chips at low s/d ratio often preserve cut traces from
previous passes.
Linear regression analysis provided useful relationships among the various chip
parameters and the cutting parameters. It is shown that particle size analysis can be a useful
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tool in the rock fragmentation process, providing valuable information on various aspects
of the process. It demonstrates that size/size distribution and shape analysis of the chips
generated during linear cutting of Roubidoux Sandstone can be related to the productivity
and efficiency parameters of the cutting process. Generally, coarser chip sizes
corresponded to higher productivity and efficiency in terms of material cutting rate and SE,
respectively. It is also shown that elongated (high aspect ratio) and rounder rock fragments
corresponded to high and low resultant force magnitudes, respectively, when general trends
are considered.
Finally, to better understand the relationship among the chip size/size distribution
and shape descriptors, rock properties (hardness and cutting parameters), and cutting
parameters, multiple regression analysis was conducted. From the analysis, s/d ratio and
average surface hardness were found to be the most important factors that influence the
specific energy.
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8. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK

8.1. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, experimental studies were conducted to improve the understanding of
rock cutting, particularly to get a better insight into the characteristic relationship between
rock cutting parameters and the excavated rock surface hardness. To do this, Roubidoux
sandstone samples were subjected to linear cutting tests using a field-size radial drag pick
at three different spacing (s) to depth of cut (d) ratios; low, medium and high s/d ratios.
The excavated rock surfaces at the different s/d ratios were subsequently subjected to
rebound tests using rock type Schmidt hammer to measure the surface hardness of the rock
after excavation.
From the linear cutting experiment, normal, drag and side force components were
obtained from which resultant force magnitudes and orientations were calculated. In
addition, the specific energy, rock chip size/size distribution and shape, and the nearsurface hardness of the excavated rock were measured and used to understand the
relationship between the rock cutting process and the excavated rock surface resulting from
such excavation process. The major contributions and conclusions from this research are
summarized below
(1) The purpose of this research was to better understand the relationship between
cutting forces, rock chip parameters and the excavated rock surface hardness during
mechanical excavation. Such understanding will increase the ability to design and better
select excavation equipment for a given geologic formation. However, the wide variability
of Roubidoux sandstone coupled with the complex process of rock cutting prevented a
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clear determination of the relationship between the cutting forces and the resulted rock
surface hardness. The less-than-definitive results obtained from this research indicate one
of several possibilities:


A greater number of tests must be conducted to increase the statistical
confidence for whether there is a clear relationship between the cutting
forces and the excavated surface rebound hardness.



Rebound hardness alone might not be enough to characterize the cutting
force behavior. Perhaps, other parameters known to affect rock cutting
should be considered.



Relationship may exist between the two indices but is obscured by other
mechanisms; or



There is entirely no relationship between the parameters on such a
micro-scale as considered in this research.

(2) Two common parameters often used to determine rock cutting efficiency are
the specific energy and the cutting forces. The cutting force data collected from the
experiment was processed and analyzed to understand the relationship between the
resultant force magnitudes at the different s/d ratios. It was found that the resultant reaction
force at the high s/d ratio was about 37% and 33% higher than the low and medium s/d
ratios, respectively, which were statistically significant at 90% confidence interval. In
addition, about 6% resultant force difference was found between the low and medium s/d
ratios. In terms of the specific energy, higher cutting force coupled with low chip
production is often deem inefficient cutting process, which was observed in the high s/d
ratio indicating that cutting at the high s/d ratio is ineffective and inefficient.
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(3) The resultant force orientation was also analyzed to investigate the orientation
of the cutting tool during cutting. 2D stereonet models of the orientation data and
estimation of the deflection of the tool tip from a straight cutting path indicated that the
cutting tool experienced major deflection in this research. The deflections were believed to
be influenced by the localized variation in rock strength and stiffness especially near the
tool tip, the rock surface profile and chipping mechanism, and the overall machine stiffness
and vibrations.
(4) Statistical and spatial variability analyses were also carried out on the rebound
hardness tests results collected at the saw-cut and excavated rock surfaces. The following
observations and conclusions were highlighted:


The magnitude of the surface hardness from the excavated rock surface in
all s/d ratios were significantly lower than the magnitude of the surface
hardness obtained from the saw-cut surface. The results showed about
16.5%, 18.2% and 15.7% reduction in surface hardness when excavated
with a radial drag pick at low, medium, and high s/d ratios, respectively.



In this work, we modeled the rebound hardness obtained from the excavated
rock surface by fitting sixty analytical probability distributions to the data
at the different s/d ratios. The evaluation of the best fit models which were
based on K-S goodness-of-test indicated that, 4-parameter Kumaraswamy,
Generalized Gamma and Johnson SB were the best models for the rebound
hardness at the low, medium and high s/d ratios, respectively. In addition,
4-parameter Dagum distributions was found to provide a reasonable fit for
the all data when combined without separation by s/d ratios.
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Geostatistical techniques offered alternative methods to conventional
statistics for describing the spatial relationship and associated variability of
the rebound hardness on a smaller scale. Semivariograms and ordinary
kriged maps analysis demonstrated strong spatial dependence in the
rebound hardness values. It was found that exponential and spherical
semivariograms accurately modeled the rebound hardness values

(5) Major conclusions from the analysis of rock fragments morphology, size/size
distribution and shape are:


The volume of rock fragments from cutting experiment was found to be in
close agreement with the nominal chip volume obtained from the cutting
geometry (spacing, depth of cut, and length of cut). Inefficient cutting in the
form of ridge buildup was observed in the high s/d ratio. It was also
observed that the dust proportion decreased with decreasing s/d ratio, while
the amount and size of rock fragment increased significantly. In the high s/d
ratio, it was observed that the size/size distribution and volume of rock chip
increased with increasing number of passes while the low and medium s/d
ratios produced comparable chip size/size distribution and volume from one
pass to another.



The rock fragment produced from the pick cutting experiments was
analyzed for their size/size distribution and shape parameters. The size/size
distribution parameter were analyzed using the absolute size constant (x') of
the Rosin-Rammler distribution and the coarseness index (CI). These
indices correlate strongly with each other as well as with the proportion of
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large sized (> 9.62 mm) rock chips. In general, the x' and CI were found to
increase with increasing proportion of large rock fragments which
corresponded to decreasing s/d ratio. x' and CI also showed strong
relationships with linear cutting rate, and specific energy with both CI and x'
increasing with increased linear cutting rate. The specific energy which is a
strong indicator of cutting efficiency, exhibited a decreasing trend with
increasing CI and x', which confirms that coarser fragments increase cutting
efficiency. The fragment cutting rate also correlated directly with specific
energy with increasing mass cutting rate corresponding to decreasing specific
energy.



A relationship of the form SE = k CI-n was confirmed between specific
energy (SE) and coarseness index (CI). However, the values of the exponent
n were notably higher for drag pick than reported in literature (Tuncdemir
et al., 2008, Abu Bakar, 2012). A similar relationship was found between
the SE and the x', although the exponent n was significantly different in the
two situations. Nonetheless, it showed the similarity between x' and CI in
rock fragment analysis.



The s/d ratio and interaction between adjacent cuts were found to affect or
control the chip morphology and shape. The rock fragment morphology and
shape analysis showed that as the s/d ratio decreased, the rock chip became
more spherical and rounded with chips at the low s/d ratio often preserving
cut traces from previous passes. The chip sphericity, aspect ratio and
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roundness were also found to correlate reasonably with the specific energy,
the resultant reaction force magnitude, and linear cutting rate.


Multiple regression analysis conducted to understand the relationship
between the cutting geometry, chip parameters, rock surface hardness (H)
and specific energy suggested that, the geometrical parameters of cutting
(d, and s/d) and the rebound hardness of the excavated rock surface
contributed significantly to the actual specific energy. The best models
obtained indicated that s/d and H explain about 91% of the variation in the
actual specific energy whiles a second model that includes only d and H
explain about 80 % variation in the actual specific energy. Equations 8.1
and 8.2 show the two models.

SEA = −5.889 + 0.176(𝑠⁄𝑑 ) + 0.091(𝐻), R2 = 0.91

(8.1)

SEA = −8.533 − 0.225(𝑑) + 0.193(𝐻), R2 = 0.80

(8.2)

8.2. RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK
Based on the design, results and conclusions of this research, the following
recommendations are suggested in other to improve future work and ensure research
continuity.
(1) Investigate the role of the entire LCM stiffness and vibration in the rock cutting
process. The LCM was observed to comply with loading during cutting, which was
suspected to have introduced errors in the force measurement. Future users of this machine
should re-enforce the equipment to make it stiffer and reduce machine compliance or
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thoroughly characterize the role of the machine compliance and vibration on the rock
fragmentation process.
(2) In this study, Schmidt hammer rebound test was incorporated into a linear
cutting test to measure the surface hardness of the rock after excavation. However, the
difference in data resolution between the cutting force and the rebound hardness per unit
length was very huge. A better design of experiment that brings the resolution of the
rebound data closer to the cutting force data will increase the chances of developing reliable
correlations between the two indices. Using 3-D finite element method software to simulate
the linear rock cutting and rebound hardness testing can bridge the data resolution gap. In
addition, the rebound hardness data collection was tedious, tiring and time-consuming, and
frequently alternated responsibilities between testing crew. Human-error free process such
as automating the data collection will improve the quality of the hardness data.
(3) Although the hardness data demonstrated clearly the effects of excavation on
the rock surface, the hardness data measurement could not model the resultant force
magnitudes. It was obvious from the results that the excavated rock surface hardness alone
was not enough to model the behavior of the cutting forces. A comprehensive experimental
work that includes other properties known to influence rock behavior will help improve
the cutting force model. Properties such as uniaxial compressive strength, Brazilian tensile
strength, surface roughness, near-surface permeability, and sonic velocity could provide
useful information.
(4) In this study, only one rock type was testing, which did not create room for
reasonable comparison beyond this work. Investigating multiple rock types of contrasting
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properties will provide a clearer picture of the relationship between the cutting forces and
the excavated surface hardness.
(5) A single cutting spacing at three different cutting depth was used. The
relationship between the hardness and the cutting force beyond these cutting parameters
geometries are not known. Understanding the effects of spacing and even deeper cutting
depth will be important for a better correlation model.
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APPENDIX A
3-D LOAD CELL AND LVDT CALIBRATIONS
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Load Cell Calibration Constants Derivations

Force Equilibrium
∑ 𝐹𝑋−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 = ∑ 𝐹𝑌−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 = ∑ 𝐹𝑍−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 = 0

∑ 𝐹𝑋−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 = 𝐒 − S1 − S2 − S3 − S4 = 0,

𝐒 − ∑𝑆 = 0

∑ 𝐹𝑌−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 = 𝐂 – C1 – C2 – C3 – C4 = 0, 𝐂 − ∑ 𝐶 = 0

∑ 𝐹𝑍−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 = 𝐍 − N1 – N2 – N3 – N4 = 0, N − ∑ N = 0
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For moment equilibrium
∑ M𝑋−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 = ∑ M𝑌−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 = ∑ M𝑍−𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠 = 0

∑ MX−axis = −N1 a + N3 a + 𝐃h − Nb = 0 ,
𝐃h = (N1 + N3 )a + 𝐍b

a
b
𝐃 = (N1 − N3 ) + 𝐍 = ∑ 𝐷
h
h
a
b
𝐃 = (N1 − N3 ) + (∑ N)
h
h
∑ MY−axis = −N4 a + N2 a − 𝐒h = 0
𝐒h = (N4 + N2 )a
a

𝐒 = (N4 − N2 ) h
From Equation (1), S = ∑ S
a
𝐒 = (N4 − N2 ) = ∑ S
h
From the moments about the y-axis,

𝐍 = ∑ N = N1 + N2 + N3 + N4

Where,
N = Normal force
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D = Drag force
S = Side force
LC1 = Load cell one
LC2 = Load cell two
LC3 =Load cell three
LC4 = Load cell four
h = Vertical distance between load cell and cutter tip
b = Horizontal distance from cutter tip to center of cutterhead

Moment Arm Ratio for Radial Drag Pick
a = 10.076”
h = 3.11” (pick height) + (1+10/16)” (pick holder) + (10+6/16)” (square
cylinder) + 1.25” (new round plate) + 1.25” (lower plate thickness) + 0.375”
(bottom of load cells) + (1+13/16)/2” (half of load cell thickness)
b = 1.761”
Moment arm ratio = a/h = 0.5334 and b/h = 0.0930
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Radial Drag Cutter Calibration

LRCM Load Cell Calibration July 14, 2016, with minimum stroke spacers
Normal Force
Rolling Force
Side Force
Post
LC1
LC2
LC3
LC4

Slope
Intercept
2.969E-02 7.973E-02
2.855E-02 1.959E-01
2.431E-02 2.416E-01
2.797E-02 1.680E-01

R2
Slope
Intercept
9.998E-01 -1.893E-02 7.973E-02
9.895E-01
9.732E-01 -3.157E-02 2.416E-01
9.830E-01

R2
9.956E-01

Slope

R2

Intercept

8.381E-03 1.767E-02 9.712E-01
9.639E-01
6.601E-03 4.171E-02 9.680E-01

LRCM 3D Load Cell Calibration,
250

Applied Normal Force (KN)

200
150
100

y = 3.533E+01x - 3.783E+00
R² = 9.767E-01

50
0
0

1

2

-50

3

4

5

6

7

Output (Volts)
LC #1

LC #2

LC #3

LC #4

Linear (Overall Equation)
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Cutting Force
30.00 Vs Output

10.00

y = -3.05E+01x - 1.98E+00
R² = 9.64E-01
-1.00

-0.80

-0.60

-0.40

-0.20

y = -5.26E+01x - 1.32E+00
R² = 9.96E-01

0.00
0.00

0.20

0.40

0.60

-10.00
y = -36.385x - 4.7749
R² = 0.9713

LC #1

Applied Drag Force (KN)

20.00

-20.00

LC #3
Overall equation

-30.00
Output (volts)

Side Force vs output
30.00
LC #2

y = 1.47E+02x - 5.71E+00
R² = 9.68E-01

LC #4

20.00

Overall
Linear (LC #2)

-0.25

-0.20

-0.15

-0.10

y = 1.16E+02x - 2.41E+00
R² = 9.71E-01

0.00
-0.05
0.00
-10.00

-20.00

-30.00
Output (Volts)

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

y = 1.21E+02x - 2.23E+00
R² = 9.84E-01

0.25

Applied Side Force (KN)

10.00
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Wedge Angle = 7.5o or 0.13092 radian Fixture Angle = 17.5o Orientation : Normal and Side
Applied Force (Lb)
Applied Force (KN)
Average Output (Volts)

Summary
LC#1

Up

Resultant Load
299.21
10378.17
21837.27
32821.52
43743.25

Resultant
Load®
0.00
10078.96
21538.06
32522.31
43444.04

Normal
0.00
9992.71
21353.74
32243.99
43072.25

43817.58
33088.24
22098.74
11191.52
273.19

43544.40
32815.05
21825.55
10918.33
0.00

43171.75
32534.23
21638.78
10824.89
0.00

Drag
0.00
-1315.77
-2811.71
-4245.67
-5671.46
0.00
-5684.56
-4283.88
-2849.25
-1425.35
0.00

Down

Calibration Ram Area =
Moment Arm ratio (a/h) =
Moment Arm ratio (b/h) =

11.04
0.37

Side

Normal
0.00
44.45
94.99
143.43
191.59

Drag
0.00
-5.85
-12.51
-18.89
-25.23

192.04
144.72
96.25
48.15
0.00

-25.29
-19.06
-12.67
-6.34
0.00

Side

LC1
-0.06
0.24
0.62
0.99
1.37

LC2
0.03
0.29
0.62
0.92
1.21

LC3
0.00
0.35
0.74
1.15
1.58

LC4
0.10
0.52
0.92
1.27
1.57

Normal
0.07
1.40
2.90
4.33
5.73

1.38
1.00
0.59
0.22
-0.06

1.21
0.93
0.62
0.31
0.03

1.59
1.22
0.80
0.41
-0.01

1.58
1.30
0.96
0.57
0.11

5.76
4.45
2.96
1.51
0.07

Drag
-0.01
0.09
0.22
0.34
0.46
0.00
0.46
0.33
0.20
0.07
-0.01

Slope
Intercept

2.97E-02
7.97E-02

-1.89E-02
-2.40E-02

1.00E+00

9.96E-01

Up, Z

in2

Date : July, 2016
Output (Volts)

2

0.09

R

Side

Pressure
Output
(volts)
1.02
1.75
2.58
3.38
4.17

Direction of Cutter travel

LC #4
(North)

LC #3
(East)

LC #1
(West)

LC #2
(South)

4.18
3.40
2.60
1.81
1.02

North, Y
A view from the side (towards the north)
East, X

o

Summary
LC#2

Up

Wedge Angle = 7.5
(Lb)
Resultant
Resultant Load Load®
303.63
0.00
10521.24
10217.61
21818.05
21514.41
32993.81
32690.18
43595.14
43291.51

Normal
0.00
10130.17
21330.30
32410.42
42921.03

Drag

0.00
-1333.87
-2808.63
-4267.58
-5651.55
0.00
-5655.77
-4286.71
-2853.26
-1430.82
0.00

Down
43621.00
33133.83
22153.43
11257.38
297.12

43323.88
32836.72
21856.32
10960.26
0.00

Calibration Ram Area =
Moment Arm ratio =

Side

42953.13
32555.71
21669.28
10866.47
0.00
2

11.04 in
0.37

or 0.13092 radian Fixture Angle = 10
(KN)

Normal
0.00
45.06
94.88
144.17
190.92

Drag

o

Orientation : Normal and Side
Average Output (Volts)

Date : July, 2016
Output (Volts)

Side
0.00
-5.93
-12.49
-18.98
-25.14

LC1
-0.06
0.03
0.13
0.28
0.44

LC2
0.03
0.43
0.81
1.19
1.55

LC3
0.00
0.59
1.29
1.94
2.52

LC4
0.10
0.34
0.59
0.83
1.06

Normal
0.07
1.39
2.82
4.25
5.57

-25.16
-19.07
-12.69
-6.36
0.00

0.44
0.27
0.00
0.51
-0.06

1.55
1.28
0.84
0.51
0.03

2.53
2.16
1.48
0.69
0.00

1.06
0.86
0.52
0.39
0.10

5.58
4.57
2.84
2.09
0.07

191.07
144.82
96.39
48.34
0.00
Up, Z

North, Y

Drag

0.03
-0.03
-0.08
-0.14
-0.18

Pressure
Output
(volts)
1.02
1.76
2.58
3.39
4.16

-0.18
-0.16
-0.12
-0.04
0.03

4.16
3.40
2.61
1.82
1.02

Side

Slope
Intercept

2.9E-02
2.0E-01

8.4E-03
1.8E-02

R2

9.9E-01

9.7E-01

Direction of Cutter travel

LC #4
(North direction)

LC #3
(East direction)

LC #1
(West direction)

LC #2
(South direction)

Cutter

Angle = 7.5o

Resultant

A view from Front (East) of LCM
East, X
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Wedge Angle = 7.5o or 0.13092 radian Fixture Angle = 10o Orientation : Normal and Side
(Lb)
(KN)
Average Output (Volts)

Summary
LC#3
Resultant
Resultant Load Load®
297.70
0.00
10457.52
10159.82
21631.33
21333.63
32886.77
32589.07
43472.90
43175.20

Up

Normal
0.00
10072.87
21151.06
32310.18
42805.72

Drag
0.00
1326.33
2785.03
4254.38
5636.36

42969.08
32134.55
21632.96
10941.45
0.00

5657.87
4231.26
2848.48
1440.70
0.00

Side

Normal
0.00
44.81
94.08
143.72
190.41

Drag
0.00
5.90
12.39
18.92
25.07

191.14
142.94
96.23
48.67
0.00

25.17
18.82
12.67
6.41
0.00

Side

Date : July, 2016
Output (Volts)

LC1
-0.06
0.04
0.25
0.47
0.67

LC2
0.03
0.29
0.57
0.85
1.11

LC3
-0.01
0.46
0.86
1.29
1.74

LC4
0.10
0.40
0.68
0.94
1.19

Normal
0.06
1.18
2.36
3.56
4.71

0.66
0.55
0.39
0.11
-0.06

1.11
0.96
0.76
0.44
0.03

1.74
1.49
1.15
0.67
-0.01

1.18
1.04
0.85
0.53
0.10

4.70
4.04
3.15
1.75
0.06

Down
43633.55
32705.50
22113.26
11329.47
293.58

43339.97
32411.92
21819.69
11035.89
0.00

Calibration Ram Area =
Moment Arm ratio (a/h) =
Moment Arm ratio (b/h) =

2

11.04 in
0.37

Slope
Intercept
2

0.09

R

Drag
-0.03
-0.27
-0.45
-0.64
-0.84
0.00
-0.84
-0.73
-0.57
-0.37
-0.03

2.4E-02
2.4E-01

-3.2E-02
-8.0E-02

9.7E-01

9.6E-01

Pressure
Output
(volts)
1.02
1.76
2.57
3.38
4.15

Side

Direction of Cutter travel

LC #4
(North)

LC #3
(East)

LC #1
(West)

LC #2
(South)

4.16
3.37
2.60
1.82
1.02

Cutter

Angle = 7.5o

Resultant

A view from side (South) of LCM

Wedge Angle = 7.5o or 0.13092 radian Fixture Angle = 10o Orientation : Normal and Side
(Lb)
(KN)
Average Output (Volts)

Summary
LC#4

Up

Resultant
Resultant Load Load®
269.14
0.00
10638.70
10369.56
21963.40
21694.26
33000.42
32731.28
43704.82
43435.68

Normal
0.00
10280.82
21508.61
32451.17
43063.97

Rolling

Side
0.00
1353.71
2832.11
4272.95
5670.37

Normal
0.00
45.73
95.68
144.35
191.56

5669.15
4276.63
2919.34
1440.67
0.00

191.52
144.47
98.62
48.67
0.00

Rolling

Date : July, 2016
Output (Volts)

Side
0.00
6.02
12.60
19.01
25.22

LC1
-0.05
0.02
0.20
0.48
0.70

LC2
0.02
0.25
0.51
0.78
1.03

LC3
0.00
0.54
1.09
1.55
2.06

LC4
0.10
0.49
0.87
1.24
1.57

Normal
0.07
1.29
2.67
4.05
5.36

25.22
19.02
12.99
6.41
0.00

0.69
0.50
0.45
-0.02
-0.06

1.03
0.90
0.71
0.31
0.02

2.06
1.85
1.26
0.78
0.00

1.56
1.34
1.07
0.58
0.10

5.33
4.59
3.48
1.65
0.07

Rolling

0.03
0.09
0.13
0.17
0.20

Pressure
Output
(volts)
1.02
1.77
2.59
3.39
4.17

0.20
0.16
0.13
0.10
0.03

4.17
3.39
2.64
1.82
1.02

Side

Direction of Cutter travel

LC #4
(North)

Down
43684.28
33017.41
22620.43
11293.64
257.95

43426.34
32759.46
22362.48
11035.70
0.00

Calibration Ram Area =
Moment Arm ratio =

43054.71
32479.11
22171.11
10941.25
0.00
2

11.04 in
0.37

Slope
Intercept
2

R

2.8E-02
1.7E-01

6.6E-03
4.2E-02

9.8E-01

9.7E-01

LC #3
(East)

LC #1
(West)

LC #2
(South)
Cutter
Angle = 7.5o

Resultant

A view from Front (west) of LCM
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LRCM Load cell #2 calibration, July 18, 2016, Angle = 7.5
7.00

Output Voltage

6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00

y = 2.969E-02x + 7.973E-02
R² = 9.998E-01

2.00
1.00
0.00
0.00

50.00

100.00

150.00

200.00

250.00

Applied Normal Force (KN)

LRCM Load cell #2 calibration, July 18, 2016, Angle = 7.5
0.50

Output Voltage

0.40
0.30
0.20

y = -1.893E-02x - 2.403E-02
R² = 9.956E-01

0.10
0.00

-30.00

-25.00

-20.00

-15.00

-10.00

-5.00

0.00
-0.10

Applied Drag Force (KN)
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LRCM Load cell #2 calibration, July 18, 2016, Angle = 7.5
6.00

Output Voltage

5.00
4.00
3.00

y = 2.855E-02x + 1.959E-01
R² = 9.895E-01

2.00
1.00
0.00
0.00

50.00

100.00

150.00

200.00

250.00

Applied Normal Force (KN)

LRCM Load cell #2 calibration, July 18, 2016, Angle = 7.5
0.05
0.00

Output Voltage

-30.00

-25.00

-20.00

-15.00

-10.00

-5.00

0.00
-0.05
-0.10

y = 8.381E-03x + 1.767E-02
R² = 9.712E-01

Applied Side Force (KN)

-0.15
-0.20
-0.25
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LRCM Load cell #2 calibration, July 7, 2016, Angle = 7.5
6.00

Output Voltage

5.00
4.00
3.00

y = 2.431E-02x + 2.416E-01
R² = 9.732E-01

2.00
1.00
0.00
0.00

50.00

100.00

150.00

200.00

250.00

Applied Normal Force (KN)

LRCM Load cell #2 calibration, July 7, 2016, Angle = 7.5
0.00
-0.10

0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

Output Voltage

-0.20
-0.30
-0.40
-0.50
-0.60
-0.70
-0.80

y = -3.157E-02x - 7.965E-02
R² = 9.639E-01

-0.90
-1.00

Applied Drag Force (KN)

25.00

30.00
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LRCM Load cell #2 calibration, July 14, 2016, Angle = 7.5
6.00

Output Voltage

5.00
4.00
3.00

y = 2.7968E-02x + 1.6796E-01
R² = 9.8303E-01

2.00
1.00
0.00
0.00

50.00

100.00

150.00

200.00

250.00

Applied Normal Force (KN)

LRCM Load cell #2 calibration, July 14, 2016, Angle = 7.5
0.25

Output Voltage

0.20

0.15

0.10

y = 6.6007E-03x + 4.1706E-02
R² = 9.6804E-01

0.05

0.00
0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

Applied Side Force (KN)

25.00

30.00
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LVDT Calibration

Calibration1

Calibration2

Calibration3

Calibration4

9

Distance Travel (inches)

8
7
6
5
4
y = 39.729x - 29.745
R² = 0.9995

3
2
1
0
-1 0.74

0.79

0.84
0.89
Output Volts

0.94

0.99

Calibration 1
9
8

Distance travel (inches)

7
6
5
4
3
y = 40.02x - 29.957
R² = 0.9998

2
1
0
-1 0.74

0.79

0.84
0.89
Output volts

0.94

0.99
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Calibration 2
9
8

Distance travel (inches)

7
6
5
4
3

y = 39.406x - 29.511
R² = 0.9996

2
1
0
-1 0.74

0.79

0.84
0.89
Output Volts

0.94

0.99

Calibration 3

9

Distance travel (inches)

8
7
6
5
4
y = 39.662x - 29.707
R² = 0.9997

3
2
1
0
-1 0.74

0.79

0.84

0.89

0.94

0.99

Output Volts

Calibration 4

Distance Travel (inches)

9
8
7
6
5
4
3

y = 39.858x - 29.833
R² = 0.9997

2
1
0
0.74

0.79

0.84

0.89

Output Volts

0.94

0.99
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APPENDIX B
FORCE TRACE DATA
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Cutting Forces (KN)

High s/d ratio, Pass 1 Cut 2
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
-2 0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Time (sec)
Norma lforce

Drag Force

Side Force

Resultant Force

High s/d ratio, Pass 1 Cut 3

Cutting Forces (KN)

20
15
10
5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

-5
-10

Time (sec)
Norma lforce

Drag Force

Side Force

Resultant Force

12
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253

254

High s/d ratio, Pass 2, Cut 4
30

Cutting Forces (KN)

25
20
15
10
5
0
0

2

-5

4

6

8

10

Time (sec)
Norma lforce

Drag Force

Side Force

Resultant Force

12

255

High s/d ratio, Pass 2 Cut 5
35

Cutting Forces (KN)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
-5 0

2

4

-10

6

8

10

12

Time (sec)
Norma lforce

Drag Force

Side Force

Resultant Force

High s/d ratio, Pass 2 Cut 6
25

Cutting Forces (KN)

20
15
10
5
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

-5
-10

Time (sec)
Norma lforce

Drag Force

Side Force

Resultant Force

12

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

263

Medium s/d Ratio

264

265

266

267

268

269

270

271

272

273
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SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA
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Sieve Analysis Data
Caught

Caught Caught Caught Passing

on

on 25.4

on 9.42

on 1.65

1.65

s

d

s/d

50.8mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(g)

(g)

(g)

(g)

(g)

Pass1

50

3.2

16

0

512

255

220

358

Pass 2

50

3.2

16

0

615

276

206

400

Pass3

50

3.2

16

0

781

323

224

516

Pass4

50

3.2

16

0

925

290

201

514

Pass5

50

3.2

16

0

849

222

156

430

Pass1

50

6.4

8

0

2337

1090

452

731

Pass 2

50

6.4

8

370

1603

920

481

664

Pass3

50

6.4

8

800

2822

1190

530

864

Pass4

50

6.4

8

167

2297

1070

488

792

Pass5

50

6.4

8

138

2200

979

461

800

Pass1

50

12.7

4

2046

3450

1706

820

1464

Pass 2

50

12.7

4

752

4480

1572

743

1328

Pass3

50

12.7

4

790

4179

1252

731

1108

Pass4

50

12.7

4

5484

3661

1002

558

937

Pass5

50

12.7

4

2237

3234

1366

614

1029
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ROCK STIFFNESS AND UCS TEST
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Rock Stiffness
Sample
ID

Stiffness

Sample 1

1.18E+06

Sample 2

9.71E+05

Sample 3

1.10E+06

Sample 4

7.56E+05

Sample 5

8.67E+05

Sample 6

8.03E+05

Sample 7

9.54E+05

Sample 8

1.00E+06

Sample 9

1.01E+06

Sample 10

1.02E+06

Sample 11

9.04E+05

Sample 12

1.14E+06

Mean

9.76E+05

Minimum

7.56E+05

Maximum

1.18E+06

277

Sample 1
60000

Load (lb)

50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.08

0.1

0.08

0.1

Deflection (inches)

Sample 2
40000
35000

Load (lb)

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

Deflection (inches)

Sample 3
45000
40000

Load (lb)

35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

Deflection (inches)

278

Sample 4
35000
30000

Load (lb)

25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Deflection (inches)

Sample 5
35000
30000

Load (lb)

25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

Deflection (inches)

Sample 6
35000
30000

Load (lb)

25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

Deflection (inches)

0.08

0.1

279

Sample 7
45000
40000

Load (lb)

35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.08

0.1

0.08

0.1

Deflection (inches)

Sample 8
45000
40000

Load (lb)

35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

Deflection (inches)

Sample 9
45000
40000

Load (lb)

35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

Deflection (inches)
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Sample 10
45000
40000

Load (lb)

35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.08

0.1

0.08

0.1

Deflection (inches)

Sample 11
40000
35000

Load (lb)

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

Deflection (inches)

Load (lb)

Sample 12
50000
45000
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

Deflection (inches)

281
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282

Force Orientation for High s/d Ratio

283

284

285

286

287

288

289

290

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

Force Orientation for Medium s/d Ratio

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

Force Orientation for Low s/d Ratio

319

320

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

332

333

334

335

336
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80000
70000

Intensity

60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

60

80

100

Angle

25000

Intensity

20000

15000

10000

5000

0
0

20

40

Angle
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40000
35000

Intensity

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

60

80

100

Angle

70000
60000

Intensity

50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
0

20

40

Angle
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60000
50000

Intensity

40000
30000
20000
10000
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

60

80

100

Angle

200000
180000
160000

Intensity

140000
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0
0

20

40

Angle
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40000
35000

Intensity

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

60

80

100

Angle

30000
25000

Intensity

20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

20

40

Angle
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CONCEPTS AND AUXILIARY CALCULATIONS

342

Drag Tool Contact Area Calculations

Cutter Frontal Contact View Area Calculations

1

Area = 2 𝑑 (𝑎 + 𝑏)

343

Cutter Base Contact View Area Calculations

1

Area= 2 ℎ (𝑎 + 𝑏) +

1
2

ℎ2 (𝑏 + 𝑐)

Cutter Side Contact View Area Calculations

1

Area = (a x c) – (2 (𝑎(𝑑 − 𝑐))

344

Schmidt Hammer Area Calculation

Area of plunger base view, 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟 2

345
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